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Equalisation Techni9.ues for Multi-level Digital 
Magnetic Recording 

Purav Shah 

Abstract 

A large amount of research has been put into areas of signal processing, medium de
sign, head and servo-mechanism design and coding for conventional longitudinal as well 
as perpendicular magnetic recording. This work presents some further investigation in the 
signal processing and coding aspects of longitudinal and perpendicular digital magnetic 

recording. 
The work presented in this thesis is based upon numerical analysis using various simu

lation methods. The environment used for implementation of simulation models is C/C + + 
programming. Important results based upon bit error rate calculations have been docu
mented in this thesis. 

This work presents the new designed Asymmetric Decoder (AD) which is modified to 
take into account the jitter noise and shows that it has better performance than classical 
BCJR decoders with the use of Error Correction Codes (ECC). In this work, a new method 
of designing Generalised Partial Response (GPR) target and its equaliser has been dis
cussed and implemented which is based on maximising the ratio of the minimum squared 
euclidean distance of the PR target to the noise penalty introduced by the Partial Re
sponse (PR) filter. The results show that the new designed GPR targets have consistently 
bettet· performance in comparison to various GPR targets previously published. 

Two methods of equalisation including the industry's standard PR, and a novel Soft
Feedback-Equalisation (SFE) have been discussed which are complimentary to each other. 
The work on SFE, which is a novelty of this work, was derived from the problem of Inter 
Symbol Interference (ISI) and noise colouration in PR equalisation. This work also shows 
that multi-level SFE with MAP/BCJR feedback based magnetic recording with ECC has 
similar performance when compared to high density binary PR based magnetic recording 
with ECC, thus documenting the benefits of multi-level magnetic recording. It has been 
shown that 4-level PR based magnetic recording with ECC at half the density of binary PR 
based magnetic recording has similar performance and higher packing density by a factor 

of2. 
A novel technique of combining SFE and PR equalisation to achieve best ISI cancel

lation in a iterative fashion has been discussed. A consistent gain of 0.5 dB and more 
is achieved when this technique is investigated with application of Maximum Transition 
Run (MTR) codes. As the length of the PR target in PR equalisation increases, the gain 
achieved using this novel technique consistently increases and reaches up to 1.2 dB in case 
of EEPR4 target for a bit error rate of l o-5 . 
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} Introduction 

The present age is considered to be the age of ever demanding information, data storage 

and faster communication. Thus, the demand in smaller size, high performance, low cost 

electronic devices is ever increasing. Similar factors like reduction in form factor, bet

ter power efficiency, high performance and lower market price influence directly to the 

magnetic storage devices. There are a variety of information storage systems including 

magnetic tape drives, magnetic floppy disk drives (nearly obsolete due to limited storage 

capacity), magnetic hard disk drives, semiconductor memory, holographic optical storage, 

magneto-optical disk drives and the latest magnetic random access memory (M-RAM). It 

is seen that different types of magnetic storage devices make a major contribution to the 

storage technology. 

The year 200G marks the 501" anniversary of the introduction of the hard disk drive (HDD) 

and it is just over 100 years since Valdemar Poulson invented magnetic recording, the 

base technology for these recording devices (Daniel et al.; 1999) which have become an 

integral part of our lives. The 2007 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded jointly to Al

bert Fert (France) and Peter Grunberg (Germany) for their pioneering discovery of giant 

magneto-resistance. Their discovery in 1988, has led to an exponential rise in the data stor

age market, especially hard disk drives. Along with the advances in the conventional mag

netic recording techniques, a lot of research is put into perpendicular magnetic recording 

and system modelling in order to achieve "smaller", "faster", "high capacity" and "cheaper" 

magnetic recording systems. Conventional magnetic recording technique is based upon 

longitudinal recording. This is limited at around 300 Giga-bit per square inch. 

Currently, the advancement of perpendicular recording is limited to l Tera-bit per 

square inch. To achieve the highest area! densities, it will be necessary to use a mag

netic recording configuration capable of writing and storing data on very small magnetic 

grains together with a signal processing system capable of recovering data reliably when 

each bit is recorded on such high density configurations (Wood; 2000). 

1.1 History of Magnetic Storage Devices 

There are a variety of information storage systems with varying degrees of development 

and usability. Among them are magnetic tape drives, magnetic hard disk drives, magnetic 

floppy drives, magneto-optic (MO) disk drives, phase-change optical disk drives, semicon

ductor flash memory, holographic storage, solid-state hard disk drives and magnetic ran-

3 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

dom access memory (MRAM). The information storage hierarchy is as shown in Figure 1.1. 

Semiconductor 
Main Memory 

Magnetic Hard Disk 

Removable Storage Devices 

Magnetic 
Floppy, 
Diskffape 

Magneto
Optical 
CD-ROM,DVD 
BLU-RAY 

Solid-State 
HDD & Flash 
Memory Devices 

Figure 1.1: A Typical Information Storage Hierarchy 

It is seen !Tom the hierarchy that the storage technologies at all levels of the storage 

hierarchy can be differentiated based upon vm;ous characteristics, depending upon their 

use and development. These characteristics are described below: 

4 

• Volatility - Whether constant power is required to retain the stored information. Fur

ther classified into - volatile, non-volatile and dynamic memories. 

• Mutability- Capable of constant changes or static. Further classified into- Read/Write 

Storage, Read only storage, slow read - fast write storage 

• Accessibility - Whether the device can be accessed from several locations or static 

locations as well as mode of access which is either parallel or serial. Further classified 

into - Random Access and Sequential Access. 

• Capacity - Total amount of stored information that a device can hold. The formatted 

capacity can be defined as (Wang and Taratorin; 1999): 

C = 
User Bytes . Tracks DntaBands Assemblies 

Tra.ck DataBand Head- diskAssembly Box 
(1.1) 

where User Bytes is equal to Total Data Bytes-Overhead Bytes(Formatting), Data Bands 
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= Zones with the same data rate•, Tracks is equal to the number of tracks on each 

disk, Head-disk Assembly is the air tight assembly which includes a disk pack and 

read/write heads, Box is the enclosure including the head-disk assembly and electron

ics for the hard disk drive. Head-disk assembly and box determines the form factor 

of the hard disk drive. 

• Density - The compactness of the stored information. Area I data density D11 can be 

defined as the inverse of bit area (bit length times track pitch). It is given in the units 

ofbi.tsjmm2 , Mbjin. 2 and Gbjin 2 . 

(1.2) 

where D1 is the linear data density defined as the inverse of the smallest bit length 

and Dt is the track density defined as the inverse of the track pitcht. 

• Performance- Can be further classified into- Latency and Throughput. 

Depending upon the level of the information storage hierarchy, the type of storage sys

tems are chosen. The primary storage is the semiconductor memory, which is random 

access. The secondary storage is considered to be hard disk drives. Recently, one of the 

products of Apple known as Mac book-Air uses a solid-state hard disk drive with 64 Giga

bytes has been implemented in order to reduce the size and weight of the laptop. The 

next in the hierarchy is the offiine modes of storage or removable media devices such as 

floppy drives, magneto-optical drives such as Compact Disc-Read Only Memory (CD-ROM), 

Compact Disc-Read and Write (CD-RW), Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), Blu Ray Discs, High 

Definition-DVD (HD-DVD), solid state devices such as flash memory. Further to all of the 

above mentioned devices, there exists a robotic storage which is used for backups and are 

known as tape libraries. 

Below are the specifications of magnetic hard disk drives and magnetic tape drives, 

since they are in highest use as secondary storage devices. 

1.1.1 Magnetic Hard Disk Storage 

Some of the major historical events that took place in the history of Hard Disk Storage are 

listed below: 

• The very first hard disk drive introduced by IBM, San Jose, California in 1956 was 

called the Random Access Method of Accounting and Control (RAMAC) or IBM350 (Wang 

and Taratorin; 1999). Since this first introduction to date, magnetic recording tech

nology has made remarkable progress. 

·Data rate D, is the number of bits per unit time that the write/read head can deliver. 
1Track pitch is the distance between adjacent tracks from their centres 

5 
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• In 1986, IBM introduced the IBM 9332. It was the first hard disk drive utilising "1-7'' 

run-length-limited (RLL) code efficiently. 

• In 1988, Giant Magneto-Resistance (GMR) effect was introduced by M. Biabich et 

al., which revolutionised the magnetic recording industry (Belleson and Grochowski; 

2008). 

• In 1991, a major shift occurred in the hard disk drive industry, since the implemen

tation ofPRML in rigid disk drives was found (Cocker et al.; 1991). 

• Between 1994 and 2002, there was a tremendous increase in the linear densities of 

magnetic storage devices due to the use ofGMR read/write heads. 

• Toshiba was the first company to deploy perpendicular magnetic recording in 2005, 

but it suffered reliability issues in the consumer market (Toshiba Press Release; 

2006). 

• In early 2005, Hitachi Global Storage Technologies demonstrated an area! density of 

230 gigabits per square inch (Gb/in2) on perpendicular recording technology, the high

est area] density achieved to date based on vertical recording (Milestones of Magnetic 

Recording; 2006). 

• In early 2006, Seagate started to ship their first laptop-sized, 2.5inch hard drive using 

perpendicular magnetic recording (Perpendicular Recording; 2007). 

• In early 2007, Hitachi announced its first 1 Terabyte Hard Drive using perpendicular 

magnetic recording, which they delivered in April 2007. 

• Fujitsu, in early 2007, also announced the breakthrough of patterned media tech

nology, a process which could make higher densities feasible (Fujitsu Press Release; 

2007). 

1.1.2 History of Magnetic Tape Drive 

Advancements in the history of tape drives are listed as below (Wang and Taratorin; 1999): 
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• In 1951, the first ever computer tape drive called "UNISERVO" was developed and 

sold with the "UNIVAC". 

• In 1974, IBM deployed their first Tape Cartridge. They also announced the Mass 

Storage Systems (MSS), which is an example of tape library. 

• In 1984, the read write assembly was changed to MR heads by IBM. Also, Digital 

Linear Corporation introduced Digital Linear Tape (DLT) storage system. 
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• In 1986, first hardware data compression (illRC Algorithm) was used for data backup. 

• In 1995, HP used PRML techniques for tape drives. 

• In 1997, Linear Tape Open (LTO), a new standard of open format specifications for 

network and enterprise storage was announced as a joint effort by HP, IBM and Sea

gate. 

• In 2002, the sales ofLTO versus Super-DLT was nearly 2 to 1. 

• In 2006, the LTO consortium announced that over 1.5 million LTO drives and 50 

million cartridges h ad been shipped (Linear Tape-Open; 2008). 

A table (Ahmed; 2005) of hard disk drive and tape drive specifications is listed as below: 

Features 11 Hard Disk Drive (HDD) 11 Tape Drive 

Typical Capacity 500GB 300GB 
(Uncompressed, with Digital 

Lempei-Ziv (DLZ) 600GB) 
Data Recovery Extended PRML PRML (Class 4) 

ISI Equalisation ISI Equalisation 
Non-Recoverable 1 in 1014 1in 101 1 

error rate 
Bytes per sector 512=4096 bits variable up to 16K 

Bits per inch 763000 233000 
Tracks per inch 120000 1490 
Area] Density = 91560 Mbitsjin'l 347 Mbits/in"l. 

Bits/in x Tracks/in 
Typical Error Interleaved RS(255,239,17) RS 64-bit 

Correction Codes using GF(28 ) symbols Cyclic Redunda ncy Check 
or Shortened RS codes (96-bit) on each 4kB of data 

using GF(212 ) symbols 256-bit AES-GCM 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)-

Galois Counter Mode (GCM) 
drive level encryption 

Table 1.1: Typical Specifications of Consumer Devices 

1.2 Introduction to Digital Recording 

Digital magnetic recording is the process of recording information/data on a magnetic 

medium and reading it at a later stage. It can be seen as storing "now" and retrieving 

"later". The "storing now time" is roughly 100 Mb/s (data transfer rate) and the "retrieving 

time" can be anything up to 3 years. It can be treated as a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) 

system in which the readback signal is distorted due to various channel effects. It deals 
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with two main processes: Write a nd Read. A digital magnetic recording channel can be 

modelled as a normal communications channel transmitting data in time and retrieving 

il later. This involves handling of discrete or quantised units of information for storage 

and retrieval of digital data. In certain other applications of magnetic recording like audjo 

and video recording applications, the aim is to record and reproduce a replica at a later 

time. With powerful error correcting capabilities for digital data, all recording is based on 

digital information. In magnetic recording, data is modulated into a write current, which 

is passed to the medium through a write head. The write head creates regions of magnetic 

medium with changing magnetisation by changing the direction of the externally applied 

magnetic field. 

These regions where th e magnetisation changes occur are called Magnetic Transitionst 

on the magnetic medium. These magnetic transitions are written by t he write head and can 

be detected during a readback process by a read head. The read s ignal is a representation 

ofthe transitions written on the magnetic medium. 

Magnetic Recording is based on the interaction between a magnetic medium and a 

magnetic head(transducer), in relative motion with respect to one another (Hoagland and 

Monson; 1991). 

A typical digital magnetic recording channel can be shown as below in Figure 1.2. 

Inpu_t - --.1 
Data 

Decoded 
Data -+----1 

ECC 
Encoder 

ECC 
Decoder 

Channel 
1--- +l Codes/ 

Modulation 

Peak/PRML/ 
1+-----l'-'emodulator f+----1 DFE 

Detection 

Analog 
Readback 

Figure 1.2: A Typical Digital Magnetic Recording Channel 

Three primary modes of recording can be defined, based on the direction of surface 

magnetisation relative to the direction of track motion . 

These modes are: 

• Longitudinal or Horizontal Recording 

• Perpendicular or Vertical Recording 

• Transverse Recording 

1 A real magnetisation transition in magnetic media can be modelled by an arc-tangent function. A mag
netisation transition centered at x = 0 can be given as M (x) = 2~· tan -I ( ~ ) 
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The recording directions and magnetisation directions for longitudinal and perpendicular 

magnetic r ecording are as shown in Figure 1.3. 

Hagnet isable 
Recording Layer 

No n - Magneti c 
Ca rrier 

o f Motio n 

Perpendicular 
Directio n 

Longitudinal t Transv ersal 
Di rection ~ Direc tion 

Longitudinal 

Perpendicular 

Figure 1.3: Definition of Directions of Magnetic Recording 

There are various non-linear mechanisms which exist in the recording channel tha t 

dis tort the signal when the data is written as well as when it is read (Melas et a l. ; 1987). 

As two transitions come close to each other, the transition walls begin to overlap each 

other. This h a ppens if the trans itions are not perpendicular to the track a nd have some 

non-zero width . When pa1ts of the transitions overlap each other, the effective length of the 

boundary of the transitions is reduced and thus, reducing the amplitude of the transition 

response. This phenomenon is known as Partial Erasure (Barndt et al.; 1993). 

Another write process anomaly, is modelled as Non Linear Transition Shift (NLTS) (Wang 

a nd Taratorin ; 1999) (Taratorin et a l. ; 1997) (Bertram; 1994). When a transition is r ecorded 

on the medium, it produces a demagnetisation field that opposes its own magnetisation. 

When the next transition is written, the demagnetisation field from the first causes the 

second transit ion to be written earlier (Wang and Taratorin ; 1999). This resu lts in the 

dibit response with a shifted second transition and causes over-writing of previous data. 

However, these types of write and read anomalies a re not considered in th is work. Bit 

Error Rate (BER) performance of the channel is the main cri terion of obser vation in this 

thesis. The bit error ra te is defined as: 

BER = Number of Errors 
Total Number ofBits 

(1.3) 

Figure 1.4 expla ins various regions of a typical BER curve using a Tmbo code perfor

man ce (Ahmed; 2003a). An error floor appears in the BER versus SNR characteristics of 

coded systems due to very good performance a lmost upto the Shannon limit as described 

in (1.11). Performance of coded systems a re bound by the Shannon limit and the typical 
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Figure 1.4: Typica l Bit Error Rate Performance Curve 

code properties which are beyond the scope of this thesis. The Waterfall region is due to 

Sha nnon's limit for the channel , and the Error floor is due to the the Probability of Error of 

the code. A typical Turbo code WaterfaJJ a nd En-or floor region ar e as shown in Figure 1.4. 

A magnetic recording channel can be considered to a coded channel, since it is a rate 1 

convolut ional code channel. 

1.2.1 Longitudinal Magnetic Recording 

In longitudinal recording, the principle direction of magnetisation is in the plan e of the 

surface a nd parallel to the direction of surface motion. 

The readback voltage from an isola ted transition can be approximated by a Lorentzian 

function as shown in equation(1.4) (Bertram; 1994). 

1 
h(t) = 2 

} + ( P lt~to/T) 
(1.4) 

PWso/ T is a measure of how close the transitions a re in relation to the minimum length 

between transitions. It is the pulse width at half maximum, normalised to the bit period 

T . A typical lorentzian pulse is as shown in Figure 2.2. This measure of PW50 is u sed in 

this thesis, when recording density is discussed. As the PW50 increases, the transitions 

comes closer to each other. As the PW50 decreases, the transitions a re consistently apaTt 

from each other. 

Figure 1.5 shows an LTI equivalence of a longitudinal magnetic recording ch annel. The 
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transition response h(t ) in (1.4) is the approximation of the readback voltage from an iso

lated transition on the magnetic medium. { xk} is a binary sequence having T spaced dis

crete elements taking values {± 1}. Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ)§ symbols are written on the 

magnetic medium by the write head which creates a two-level transition sequence {ak} . 

(1 - D) 

Transi t i o n 
Respons e 

1------+l 

h(t) 

'-,, s(t) ,/ 
'\.... ______ _____ .../ 

Overa ll Channel Response 

Figure 1.5: Linear Time Invariant model of Longitudinal Magnetic Recording Channel 

The transition sequence can be expressed as: 

ak = Tk · (1 - D), (1.5) 

where D is a T second delay operator. 

Since h(t.) from (1.4) corresponds to the transition sequence in the media, the overall 

impulse response of the longitudinal magnetic recording channel s(t), also referred to as a 

dibit response, can be expressed as: 

s(t ) = h(t) - h(t - T) . (1.6) 

The recording channel differs from mos t communication systems in a number of ways. 

Reliability requirements are usually much higher for magnetic recording systems. Also, 

signal power is limited and cannot be increased with respect to noise. As a result, mag

netic recording systems work at a much higher signal to noise ratio (SNR) than a normal 

communications system (Monson; 1987). For example, a typical tape-drive for magnetic 

recording operates at an SNR of 19 - 22 dB, while a typical communication system down

link with 8 GHz frequency and range of 21. 195 nautical miles would require an SNR of 

10 - 13 dB to operate. 

Increasing the density of the recorded data stored on the magnetic medium causes the 

magnetic transitions to interfere with one another. This occurs due to the mechanical lim

itation and magnetic interactions of the recording system. Magnetic information consists 

of multiple magnetic transitions. The interaction of closely spaced multiple transitions 

§Digita l data {0, I} are recorded such that the symbol I represents a positive amplitude of write current, 
and the symbol 0 represents a negative amplitude 

,The recorded bit density De can be given by the relation De = PI·~"" 
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causes bit shift or often known as Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) which results in pulse 

crowding, and reduction in signal amplitude causing timing jitter and also incorrect detec

tion (Wang and Taratorin; 1999). Bit shifts which occur due to the linear superposition of 

multiple pulses, are the peaks of alternating polarity occurring at locations slightly shifted 

away from the intended locations. 

The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is defined by equation(l.7) 

1 
SN R = 10 log10( 

2
a 2 ) , (1.7) 

where a is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise distribution. This is a measure of 

noise only. This definition of SNR is used throughout in this work. 

1.2.2 Perpendicular Magnetic Recording 

Professor Iwasaki and his colleagues proposed a perpendicular recording system using a 

new recording medium and magnetic head in 1977, and showed that it was capable of real

ising high storage densities (lwasaki and Hokkyo; 1991). The research was characterised 

by the simultaneous development of new magnetic head designs and recording media. In 

perpendicular magnetic recording, the principal orientation of the magnetisation is normal 

to the plane of the surface. 

The main difference between perpendicular and longitudinal magnetic recording is 

that, in perpendicular recording, the adjacent magnetised regions are in anti-parallel states; 

therefore, an attractive force exists between each pair of the residual magnetisation re

gions, making them stable (lwasaki and Nakamura; 1977). Thus, in digital recording, a 

sharp magnetisation transition can be achieved at high densities, without being affected 

by demagnetisation. The perpendicular recording process is explained mathematically and 

analytically in (Middleton and Wright; 1984). 

Given current estimates, that would suggest an areal density using PMR as great as one 

terabit per square inch- making possible in two to three years a ~~.5 inch disk drive capable 

of storing an entire terabyte of data (Wood et al.; 2007). As the area] density is increased, 

however, the signal processing aspects of magnetic recording becomes more difficult. 

A hyperbolic tangent readback signal from an isolated transition s(t) is assumed for 

perpendicular magnetic recording (Okamoto et al.; 2001). It is given as: 

s(t) = A· tanh (ln(3) -p t _ ) , 
W;;o 

(1.8) 

where A is the saturation level/amplitude from zero to peak(normalised to unity) and PW5o 

is the time taken for s(t) to go from -A/ 2 to +A/2. It is assumed that t and PW5o are 

normalised to the symbol period, T. 

A simulation model of perpendicular magnetic recording channel is as shown in Fig-
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ure 1.6. The user data, denoted as ak. is a sequence of input symbols taking values of 0, 1. 

To simulate th e write current, the sequence a~,; is mapped to - 1, +1. The scaling factor of 

0.5 is to ensure the transition takes values of - 1, 0, + 1. The dibit response p(t) is defined 

as: 

p(t) = s(t) - s(t- 1). (1.9) 

The readback signal r(t) is the convolution of a~,; and p(t) plus some Additive White 

Gaussian Noise (AWGN): 

r·(t) = L a~;p(t - kT) +n(t), 
k 

b{t) 

(1.10) 

where n(t) is the AWGN with mean ofO and variance of a 2 . A Maximum Likelihood Se

quence Detector (MLSD) is u sed to provide the decoder solution which is used for perfor

mance evaluation . The points ofBER measurement are as sh own on the simulation model. 

The errors are calculated between the actual input data and the decoded data. 

BER MEASUREMENT POINTS 

0.5 

Response b(t) 

p(t) 

PR y 
Equa 1 i se r f---"'---+1 MLSD 1--41.-=:a"'-k-+-

Dibit 

F igure 1.6: S imulation Model of Perpendicular Magnetic Recording Channel 

1.3 The problem of Digital Magnetic Recording 

The areal density in magnetic recording is increasing faster than Moore's Lawll, and it 

has thus been outpacing the semiconductor industry (Moon et a l. ; 2001). In order to in

crease the capacity of a magnetic recorder to its maximum, there are a lot of areas which 

need improvement. Among many of them, better performance media, better hea d design, 

magneto-resistive (MR) read heads, scaling of mechanical parts, better signal processing 

a nd error correction coding (Moon et al. ; 2001) are of utmost importance. 

New channel models, equalisation techniques, modulation coding, error correction cod

ing have given a significant boost to the development of magnetic storage technology. 

Trellis decoding was introduced by Forney (1967) as a means to explain the Viterbi 

algorithm. The major milestone achieved in th e storage technology was the utilisation of 

II Moore's law s tates that the number of transistors that can be inexpensively placed on an integrated 
circuit (IC) is increasing expone ntially, doubling approximately every two years 
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Viterbi algorithm by Kobayashi (1971a)** . 

This achievement has led to an increase in linear recording densitytt by allowing bits 

to be packed closer together (Ahmed; 2003a). 

Signal processing and error correction coding have improved a lot since the realisation 

ofBahl-Cocke-Jelenik-Raviv (BCJR) algorithm in 1974 (Bahl et al.; 1974). The introduction 

ofPRML, led to an improvement of 30- 40% in the area] density of magnetic recorders in 

comparison to the standard peak detection systems (Cocker et al.; 1991). 

Initial investigation done by Mackintosh and Jorgensen (1981) suggested that the ca

pacity of a digital magnetic recorder could be increased beyond the normally obtainable, 

by using multi-level encoding, rather than the normal saturated two-level system. Imple

menta tion of ternary recording technique has also been shown to be feasible for increasing 

the information density of the magnetic recording channel (Krueger et al. ; 1995). Ahmed 

(2003b) showed that there is a possibility to reach 10 levels in multi-level magnetic record

ing although with accountable performance loss. In order to achieve the bandwidth capac

ity, it is necessary to take into account the performance loss and the number of levels that 

can be achieved with desirable performance loss. This will be further discussed in Chapter 

3. 

The PRML technique is a trade-off between performance improvement and noise coloura

tion and enhancement. The front-end PR equaliser modifies the impulse response of the 

underlying channel and thus causing correlation and enhancement of noise. It is well 

known that binary codes tend to deviate very quickly from their theoretical capacity. The 

channel capacity C could be calculated such that if the maximum information rate R, at 

which the information can be transmitted is less than C, data can be sent error free through 

a noisy channel. This was proved by Shannon (1948). Channel Capacity is defined in equa

tion(l.ll). 

C(bi is/ second) = B log2 (1 + SN R ) (1.11) 

where, B = Channel Bandwidth (Hz) and SNR= Signal to Noise Ratio = Signal Power 

(watts) I Noise Power (watts). The above equation holds true only in the case of AWGN. 

As a result, in order to achieve the channel capacity at a fixed SNR, multi-level encod

ing of data is very important for magnetic recording (Ahmed; 2003b). The performance 

improvement achieved using multi-level encoding in digital magnetic recording was shown 

in (Shah et al.; 2007). 

Noises in digital magnetic recording arise mainly from three sources: Recording medium, 

readback head and readback preampli:fier (electronics). Along with the above noises, there 

' *Omura (1970) and Kobayashi and Tang (1970) both presented the fi rst use ofViterbi algorithm for partial 
response channels at about the same time. 

t lThe recorded bit density/channel density is related to the user density Du by De = ~-", where r is the 
code rate 
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exists unwanted interference and non-linear distortion. Usually, the magnetic recording 

system is designed to be medium noise limited (Wang and Taratorin; 1999), which comes 

from the magnetic medium itself. Medium noise is classified into three types of noise: 

1. Transition Noise - It occurs due to the magnetisation fluctuations which are concen

trated at the centre of the recorded transitions. In order to get rid of transition noise, 

the decoding process can be modified in order to include the transition jitter noise in 

the calculations of the decoding algorithm. 

2. Particulate/Granularity Noise - It occurs due to the random dispersion of magnetic 

particles during the process of making the magnetic medium. This can be overcome 

by using the new idea of patterned media (Kikitsu et al.; 2007). A1though patterned 

media does contain particulate noise, it can be controlled depending upon the various 

patterns of media. 

3. Modulation Noise - It is caused due to the magnetisation fluctuations proportional to 

the recorded magnetisation between magnetic transitions, i.e. the non transitional 

areas. This can be overcome by using various equalisation schemes (Wang and Tara

torin; 1999). 

There existsjitter noise in perpendicular magnetic recording which is caused by transi

tions, and usually consists of 80-90% of the read back signal (Ahmed et al.; 2005). It is also 

called Transition Jitter Noise. 

The types of noise discussed in this research are as below: 

• AWGN or Electronics Noise: is caused by the random motion of electrons in a con

ductor. It affects the resistive circuit elements. Since the random process (motion) is 

due to various individual voltages produced by individual electrons, the central limit 

theorem (Leon-Garcia; 1994) is taken into account and the overall noise is modelled 

as a zero-mean uncorrelated Gaussian process. This model is chosen since the Gaus

sian distribution is easier for analysis. This noise arises from the resistive component 

of the read head and from the pre-amplifier electronics of the magnetic recording sys

tem. 

• Inter-Symbol Interference (181): is caused by overlapping consecutive transitions 

leading to peak shifting and waveform dropping in the readback waveform. It is know 

that the magnetic recording channel is a bandwidth limited channel. Thus, when the 

channel bandwidth is close to the signal bandwidth, the spreading of the pulse will 

exceed one symbol duration and causes the signal pulses to overlap. This overlapping 

is called IS I. In the case of magnetic recording channels, the read back signal which is 

assumed to be Lorentzian, introduces ISI into the channel. 
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• Transition Jitter Noise: is caused by timing instability or clock recovery instabil

ity in read back process. The stochastic nature of the zigzag transitions written into 

thin film media gives rise to an additional noise mechanism correlated to the transi

tions (Bertram and Che; 1993) (Tsang and Tang; 1993) (Zhu and Wang; 1995) (Zhu 

and Ye; 1995) This additional noise mechanism is often referred to as Transition Jit

ter. 

This research is based upon the following aspects of magnetic recording. 

1. Improvement in equalisation and detection techniques. 

2. Application of multi-level encoding on longitudinal digital magnetic recording. 

3. Application of error correction codes and recording codes to magnetic recording. 

1.4 Methodology 

A numerical approach has been undertaken for analysis of the work described in this the

sis. The main channel of interest is the magnetic tape drive readback channel. Various 

numerical models have been simulated using C/C ++programming language under GNU 

C + + compiler. Longitudinal magnetic recording channel has been simulated using the 

Lorentzian transition response approximation which is described in (1.4). Perpendicular 

magnetic recording channel has been simulated using the tanh transition response approx

imation which is described in (1.8). 

Various blocks were developed under C/C ++language and were put together to cre

ate a full longitudinal/perpendicular magnetic recording channel. For certain numerical 

measurements, software packages called Mathematica and MATLAB were used. 

A typical simulation model is as shown in Figure 1.7. Each block shown in the model 

performs a specific operation and depending upon the simulated channel, it has a specific 

transition response and equaliser. Other than the ECC block providing Turbo codes which 

was given to the author by Dr. Marcel Ambroze, all the blocks in C/C ++language by the 

author himself and an overall simulation model of a typical magnetic recording channel 

was achieved. 
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The blocks shown in Figure 1. 7 are explained as below: 

1. Data Generator Block: Random Data 0, 1 is generated of length 4096 bits. This ran

dom data is generated using the method described in (Press et al.; 1992). 

2. ECC/Recording Coding Block: Turbo codes or MTR codes are generated. This block 

also taken into account whether the channel is multi-level or binary and based on 

that, the data is encoded. 

3. Data Processing Block: This block converts data into NRZ!NRZI data for transition. 



1.5. Thesis Outline 

Data ECC/ Recording Data Transition 
Generator Coding Processing Response -
Bl ock Block Block Block 

Decoded 
Data ECC/ Recording 

Decoder 
Decoding Equaliser -Block Block Block 

Figure 1.7: Gen era l Simulation Model Block 

4 . Tra nsition Respon se Block: Th is block provides the tra nsit ion response approxima

tion based upon whether the simula ted ch annel model is longitudina l or perpendicu

lar. 

5. After the trans ition response, AWGN noise is also added for the cha nnel to be consid

ered AWGN. AWGN noise is s imula ted with random seed using the method described 

in (Press et a l. ; 1992). 

6. Equa liser Block: Depending u pon the simulated cha nnel, t he equa liser would be 

PR or SFE. PR equaliser is designed by the aut hor us ing the methods described in 

(Watkinson; 1988). SFE equa liser design is the au thor 's origina l work. 

7. Decoding Block: This block creates a t rellis which is used for applica tion ofMLSDIMAP 

decoding a lgorithms. 

8. ECC/Recording Decoding Block: This block provides decoding of T urbo/MTR codes 

a nd de-mapping for mult i-level da ta. 

The number of frames in error simula ted in each case was set to 100, which means for 

each BER point, there would have been at least 100 frames in error. Each fra me consists of 

4096 bits . Frame enor rate (FER) a nd BER calcula tions are done based on t he number of 

frames in error and bits in error in each frame. Unless othm·wise s tated, the parameters 

above have been used for th e calcula t ions in this thesis. 

1.5 Thesis Outline 

This t hesis cover s various topics of interest in longitudinal/perpendicu lar magnetic r ecord

ing. It includes equal isat ion, mult i-level encoding for longitudinal magnetic recording, op

timisation techniques for GPR targets in perpendicula r magnetic recording, application of 

error correcting and recording codes for longitudinal magnetic recording and improvement 

in detection techniques for longitudina l a nd perpendicular magnetic recording. T he a ims 

a nd objectives of th is thesis a re as below: 
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1.5.1 Overall Aim 

The aim of this thesis is to study the equalisation techniques implemented in magnetic 

recording in order to achieve near perfect readback from the magnetised media and use 

various types of coding to improve the performance of magnetic recording. 

1.5.2 Objectives 

The main objectives of this work are discussed as below: 

1. Investigation of PR equalisation and development of a new soft feedback equalisation 

technique for longitudinal magnetic recording. 

2. Application of multi-level encoding to PR and SFE based longitudinal magnetic record

ing. 

3. Application of error correcting and recording codes to PR and SFE based recording 

channels. 

4. Investigation of various detection methods and development of asymmetric MAP de

coding for magnetic recording channels that experience data dependent noise. 

5. Study of optimisation techniques for PR targets and development of a new optimisa

tion technique for generalised PR targets for perpendicular magnetic recording chan

nel. This includes the introduction of a new metric that incorporates the PR equaliser 

euclidean distance and the noise enhancement of PR equalisation. 

This thesis is divided into three main parts. The first part (Chapter 2) provides a back

ground to equalisation techniques and detection algorithms applied to magnetic recording 

channels. The second part (Chapter 3) describes the use of multi-level encoding for mag

netic recording. The last part (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) is the major part of this thesis providing 

background to error correction and modulation coding, and discusses the novel feedback 

equalisation scheme to obtain optimum performance. 

A detailed breakdown of this thesis is as follows. 

PR equalisation and the new soft-feedback equalisation (SFE) methods have been dis

cussed for binary magnetic recording in Chapter 2. Trellis based, hard-decision and soft

decision detection algorithms have been discussed and their actual calculations have been 

shown. These algorithms are ma.r:imum-likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) and maximum

a-posteriori (MAP). A novel Asymmetric MAP decoding technique for perpendicular mag

netic recording is discussed. A new method to design generalised partial response (GPR) 

targets for perpendicular magnetic recording is also been introduced in this chapter. The 

limitations ofSFE based and PRML based magnetic recording channels are also discussed. 
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1.6. Contributions to Knowledge 

Chapter 3 revisits the application of multi-level information over magnetic recording. 

It essentially shows that, the use of multi-level information is necessary in order to achieve 

the bandwidth efficiency for magnetic recording channels. Multi-level magnetic recording 

is applied to channels based with PRML and SFE and their results are compared. 

One of the major drawbacks of using SFE based magnetic recording over PRML based 

magnetic recording is the effect of residual ISI on the performance. Chapter 4 presents the 

use of MTR codes in order to reduce the effect of residual ISI on the performance. Vari

ous MTR codes have been discussed and applied to both PRML and SFE based magnetic 

recording schemes. A novel class of MTR codes for multi-level magnetic recording is also 

developed and described in this chapter. 

Another major problem of using multi-level information is the increase in requirement 

ofSNR to provide the desired performance. Chapter 5 introduces the use of error correcting 

codes in order to overcome this problem. Turbo codes have been used in conjunction with 

PRML and SFE based multi-level magnetic recording schemes and their performance has 

been presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 6 discusses a novel feedback scheme which overcomes the drawbacks ofMTR

coded SFE based magnetic recording. This scheme combines PRML and SFE and uses MTR 

codes as recording codes in order to improve the performance in comparison to standard 

PRML schemes. PRML is used as the front-end, while SFE-decoding block is used to obtain 

decoded output. Comparison of various PR targets against the new scheme are shown. This 

chapter provides results which show that there is a consistent gain of0.6 dB over standard 

PRML and SFE based longitudinal magnetic recording. 

In Chapter 7, the author concludes work presented in this thesis and proposes some 

directions for future research. 

1.6 Contributions to Knowledge 

This thesis covered various topics of interest related to longitudinal and perpendicular 

magnetic recording. The original work of the author which contributes to the knowledge 

can be listed as below: 

1. Investigation and development of a novel soft feedback equalisation for longitudinal 

magnetic recording 

2. Study of multi-level encoding for longitudinal magnetic recording using error correc

tion coding 

3. Development of asymmetric MAP decoding for perpendicular magnetic recording with 

data dependent noise 
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4. Investigation of a new optimisation technique for generalised PR targets for perpen

dicular magnetic recording 

20 

A chapter-wise expansion of the above mentioned main contributions is listed below: 

Chapter2 

• Asymmetric MAP decoding used for perpendicular magnetic recording with transition 

jitter provides an important conclusion thatjitter noise is not strictly Gaussian; but, 

it is data dependent. The decoder does not provide any gain in terms of channel 

SNR, which means that it does not reduce the amount of SNR required to achieve the 

same performance as a typical BCJR decoder, but it does provide a gain of 1 order of 

magnitude of BER when the transition jitter is considered at 60% in comparison to 

traditional MAP decoder. 

• A different insight into designing of GPR targets is given which provide consistently 

better GPR targets when compared to the traditional method of designing GPR tar

gets. 

• The complexity of the MLSD and MAP decoders are presented and it is shown that, 

their complexity is also dependent upon the length of the PR target used. 

• A new scheme for equalisation known as SFE is presented which does not colour the 

added noise in magnetic recording channels. This new scheme estimates the amount 

ofiSI introduced in the channel and tries to remove it iteratively. 

Chapter3 

• The noise colouration effects due to the PR equaliser have been documented and it 

is shown that if AWGN is added after PR equalisation, there is an improvement of 

about 0.7 dB. 

• Various algorithms have been used for the feedback loop in SFE based magnetic 

recording and it is seen that MAP algorithm in feedback provides the best perfor-

mance. 

• It is seen that 4-level SFE based magnetic recording has about 0.7 dB worse perfor

mance when compared to 4-level PRML based magnetic recording for a PW5o of 1.2. 

The advantage of the SFE based magnetic recording channel can be further exploited 

by using various recording and error correcting codes. 

Chapter 4 

• The error event analysis shows that in PRML based magnetic recording channels, the 

errors are pattern based and this does not exist in SFE-MLSD/MAP based magnetic 

recording channels. 



1.6. Contributions to Knowledge 

• MTR codes have been applied to SFE and PRML based magnetic recording channels. 

• A new method of designing MTR codes for multi-level magnetic recording is proposed. 

This method is based on two factors: the number of consecutive transitions and also 

the step-size of each transition. 

• Binary SFE schemes with MTR codes do not perform well in comparison to PRML 

schemes. This is due to the (I - D) dicode nature of the SFE based channel. 

Chapter 5 

• The performance of multi-level schemes for magnetic recording increases the amount 

of SNR required to reach a BER of w-5 and beyond. In order to reduce this require

ment, ECC is applied to these schemes for magnetic recording and their performance 

is reviewed. 

• There is a gain of about lO dB for binary and about 6 dB for multi-level PR/SFE based 

magnetic recording. 

• The error floor caused by turbo codes is based upon various factors. These factors 

were concluded to be the type of interleaver used, the effect of inner concatenation 

of the component codes with the PR target polynomials, amount of ISI introduced at 

specific densities and the length of PR targets. 

• Various results depicting these factors have been presented and discussed. 

Chapter 6 

• At higher densities, it was observed that SFE-based binary magnetic recording chan

nels failed to give optimum performance. It was shown that in a thresholding detector, 

the thrcsholding point was not fixed and had a high variance in lower SNR regions. 

As a result, a new technique was developed to replace the thresholding device in a 

SFE based channel and replace it with a PRML device to provide the best initial ISI 

estimation. 

• This new scheme has a better detection capability than standard PRML detector as it 

uses the PRML detector for the first initial estimate and then uses the SFE decoding 

block iteratively for 2 iterations to obtain the optimum performance. 

• In terms of complexity of hardware of the new decoder, has an additional feedback 

block with non-linear MAP algorithm in addition to the standard PRML detector. 

The SFE-MAP feedback block can be designed as an additional module to the existing 

electronics of PRML detection. 
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• The output of the new decoder being soft, gives the flexibility to use error correction 

coding. 

• Results show that for a EPR4 magnetic recording channel, the new combined scheme 

with the use of MTR codes has about 0.6 dB SNR gain at a PWso of 2.4 in comparison 

to the EPR4-ML magnetic recording channel with MTR codes. The gain increases to 

1.6 dB in comparison to the standard EPR4-ML magnetic recording channel for the 

same density ofpwso = 2.4. 

• Better GPR targets oflonger length need to be designed along with the design ofMTR 

decoder for this scheme in order to achieve the maximum gain. 



Part 11 

Equalisation Schemes for Digital 

Magnetic Recording 

23 



2 Equalisation Techniques and 
Detection Schemes 

2.1 Introduction 

The magnetic channel can be assumed to be an Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system wjth 

AWGN. As a result, the optimum detector for the magnetic channel corresponds to a sam

pled matched filter, s( - t), with a noise whitening filter and a maximum likelihood sequence 

detector (G. D. Forney; 1972). The matched filter has the same magnitude response as the 

channel, and thus, the frequency components where the signal can exist are permitted and 

where noise exists are attenuated. In the time domain, convolution with the matched filter 

is equivalent to cross-correlation with the channel response (Sklar; 2001). 

The matched filter can be considered to be a template that is matched to the known 

shape of the signal being processed. It significantly modifies the spectral structure of the 

signal by gathering the signal energy matched to its template, and, at the end of each 

symbol time, presents the result as a peak amplitude (Sklar; 2001). The peak amplitude is 

proportional to the signal energy. 

The optimal detector is as shown in Figure 2.1. However, the complexity of this brute 

force method of searching through all 21 possible transmitted sequences for a length l input 

to the channel is very high. Thus, in practise, the number of states required in the MLSD 

for the magnetic recording channel ffith long ISI spans and matched filter approach is 

nearly impossible due to complexity reasons. From the Figure 2.1, if the overall response 

of the filter is considered including the matched filter and the whitening filter, the combi

nation is called whitened matched filter (WMF). 

n(t) 

{a,J Channel 

s(t) 

Matched 
Filter 

s( - t) 1 

T 

Figure 2.1 : Optimal Detector for Magnetic Recording Channel 

When addressing the ISI problems in magnetic recording systems, the combination of 

matched filter and noise whitening filter is replaced by a continuous time low-pass filter 

and a partial response equaliser, which shapes the channel to have a response with shorter 
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ISI span (Kobayashi and Tang; 1970). The partial response equalisation scheme and de

tection methods for magnetic recording are described later in this chapter. 

This chapter provides a background to partial response equ alisation and MLSDIMAP 

decoding algorithms. Based on the problem of noise co1ouration in PR equalisation, this 

chapter introduces a novel soft feedback equalisation technique which was investigated 

and developed by the author. In the field of perpendicular recording, the author investi

gated the problem ofjitter noise and developed a new asymmetric MAP decoding technique 

which is dicussed in this chapter. Also, the author looked at generalised partial response 

targets and designed a new optimisation technique and investigated its performance over 

existing optimisation techniques. 

Parts of this chapter appear in the Conference Proceedings under the papers titled: 

• M. Z. Ahmed, A. Fahrner and P. Shah "Asymmetric MAP Decoding for Perpendic

ular Magnetic Recording with Data Dependent Noise", International Symposium of 

Physics of Magnetic Materials, Singapore, September 2005. 

• P. Shah, M. Z. Ahmed and Y. Kurihara "New Method for Generalised PR Target De

sign for Perpendicular Magnetic Recording", Perpendicular Magnetic Recording Con

ference, Tokyo, Japan, October 2007. 

2.2 Partial Response Maximum Likelihood 

Lender (1966) first introduced duo-binary Partial Response (PR) signalling as a data trans

mission method. Kretzmer (1966) categorised the characteristics of several PR schemes 

and compared them on the basis of SNR degradation and speed of tolerance. Kobayashi 

(1971a), Kobayashi (1971b) and Kobayashi and Tang (1970), in addition to comparing PR 

scheme with other coding schemes, has provided a good background to Partial Response 

Maximum Likelihood (PRML) system by first introducing Maximum Likelihood Sequence 

Detection (MLSD). 

The correlative coding technique, also known as PR Signalling, originated in the 1960's 

and was initially applied to data transmission over private and switched telephone cir

cuits (Lender; 1966) PRML is a dominant technique in the magnetic recording industry. 

The idea of partial response is to allow ISI to be present; however; the amount of ISI 

is well defined and can be taken into account in the detection process. Magnetic recording 

channels can be transformed into PR channels which satisfy three fundamental properties: 

26 

• The superposition of voltage pulses from adjacent transitions is linear; 

• the shape of t he readback signal from an isolated transition is exactly known and 

determined; 
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• the channel operates in a bandwidth limited region, meaning that the spectral com

ponents beyond the bandwidth are cut-off. 

The above three assumptions make the PR channel very simple and thus considering 

the magnetic channel, which is a non-linear channel, the assumptions do not completely 

fulfil. But so far, the optimum solution of magnetic recording channels is to consider them 

as PR channels. The full-response equaliser is a type of equaliser that would remove ISI 

completely. The response that the PR equaliser tries to shape the channel is often referred 

to as a PR target, which is defined by a polynomial using T second delay operators D. 

Using PR equalisation, the number of states required for state-based detectors to perform 

optimised detection is manageable. This is possible because the PR equaliser controls the 

amount of ISI introduced by the lorentzian filter, by using specific length PR targets. 

The PRML approach for magnetic recording is the industry's most popular scheme for 

many years. In the case of a PR4 channel , the PR4 Equaliser does not remove the ISI 

introduced by the Lorentzian pulse, but instead uses it which leads to zero-voltage at all 

sampling levels except at the location of transition and the next sample instance from the 

transition. The lorentzian pulse is defined in (1.4). 

A Partial Response filter/equaliser is normally used as a structure of the Maximum 

Likelihood Sequential Detector (MLSD) for a partial response system and it is not as 

complicated as the matched filter system. The derivation of matched filter output for a 

Lorentzian filter is discussed in Appendix A. 

The partial response equaliser is a sub-optimal approach. The matched filter has com

plexity which increases exponentially with respect to PW50 jT. Thus, implementing a 

matched filter for a PR system with higher densities would increase the complexity of 

the system astronomically. The matched filter output for a Lorentzian pulse is shown in 

Figure 2.2. 

The matched filter response of a Lorentzian pulse can be given as: 

C(.1:) = 1 1 1 
2t 2(t-x)dL 

1 + PW2 1 + PW2 
50 50 

(2.1) 

Solving the above equation and applying this equation to (Wolfram Mathworld Website; 

2005), the matched filter response for Lorentzian pulse is obtained. It is: 

2.2.1 PR Equalisation 

C(.r) = ~. PWlo . 
4 PW? + x2 50 

(2.2) 

When the receiving filter is configured to compensate for the distortion caused by both 

the transmitter (or writing head) and the channel, it is often referred to as an equalising 
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Comparison of Lorentzian Samples and Matched Filter ou tput samples for Lorentzian Pulse at PW50=0.7 

1 .2.-----~.------.-------.-------.------~-------.------~ 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

T T T T 
Sampling Points 

Readback Samples -
Matched Filter Output · · · · · · · · 

T T T 

Figure 2.2: Typical Lorentzian Pulse and its Matched Filter Output at PW50 = 0.7 

filter or a receiving I equalising filter. The a im of equalisation is to modifY the frequency 

response of a magnetic recording channel so that it matches with the frequency response 

of the desired PRML scheme. 

The frequency spectrum of a linear channel is usually defined as a Fomier Transform of 

its impulse response, i.e. the dipulse response. The Lorentzian pulse in frequency domain 

is a Fourier Tran sform of the pulse described in (1 .4). It is described as: 

H (w) = [ (2.3) 

Thus, a fter calculating the isolated lorentzian frequency response, the dibit response 

D(w) can be given as: 

PW5o 
( · T) PW5o - w-D(w) = (1 - e - Jw )--1re 2 

2 

where w is the frequency term and T is the sampling period. 

(2.4) 

The readback signal consists of high frequency components which corresponds to the 

the fastest changing slope of the signal. PR Equalisation is performed so tha t the ISI in

troduced by the Lorentzian pulse can be controlled. As the PW50 increases, the magnetic 

channel response changes and more equalisation is required to force the readback wave

form to a partial response target . 
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Determining the number of taps for a FIR filter is somewhat complicated. The number 

of taps determines the total length of the impulse response of the equaliser and hence 

provides an estimate of the detail in the frequency response of the filter. The total length 

of the delay lines in the FIR filter, should not be less than the duration of the pulse to be 

equalised. Typically 6 - 10 programmable taps are suitable for the FIR filters (Wang and 

Taratorin; 1999). The filter used in the system modelling is a symmetrical filter and the 

number of taps decided is 7. 

For a PR4 target, the overa ll channel response is: 

(1 - D) (1 +D)= 1 - D 2
. (2.5) 

PR4 equalisation can be done in two ways: 

• The first approach equalises the Lorentzian pulses to sine pulses, then performs (1 + 
D) operation on the r esulting samples for a PR4 channel. 

• The second technique tran sforms the Lorentzian pulse directly into a PR4 waveform. 

Both of these methods are based on solving a system of simultaneous equations to ob

tain the filter tap coefficients. The (1 +D) operator in PR4 determines how the transition 

sample is spread over the neighbouring bit periods. 

The PR4 pulse can be given as (Wang and Taratorin; 1999): 

1rt 1r(t - T) 
Slll T SIJ1 

.s( t) = 1rt + 1r(t -TT) 

T T 

The frequency response of (2.6) can be expressed as: 

D(w) = 2 sin(wT) 

where, w is the frequency term a nd T is the sampling period. 

Figure 2.3 shows a basic simula ted PRML channel. 

For a 7-tap PR equaliser with tap coefficients v , 

Using equation(l.4) to evaluate h(t) for a given PW5o, 

(2 .6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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* denotes convolutio n 

+ d tes addition e n o Lo r e n tzian 
Pu l se 

n(l ) 1--- - ---- - -
I 

I 
AWGN I 

Random Data '{xk} {ak} r(t) ~ N:Tap FIR 
Generator (1- D) * + Fl. l t er r--
(0' 1 ) \ I (N= 7 ) 

\ 

\ I 

B ------------' 
I 

I 

it Erro r Rate 
' 

I 
(BER) ' {qk} 

I 

' { i:k} Maximum I PR Likelihood 
I Polynomia l --Decoder I 
I I 
____ ___ ___ I 

PR EQUALISATION 

Figure 2.3: Simulation Model of a Standard PRML Channel 

h(O) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(4) h(5) h(6) 'UQ 

h( - 1) h(O) h(1) h(2) h(3) h(4) h(5) V] 

h(-2) h( - 1) h(O) h(1) h(2) 11.(3) h(4) V2 

h(-3) h( - 2) h(- 1) h(O) h(1 ) h(2) h(3) V3 =~ 

h.( -4) h( - 3) h( -2) h( - 1) h(O) h(1) h(2) 114 

h( -5) h( -4) h( - 3) h( - 2) h.( - 1) h(O) h(1) V5 

h(- 6) h( - 5) h( -4) h( -3) h( -2) h( -1) h(O) V6 

i' is the transpose of i matrix. 

i is defined as: 

i = [ :: 

0 0 1 0 0 o] Lorent zian to S ine Equali se1· 

0 0 1 1 0 o] Lorentzian to P R4 Equaliser 

(2 .9) 

(2.10) 

The equaliser coefficients are symmetrical about the 3rd tap for the Lorentzian to Sine 

equaliser. This is because the equaliser is symmetrical and with linear phase with a group 

delay of (N -1)/2 samples. Thus, for a 7-tap filter, it is 3rd tap. As shown in Figure 2.3 , { xk}, 

where x~,: E{O , 1} is the user data. The (1 - D ) block is inherent with the magnetic channel, 

since it provides with a high-pass amplitude response. The (1 - D) block provides a de-free 

response that matches the low-frequency response of the de-free longitudinal magnetic 

recording channel. The response is moulded to band-pass in order to achieve better band

width efficiency and spectral matching with the magnetic channel transfer function (Tha

par and Patel ; 1987). The (1-D ) block is used to convert the step response of the magnetic 
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recording channel into pulse (dibit) response. The absolute values of (1 - D) operation 

provides NRZI data bits. The output of the (1- D) block is given as: 

a~.;= x~.; · (1- D). (2.11) 

TheN coefficients of the Lorentzian fi lter are h(- N:; 1 ) •••• , h( N:; 1 ),where N is a positive 

odd integer. They are given by the Lorentzian function described in equation(1.4). The 

value of the coefficients of the Lorentzian filter depend upon the value of PW50 . After 

passing ak through the Lorentzian filter, the readback pulse r(t) is obtained. The channel 

noise n(t) is assumed to be AWGN whose variance, CJ2 is determined by the SNR equation 

given in equation(l.7). This noise is then added to r(t) giving b(t), where 

b(t) = r(t) + n(t) . (2.12) 

The readback pulse b(t) obtained after adding the AWGN is equalised using the best 

PR or Generalised PR (GPR) target . PR equal isation is performed so that the Inter Symbol 

Interference (!SI) introduced by the Lorentzian Pulse can be controlled. The PR equalised 

data qk is decoded using a trellis based decoders producing the decoded da ta {i k}. Qk IS 

glVen as: 

f/k = (r(t) + n(t)) * p(i). (2.13) 

where, p(t ) is the impulse response of the PR equaliser, 1·(t) is channel readback data with 

ISI, n(t) is AWGN and * denotes convolution. The decoders used for PR magnetic channels 

are MLSD and MAP. 

2.2.2 Partial Response Targets 

PR equalisation is achieved by a linear filter which sha pes the n atural response of the 

channel into a target response. This target response, ach ieved by the linear filter, whose 

coefficients are typically integers, is pre-determined. The class of partial response targets 

based on the polynomial form (1 - D)(l + D )11
, where n is to increase with the r ecord

ing density, and D is a T -second delay operator has been widely accepted in magnetic 

recording (Kobayashi; 1971a)(Thapar and Pate!; 1987). In this class ofPR targets, (1 - D) 

provides a spectral null at DC, which is similar to the magnetic recording channel and, 

(1 + D)11 factor matches the high-frequency attenuation of the channel. 

The PR4 target is used in magnetic recording systems in order to achieve recording 

densities up to PW50 = 2.5. In order to achieve densities greater than 2.5, the Extended 

PR4 (EPR4) t arget response is used. The final PR target equation for EPR4 is (1 - D )(1 + 
D)2 . The (1 - D2 )(2 + 2D + D 2) target documented in (Tanner; 198lb) is a lso a good match 

for high density magnetic recording. 
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Although the (1- D) (1 + D )" class of PR targets provide good equalisation, depending 

upon the operating linear density and the head/disk components used, the natural channel 

response may be significantly different from the prescribed form (Moon and Zeng; 1995). 

Thus, a Generalised PR (GPR) target with non-integer valued coefficients, can result in 

a considerably smaller equalisation loss and the overall gain can be substantial at high 

linear densities. Given a finite length, several methods to design generalised PR targets 

have been proposed in (Lee et al.; 1993) and (Qureshi and Newhall; 1973). Minimum Mean 

Square Error (MMSE)* equalisation technique in conjunction with a monic generalised PR 

target has been observed to perform extremely well in practise (Moon and Zeng; 1995). 

Along with generalised PR targets, this work focuses on PR4 and EPR4 targets for 

magnetic recording, because of their ubiquity in the recording industry. 

The best way of decoding PR samples for magnetic recording is by using the Viterbi 

Algorithm described by Forney (1973). A PR channel is basicaJly a rate-1 convolutional 

code and it operates on real numbers instead of binary {0 1}. Thus, the trellis diagram has 

a trellis section which repeats up to the data length. The Viterbi detector is the optimum 

detector for a PR channel. 

Figure 2.4 shows the PW50 vs BER performance for binary PRML channel at an SNR 

of 17 dB. Amongst the PR target performances shown include the GPR targets of the form 

(1 - D)(0.4 + D + 0.4D 2
) and (1 - D)(0.9 + 0.5D ). 

Figure 2.4 shows the variation of BER with respect to changing PW50 . It is observed 

that different PR targets have individual behaviour at different P W50 . It is seen that 

at lower PW50, non-integer GPR targets have better performance in comparison to the 

standard PR4, EPR4 and EEPR4 targets. It is seen that the GPR target (1 - D)(0.9 + 0.5D) 

performs better than PR4 target in lower P W5o region. The point after PW50 = 1.45 is not 

simulated as the BER is in the region of 10- 7 . The variation in behaviour of the targets also 

exists in the length of the PR targets. As the PR target length increases, their performance 

improves in the higher PW5o regions. Figure 2.5 shows the variation of BER with increase 

in SNR at PW50 = 2.2. It is seen that the length 4 PR target EPR4 and the GPR target 

perform better in comparison to shorter PR target of length 3 and also the EEPR4 target 

which has length 5. Thus, the previous Figure 2.4 holds true for varying behaviour of PR 

targets at different densities. 

Performance is compromised in the linearly equalised channel because, the extent of 

181 in the unconditional channel is very large at higher densities that the linear equaliser 

always leads to severe noise enhancement. A good spectrum matching between the orig

inal channel and the target channel is impossible to achieve at high densities when the 

target channel is constrained to be of particularly smaller length (Moon and Carley; 1990). 

The Figure 2.6 shows the difference between the equalised signals of noisy and noiseless 

longitudinal magnetic recording channels. It is seen from the equalised signals that there 

• MMSE criterion is minimisation of the dis tance between the equalised and the target signals 
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Figure 2.4 : BER vs P lll5o Performance for PRML at SNR=l7 dB 

is noise enha ncement in the PR4 equalised signal and at 18 dB SNR, the amplitude varia

tion of the signal is significant. Due to this amplitude variation , there is a noise penalty of 

about 0.6 dB, which affects the overall performance of the PR4 cha nneL 

Two different type of trell is-based detectors are discussed below: 

1. Maximum Likelihood Sequence Detection (MLSD)/ Viterbi Detector 

2. Maximum-A-Pos teriori (MAP) Detector. 

2.3 MLSD Decoder 

The novelty of the ML approach is the trellis diagram wh ich simpli fies the Viterbi algo

rithm over the ML approach. The Viterhi algorithm is a recursive structure that does not 

grow with the length of the message sequence, and has the complexity proportional to mt , 

where m is the size of the input a lphabet a nd L is the length of the impulse response h(t ) 

with T as the unit time-period. T he complexity of the Viterbi algorithm can be classified 

into: 
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Figure 2.5: BER vs SNR Performa nce for PRML at PW50 = 2.2 

1. Memory: The algorithm requires AI memory locations, one for each state, where each 

location must be capable of storing a length L (m) and a truncated survivor listing 

S(m) of the symbols. 

2. Computation: In each unit of time, the a lgorithm must make A/ 2 additions at most, 

one for each transition, and Ill comparisons a mong the AJ2 results. 

Thus, the amount of memory is proportional to the number of states, and the amount 

of computation to the number of transitions. The equivalence of ML in log domain with 

respect to the classical Viterbi decoder is djscussed in Appendix B. 

MLSD detection is a "hru·d" decision detection scheme. It outputs 11 s and O's and con

veys no information on the reliability of each decision. It is a Soft Input and Hard Output 

Detector (Ahmed; 2003b). The MLNiterbi decoder considers the entire sequence and finds 

a sequence among all possible sequences that has the highest probability of being correct. 

The highest probability codeword is the output ofMLSD detector and is a lways a codeword. 

In the PRML magnetic recording channel as shown in Figure 2.3, using the noisy readback 
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data q, the MLSD detector detects the most likely sequence :r. Thus from Bayes Rule: 

P( I ) 
= P(qlx) · P(x) 

x q P(q) . (2.14) 

P(q) is a normalising constant and is same for all sequences s and thus can be neglected. 

Thus equation(2.14) becomes: 

P (q) = L P(ql :c) · P(x) . (2.15) 
:r 

P(:r·) is the priori probability of the codeword and it is assumed that it has equal proba

bility. Thus, it can be neglected as well. Assuming noise in the magnetic channel to be 

AWGN and that the channel is memoryless, i.e., each readback sample is affected by noise 

independently, equation(2.14) can be written as follows for a sequence of length N. 

N 

P(xlq) = IT P(qklxk)- (2.16) 
k= l 

The MLSD detector searches for the sequence with highest probability of being correct, 

Le.: 

N 

max P(x lq) = IT P(qklxk)- (2.17) 
k= I 
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The probability P (qkixk) can be obtained from the probability density function (pdf) for 

Gaussian distribution. It can be calculated as below: 

(2.18) 

where, k is a constant such that the sum of all the possible probabilities for a given sam

ple is 0 and it is of no consequence when the probabilities of all possible sequences are 

normalised. 

S implifYing the above equation(2.17) by applying natural log domain and using the pdf 

and Gaussian distribution, equation(2.19) is obtained as below: 

N 

min L(qk - xk)2. (2.19) 
k= l 

Thus, piecewise minimisation of probability in log domain is Viterbi algorithm, which is 

equivalent to MLSD. This is the equivalence of the Viterbi algorithm and MLSD decoder. 

The Minimum Squared Distance (MSD) is calculated by comparing each of the possible 

sequences to that of the received sequence of samples. Thus, the ML solution means to 

search for a sequence or codeword that has minimum distance, i.e. , maximum likelihood. 

The decisions made by the MLSD detector consist of some delay. The ML decoder minimises 

the frame error probability. 

2.3.1 Implementation and Example of MLSD Decoding 

A binary PR-4 trellis is as shown in Figure 2. 7. The process of ML decoding is as below: 

Assume that the equalised output of the PR4 equaliser Qk is - 0.0084, 0.9911 , 1.056. - 0.9688. 

Assume that there are four possible states: 00, 01, 10, and 11. The decoding process is as 

below: 
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• The state metric is initialised at t he beginning of trellis with 0 for the first state 

which is called root and any positive large number for the rest of the states. The 

state metrics are as show in the Figure 2. 7. The root of the trellis, state node a0 is 

initialised to 0, while bo, c0 and do are initialised to 10000. 

• The state metric for each state node is calculated according to equation(2.19). If there 

are two or more branches converging at a particular state node, the path that has 

minimum state metric is considered and is stored for further decoding process. This 

path is called the survivor path. At t = 3, at state node a3 , there are two paths coming 

from a2 and b2. 
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Figure 2.7 : MLSD Decoding using Trellis Structure 

Calculation of State Metric at node a.3 and survivor path 

a 3 = min{0.9 3 + (1.056 - 0)2
, 2.00 + (1.056 - ( - 1))2

} 

It is as shown below with respect to Figure 2.7. 

• Traceback begins from the end of the trellis. The state node where it begins from 

must have the minimum state metric. The process continues until the root of the 

trellis with state 00 is reached. The dark line in the Figure 2.7 is the t raceback path. 

At L = 4, the final minimum state metric is calculated to start the traceback path. The 

decoded bits are the input label of the trellis path to that particular trellis segment. 

Calculation of start point of traceback 

min{ 1.1161.0.00425. 2.0537. 3. 79} 

• The decoded bits i:( t ) are 0 1 1 0. 
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0.0042 5.973 2.055 2.055 4.861 3.579 3.579 
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2.4 Maximum-A-Posteriori Decoder 

Bahl et a l. (1974) proposed the Maximum-A-Posteriori (MAP)t decoding algorithm for trellis

based codes (Bahl et al .; 1974). MAP decoding a lgorithm is a soft-decision decoding al

gorithm for general linear codes. MAP decoders tend to have s lightly better Bit Error 

Rate (BER) performance compared to MLSD decoders . MLSD decoders have very sligh t ly 

better Frame Error Rate (FER) performance. MAP decoders use the A priori probabil

ity and the code constraints (trellis) to obtain the A-Posteriori Probability (APP). The 

BCJR/MAP decoder results in the mos t likely bit sequence and information on the reliabil

ity of each bit. Thus, it is a bit-wise decoder. In order to minimise the bit error probability, 

one mus t use a decoder which works bit-wise and does not take into account a sequence of 

certain length as in the case of the MLSD detector which was described earlier. 

The aim of MAP decoder is to compute the APP of the decoded bit i;k being either 0 or 

1 for binary levels or 0, 0.33, 0.66 or 1 for 4-levels magnetic record ing. Con sider the similar 

trellis as used in mlsd decoding from Figure 2.7 and consider qk as the noisy readback 

samples and .i"J,· as the decoded samples. 

APP(.rk = 0) = L PxA·=o(SL~- 1 . q) 
Si;~ ~-5r 

APP(:ck = 1) = L P.'l:~o; = l(SJ:_ l , q) 
s;:~ 1 . s;: 

The above equations mean that the APP of .rk beingO or 1 is equa l to the sum of the joint 

proba bilities taken over all trellis t ransition from state s;:~ 1 to sta tes;: for information bit 

or trellis input label ofO or 1. Consider 0 or 1 being i, where i E {0.1} . Sf: means the nth 

state at time k. 

Considering only AWGN noise with the memory less magnetic channel, the joint proba

bility P(Sf:~ 1 • Sj{ . q) can be written as the product of three probabi lities (Bahl et al.; 1974): 

(2.20) 

where, q1< k denotes the readback samples q1 from the root of the trellis to time k - 1 and 

y1> k denotes the read back samples from time k + 1 to the toort of the trel lis. H ence, APP of 

1MAP decoding a lgori thm is commonly known as BCJR a lgorithm aft.er it's authors 
1Toor of the trellis means the end of the trellis, where the trellis is termina ted 
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information bit :r· ~.: is given as: 

App( ~·o.. = 1·) = ""\""' "' (sn' fJ (S'n) 'VXk=i(s n' sn) .. " G «k- 1 k - 1 . k I; . I k k- 1 . k 

The term er~-.. ( S'L1 ) is known as alpha recursion defined as: 

n~.:(S'E) = _L 0' ~;- 1 ( S'k~ 1 ) · 1~k=i(S'k~ 1 , S'k) 
s::~ ~ 

The term f3k(Sk) is known as beta recursion defined as: 

fh· ( S'k) = I: fh+ I ( S'k+ 1) . ~~t~i ( S'k+ 1 ' 8{) 
sr·,l 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The te rm 1t"'=i(s;:~ 1, s;_!) is called the path probability associated wi th transition from pre

vious s tate to next state which has information bit of i. The path probabilities for the PR 

channels are calcula ted using equation(2.18). 

2.4.1 Implementation and Example of MAP algorithm 

Below is a step-by-step implementation of the MAP algorithm for decoding the PR equaliser 

output samples. In this case, the PR equaliser output is considered to be the computed 

readback sample. 
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• Compute the path/channel/apriori pwbabilities P(x~;- = i) for the readback samples 

q~,- using equa tion(2. 18). In this case, i E {0, 1} for binary, while i E {0. 0.33. 0.66, 1} for 

4-levels. The path probabilities are normalised so that their sum is equal to 1. 

• Initialise the root of the trellis (n (S'g) ) with 1 for first state, n = 0 and 0 for n f; 0. Get 

a lpha values for a ll the state nodes us ing equation(2 .22) and normalise them at each 

trellis section . Alpha recursion goes from root to the toor of the trellis. 

• Once a ll a lpha values are obtained, initia lise the toor of the t rellis f3(S'N ), with equal 

divided value of 1, depending upon the number of states, where N is the length of 

the readback samples. The equal probabilities initialisation is for PR channel, which 

is the unterminated trellis, because it is not known where the data sequence ends. 

In case of a terminated trellis, t he ini t ia lisation of f3(S'N) is similar to that of o(Sg) . 

Compute the beta recursion us ing equation(2.23) and normalise them at each trellis 

section. Beta recursion goes from toor to t he root of the tre llis. 
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• Once a lpha and beta values are computed, compute AP P (xk = i) at each trellis sec

tion using equation(2.21) and normalise them. Once the APP are normalised, perform 

the thresholding operation to obtain hard-decision output. 

Consider the same example as discussed in the MLSD decoding. Assume t hat the out

put of Lhe PR4-equaliser qk is - 0.0084,0.9911 . 1.056 - 0.968 . Assume that there are four 

possible states: 00, 01, 10, and 11. Since, it is a PR4 channel, the possible outputs are 0, 1 

and - 1. 

Calculation of alpha recursion, beta recursion and path probabilities: 

Calculation of Path Probability: Using equation(2.18) for qk = - 0.0084 and assum

ing the standard deviation a of the Ga ussian noise as 1 : 

/ I (0) = - 1-e-(- o.oo ·I- 0)2
/ 2 = 0.398925 

}2; 

1 )2 
/ I (1) = --c-(-ooos4- 1 /2 = 0.398925 

}2; 

/ 1(- 1) = _ 1_ e-(-0.008H I)2 /2 = 0.398925 
}2; 

After the initial / is calculated for each possible output , the 1 values are normalised. 

/ total = / 1(0) + / 1(1) + / 1(- 1) = 1.306235 

Thus, 

/ 1 (0) = / 1 (0) = 0.398925 = 0.30540 
/ total 1 .306235 

/ I (1) = 1 1 (1) = 0.66331 = 0_50780 
/ total 1.306235 

/ 1(- 1) = / 1(- 1) = 0.2440 = 0.1 679 
/ total 1.306235 

Us ing the path probability-/ table as shown in table(2.2), alpha and beta recursion are 

calculated using equation(2.22) a nd equation(2.23). 
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k 11 1 11 2 11 3 11 4 11 

Qk - 0.0084 0.9911 1.056 - 0.9688 

l'k(O) 0.30540 0.34972 0.33844 0.35356 
l'k(1) 0.50780 0.57148 0.59015 0.08138 

')'k(-1) 0.1879 0.07879 0.07140 0.56505 

Table 2.2: Channel/Path Probabilities being 0, 1 or -1 

Calculation of Alpha Recursion: 

o2(00) = Cl'J (OOh2(0) + n1 (01 h2( -1) = 0.13131 

0 2(01 ) =Cl'] (10)1'2(0) +Cl'] (11)1'2( - 1) = 0.23107 

et2total for the particular trel1is section is: 

Thus, normalised alpha recursion values are: 

0'2(01) = et2(0l ) = 0.2474 
n2total 

The normalised alpha recursion table is as shown in th e table(2.3). 
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k 0 11 1 11 2 11 3 11 4 
a:k(OO) 1.0000 0.3755 0.1406 0.1083 0.1851 
ak(01) 0.0000 0.0000 0.2474 0.1745 0.4744 

Cl:k(ll) 0.0000 0.6245 0.2294 0.2768 0.0965 
a:k(ll) 0.0000 0.0000 0.3821 OA401 0.2438 

Table 2.3: Normalised Alpha Recursion 

Calculation of Beta Recursion: 

/h(OO) = ,83(00)I'3(0) + ,83 (10)1'3(1) = 0.10881 

,Btotal for that particular trellis section is: 

Thus, normalised a lpha recursion values are: 

.82(01) = ,82(
01

) = 0.3395 
,B2total 

The normalised beta r ecursion t able is as shown in the table(2.4). 
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k 11 0 11 1 11 2 11 3 11 4 11 

!3k(OO) 0.4168 0.2230 0.1607 0.2502 0.2500 
f3k(01 ) 0.2188 0.0987 0.3395 0.2498 0.2500 
!3k(ll) 0.1838 0.4708 0.1605 0.2502 0.2500 
/3~.:( 11) 0.1803 0.2077 0.3390 0.2498 0.2500 

Table 2.4: Normalised Beta Recursion 

Once the alpha and beta recursions and the path probabilities are calculated, the APP 

being a 0 or a 1 is calculated. This is done using the above equation(2.21). The APP and 

the decoded bits received after thresholding the APP's are as shown in table(2 .5. 

Thus, it is seen that the decoded bits are :i:( t) are 0 1 1 0, which are similar to 

that received by MLSD decoding. 

k 11 1 11 2 11 3 4 11 

I APPk(O) 0.5758 0.2246 0.0361 0.6603 

I APP~,:( 1 ) 0.4252 0.7754 0.9639 0.3397 

I x~,:Decoded btts 11 0 11 1 11 1 11 0 11 

Table 2.5: Normalised APP and Hard Decision Output 

2.5 Asymmetric MAP Decoding for Perpendicular Magnetic 

Recording 

Previous sections of Chapter 2 discussed the implementation of MLSD and MAP decoders. 

Based on this discussion, this section introduces a novel idea of a new modified MAP decod

ing technique which was derived from the jitter problem and MAP decoding for perpendic

ular magnetic recording. This novel Asymmetric MAP decoding technique has been pub

lished in the Conference Proceedings of ISPMM 2005. This section explains the derivation 

of the novel asymmetric decoding technique and its application to perpendicular magnetic 

recording. 

It is known that the MAP decoder takes the AWGN (electronics noise) into account 

for its metric computations. This was shown above in the example of MAP decoding. In 

order to improve the data capacity in magnetic recording, it is necessary to increase the 

linear density by storing magnetic transitions more closely in each track. However, this 

results in substantial increase in the transition noise which degrades the performance and 

thus, reducing the reliability of the decoder to reproduce reliable information. Previous 

work in longitudinal magnetic recording (Zeng and Moon; 1992) showed the improvement 

in the performance of the decoder when Gaussian jitter was included in the metric cal

culations along with electronics noise. Based on this work, a new modified MAP decoder 
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was designed in order to conquer the effects of transition noise occurring in perpendicu

lar magnetic recording channels. In the metric calculations, an additional error term was 

computed based on thejitter noise term j(t). 

Transition noise in magnetic recording cannot be considered to be additive, since it 

is data dependent. Random jitter in the transition position is believed to be one of the 

major contributions to transition noise (Zeng and Moon; 1992). The transition jitter noise 

consists of 80 - 90% of the readback data amplitude. The fact that the jitter noise is 

greater in regions of transitions compared to where there are no transitions can result 

in improved reliability of the metric computations. Transition jitter manifests itself as a 

pulse position jitter and pulse width/amplitude variation. Further accurate description of 

transition-noise dominant magnetic recording channel can be found in (Moon; 1991). 

Asymmetric Decoder: A block diagram of the simulated perpendicular channel is as 

shown in Figure 2.8. From the simulation model discusses in Chapter 1, Figure 1.7, an

other block added in this simulation model is thejitter generator block. The data processor 

block in this case is 0.5 multiplier block. The transition response block is a perpendicular 

recording channel approximation from (1.8). 

The received signal r(t ) can be described as: 

r(t) = h(t ) * (s( t ) + j(t) + n(t )) (2.24) 

where, h(t ) is the impulse response of the PR equaliser, s(t) is the channel readback wave

form including ISI, j (t ) is the transition jitter noise and n(t ) is AWGN or electronics noise 

and * denotes convolution. The transition jitter is generated using an expansion of Taylor 

series (James; 1999), where the input to the series is the data and it's derivatives which 

is also an input to generate the read back signal. This proves the data dependency of the 

transition jitter noise in the simulation model. 

Using noise prediction within the decoder, the resulting decoded signal in the Log-MAP 

domain is: 

r(t) = [h(t) * s(t)] + j(t) + n(t) (2.25) 

Considering the typical expressions of the Viterbi decoder and Log-MAP decoder, there 

exists a add-compare and select branch metric. The Viterbi decoder has the expression: 

(2.26) 

where, Sa and Sb are the state metrics, ri is the received sample and Sj, sk are ideal 

possibilities of ri. 

The modification required in the above (2.26) is to include the precomputed jitter noise 
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Figure 2.8: Block Diagram ofPerpendicular Magnetic Recording Channel with Jitter Noise 

statistics. Let us say they are X and Y. X and Y are precomputed based on the statistics of 

the data dependent noise. The above equation then modifies to: 

(2.27) 

X depends on the statistics of the noise and Y depends on the noise s tatistics and the 

probability of the ideal symbols Si and Sj. If noise prediction is removed, the noise is no 

longer data dependent and (2.27) is equal to 2.26. A crucial aspect of the asymmetric 

decoder is the dependence of X and Y on the decoder output, so additional storage of all 

possibilities are required before any decision is made. 

The modified MAP decoder is known as Asymmetric Decoder (AD). The decoder uses 

the input branch labels to determine if a particular path would include transition noise. 

As a result, the knowledge of two consecutive states is required before the state metrics 

are updated. The asymmetric MAP decoder includes 1 addition and 1 multiplication per 

branch metric computation in addition to the classic Log-MAP trellis based decoder. Thus, 

the increase in computational complexity will be exponential as more terms around the 

transition region are considered, and thus, it is considered to be a limitation for higher 

density. 

The asymmetric MAP decoder provides gains in performance over classical MAP de

coders that assume the noise to be not data dependent. The jitter noise has been found not 

to be strictly Gaussian, due to t he non-linear effect ofiSI. 
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2.6 New Partial Response Target Design for Perpendicular 

Magnetic Recording 

The current method for designing optimised GPR targets is based on the MMSE criterion 

between the equaliser output and the desired output, subject to a monic constraint§ (Moon 

and Zeng; 1995). For a longitudinal magnetic recording channel, the read channel uses a 

PRML detector with a target polynomial of the form: 

S(D) = (1 - D)(1 + Dt where n = 0, 1, 2. · · · (2.28) 

For perpendicular magnetic recording, the main signal energy is at low frequencies (Mad

den et al. ; 2004). Thus, if the PR equaliser used in longitudinal magnetic recording is to 

be used in a perpenclicular magnetic recording channel, then the filte ring of the low fre

quency components in order to obtain de-free target polynomial would actually eliminate 

the important part of the perpendicular magnetic recording signal energy leading to a loss 

in the system. As a result, the GPR targets for perpendicular magnetic recording channel 

do not contain the (1 - D) component of longitudin al magnetic recording cha nnel. The 

target polynomial for perpendicular magnetic recording channel is of the form : 

S(D) = ( L + D ) 11 where n = 0. I. 2. · · · (2.29) 

The class of target polynomial described in (2.29) are flexible to match a variety of signal 

shapes. A length 4 or 5 integer-valued ta rget polynomials provide sufficient improvement 

in performance for the perpendicular magnetic recording channel. 

A new method is described which is based on designing the GPR targets that maximises 

the ra tio of minimum squa red euclidean dis tance of the PR target to the noise penalty 

introduced by the PR filter. 

For selection of the best GPR target, there are two specific requirements that need to 

be fulfilled. 

• The matching of the spectrum of the GPR target to the actual r eadback waveform 

• The presence of low-frequency disturbances 

2.6.1 Design Ratio for GPR Targets 

Figure 2.9(a) shows the block diagram of a perpendicula r magnetic recording channel. This 

model is equivalent to the model shown in Figure 1.6 in Chapter 1. 

§Monic constraint for a GPR target can be defined as the first target sample to be I and rest to be zero, 
leading to zero forcing solution 
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The readback signal r(t ) is a convolution of ak and p(t ) plus some AWGN. It is given as: 

1·('-) = 1·(1) = L a~,-p(t - kT) +n(t) . 
k 

b( t) 

where n(t ) is the AWGN with mean ofO and variance of a 2 . 

(2.30) 

The present technique in perpendicular recording (Kovintavewat et al.; 2002a) for achiev

ing optimised GPR target is optimal only if the receiver has noise prediction. If there is no 

noise prediction, then the equaliser leads to additional noise. This is as shown in Figure 

2.9(b). Considering a PR equa liser without a monic constraint,where h(O) =/= 1, the new 

technique described is based on the calculation of ratio of the minimum squared euclidean 

distance of the PR scheme under this non-monic constraint to the squared noise penalty 

introduced by the filter. Consider the tap coefficients h(-N2 1
) ••• , · ·· . h(N2 1

), where 
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is a n odd integer. The equalised signal y is: 

y T(t) * h(t) 

b(t) * h(t) + n(t) * h(t) 

b(t) * h.( I,)+ n(t) + nt(t ) 

(2.31) 

Here, n J(t) is the noise penalty from the filter. The analysis of thi s system for obtaining 

optimised GPR targets is shown in Figure 2.9. The simulation model is shown in three 

sections, where the process of calculating the filter noise penalty is shown in Figure 2.9(c). 

The firs t part (a) of the simula tion model is a typical perpendicular magnetic recording 

channel. The second part (b) of the simulation model shows the direction of flow from 

the FIR fi lter of the PR equaliser a nd also addit ion of AWGN. The fin al part (c) of the 

simulation model shows how the filter noise penalty is calculated by using the flow of data 

through the FIR filter of the PR equaliser. 

The rule of optimisation is to find the GPR target that max imises the ra tio of minimum 

squared euclidean dis tance on the trell is over t he noise penalty. The noi se penal ty is the 

squared sum of all the filter coefficients, except for h(O). Thus, the effective design ratio is: 

D 
. Ra . _ Minimum Squared Euclidean Dis tance 

es1gn t10 - F.l N . p 1 1 ter 01se ena ty 

where, t he filter noise penalty is com puted as, 

Filter Noise Pen alty = L h(j) 2 

Vj.Ji-0 

The optimised search looks for the PR target t hat maximises this Design Ratio. 

2.6.2 Results 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

T he definition of integer based GPR targets for perpendicular magnetic recording is differ

ent than the conventional longitudinal magnetic recording channel. In case of longitudinal 

magnetic recording channel, the GPR target s a re non-integer PR targets, while in per

pendicular magnetic recording channel, a lthough the same PR class exists, there is specific 

class ofPR target s a nd thus, the GPR targets can be integer (un-normalised) or non-integer 

based polynomials. The table 2.6 provides a list of un-normalised integer based optimum 

GPR ta rgets a t various record ing densities. 

Figure 2.10 shows the comparison of the performance of the new designed GPR target 

polynomia l for perpendicular magnetic recording channel with the GPR targets previously 

published in (Madden et a l. ; 2004) (Kovintavewat et al. ; 2002a) (Tan a nd Cruz; 2005). It 

is observed that the new integer GPR target has an improvemen t of about 0.2 dB for a 

BER of w- 5 . For comparison purposes, the definition of density in (Kovintavewat et a l. ; 
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I PW5o 11 Target 11 Design Ratio gain (dB) I 

1.1 [1,4,8,3] 26.605 
1.2 [1,5,9,4] 22.859 
1.3 [1,5,9,4] 20.157 
1.4 [4,10,7,2J 16.237 
1.5 [1,5,8,4] 13.749 
1.6 [1 ,4,6,3] 12.374 
1.7 l1 ,4,6,3] 10.552 
1.8 [2,7,9,4] 8.721 
1.9 [2,7,9,4] 6.695 
2.0 [2,6,7,3] 4.767 

Table 2.6: GPR Target Results for Perpendicular Magnetic Recording 

2002a) provides a density of PW50 = 2.5, which is equivalent to PW50 = 1.4 according to the 

density described in (1.8). It is observed that the GPR target for a density of PW50 = 1.4 

found using the design ratio [4, 10, 7, 2] has a gain of about 0.5 dB over a length-5 GPR 

target discussed in (Kovintavewat et al. ; 2002a). The new target, [4. 10. 7. 2] target is about 

0.1 dB worse in comparison to the target [1. 1.72, 1.15, 0.33] discussed in (Tan and Cruz; 

2005) because it is an integer target, while the one in (Tan and Cruz; 2005) is a non-integer 

target of same length . 

The GPR targets obtained us ing this new method for GPR search which are shown in 

Table 2.6 are the same in performance with traditional method of GPR search for most 

PW50. This new method provides consis tently equal or better targets for PRML schemes 

that does not include noise prediction. The same design method can be applied to longitu

dinal magnetic recording but it needs further investigation. 

2.7 Soft-Feedback Equalisation 

In the PRML approach for magnetic recording, at the receiver end, there is PR equ alisation 

and a maximum likelihood detector. The filter in the PR equaliser shortens the impulse 

response of the underlying channel , eventually transforming the cha nnel response into a 

generalised PR target. There is noise colouring and noise enhancement penalty in this 

process which grows as P\JII5o changes. This is because the dependence of noise coloura

tion is non-linear (Ahmed et al. ; 2005). The equaliser which is optimal for lower density 

readback signals, becomes sub-optimal for higher density readback signals, which contain 

more non-linear distortion. At higher densities, the equa liser needs to force the readback 

signal more to equalise depending upon the PR target. As a result, the correla tion prop

erties of the noise are affected resulting in the colouration of noise. This also affects the 

performance of the ML detector assuming there is no colouration of noise. 

Soft Feedback Equalisation (SFE) is a technique which is based on linear filters with 
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BER vs SNR Performance Comparison of GPR Targets 
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Figure 2.10: BER vs SNR Performance Comparison of GPR Targets for Perpendicular Mag
netic Recording 

different algorithms for removing ISI in the feedback of the decoding block. Hence, the 

complexity of the SFE system grows linearly with the length of these filters (Chesnutt 

e t al. ; 2005). The SFE sch eme is based upon the decision feedback equalisation principles. 

A decision feedback equaliser (DFE) is a non-linear equaliser that uses previous detector 

decisions to eliminate the ISI on the pulses that are currently being demodulated. The 

ISI being removed was caused by the tails of previous pulses; in effect, the distortion on a 

curren t pulse that was caused by previous pulses is subtracted . The SFE is a completely 

different scheme in which inter symbol interference (ISI) is removed using a feedback error 

convergence loop. The ISI introduced in the magnetic channel is not used in any way, but 

instead is cancelled out and as a result, there is no noise colouring or enhancement. Thus, 

the channel r emains in its natural form without any alteration in the correlation properties 

of noise. As a result, different ISI and noi se removing algorithms can be applied in the 

feedback loop of the SFE system. 

In the SFE based magnetic recording scheme, the PR-Equaliser is replaced by a lin

ear fi lter which estimates the ISI, and the MAP/MLSD detector is replaced by a itera

t ive MLSDIMAPffhreshold/LMS detector. The novelty of the SFE based scheme is that it 

uses the MLSDIMAPffhreshold/LMS detector iteratively in order to obtain the best perfor

mance. The number of iterations in the decoder block are decided based upon the bit error 

rate performance. The non-linearity of the SFE block stems from the non-linear charac-
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teristic of the detector that provides an input to the feedback filter. A basic difference in 

equalisation models of PRML and SFE based magnetic recording channels is as shown in 

Figure 2 .11. 

Data Magnetic Partial -- Recording Response 
Channel Equalise r 

Decoded 
Data Maximum 

Likelihood 
Detector 

(a) PRML Magnetic Recording Channel 

t-
Data Magnetic 

Recording 
Channel 

Decoded 

Error 

Data Maximum 
+--------i Likelihood 

After Max Detector 
Iterations 

ISI 
Estimation 
Block 

(b) Soft-Feedback Magnetic Recording Channel 

Figure 2.11: Basic Comparison ofPRML and SFE based Magnetic Recording Models 

The channel is considered to be a dicode channel in SFE based magnetic recording. The 

convergence criteria is summarised as follows: Initially the estimates of the noisy data are 

passed through a linear filter and error is calculated from the original readback data and 

the estimates. This error is then fed into a loop which uses a different error minimising al

gorithm in order to locate the transitions. The error calculated eventually tries to estimate 

and remove the ISI from the channel as it goes through the iteration of the feedback loop. 

The convergence of error depends upon the amount of ISI and AWGN introduced in the 

channel. The convergence equations are obtained using MMSE criterion (Proakis; 1995). 

As the recording density increases, the amount of ISI introduced by the Lorentzian filter 

increases. Depending upon both the factors, the number of iterations required to achieve 

the performance of the system is set. A block diagram of a soft-feedback based magnetic 

recording channel model is as shown below in Figure 2.12. 

From Figure 1.7, the equaliser and detection blocks have been combined together and 

merged into one SFE decoding block. The modifications required to simulate a SFE mag

netic recording channel as shown in Figure 2.12 from the standard simulation model are: 

1. Addition of a zero-hold switch 

2. Thresholding device for initial iteration 

3. Merging of the equaliser and decoding block into one SFE decoding block 

4. Addition of a feedback path and error calculating block 

The performance of SFE scheme with various signal processing algorithms was ob

served. Below is the list of schemes which were investigated: 
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Figure 2. 12: Soft-Feedback Magnetic Record ing Channel Model 

1. SFE with Thresholding Feedback 

2. SFE with LMS feedback 

3. SFE with MLSD feedback 

4. SFE with MAP feedback 

From the above mentioned schemes, the SFE-MAP scheme has the best bit error rate 

performance. Calculation of the LMS algorithm for SFE with LMS feedback based mag

netic recording has been discussed in Appendix C. SFE with MLSD feedback and SFE with 

thresholding feedback a re very similar to SFE with MAP feedback, except for changing the 

type of decoder. As a result, their discussion is ignored and only SFE with MAP feedback 

based magnetic recording has been analysed a nd discussed in depth. Further results of 

other SFE schemes have been discussed in Cha pter 3. The only problem with the SFE 

scheme is the residual ISI. In the simulation models of SFE with different feedback a lgo

rithms, 181 is treated as ISI noise i( l ). 

Figure 2.13 shows t he performa nce of SFE with MAP feedback in terms of BER versus 

SNR at different densities. It is seen that the SFE with MAP feedback performs well with 

lower densities. As the densities increase, the amount of ISI introduced in the channel 

increases tremendously. This is shown in F igure 2.14. The SFE scheme with MAP feed

back fails at higher densities because the thresholding device fa ils to operate efficiently 

because of higher amount of ISI. As a result, the overa ll SFE decoding process fai ls. In 

order to achieve better performance at higher densities, the initia l estimate made by the 

thresholding device needs to be as accw·ate as possible. 
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Variation of BER vs SNR for SFE·MAP Channel 
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Figure 2.13: BER vs SNR Performance for SFE with MAP Feedback 

Variation of BER vs PW50 for Binary SFE-MAP Channel 
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Figme 2.14: BER vs Density Performance for SFE with MAP Feedback 



2.8. Summary 

2.8 Summary 

In this chapter, various equalisation and detection techniques currently used in longitudi

nal/perpendicular magnetic recording have been discussed. PR equalisation techniques 

and MLSDIMAP detection algorithms have been studied and discussed. This chapter 

presents the introduction to the novel soft-feedback equalisation technique for longitudinal 

magnetic recording. It also discusses the new Asymmetric MAP decoder for perpendicular 

magnetic recording. Various results have been presented for the new optimisation tech

nique for GPR targets for perpendicular magnetic recording and it is shown that this new 

developed technique provides better GPR targets in comparison to the previously published 

GPR target optimisation techniques. 

Below is a summary of key results and contributions discussed in this chapter. 

• It is seen from Figure 2.4 that generalised PR targets which are non-integer have 

better performance in comparison to the standard class of PR targets which observe 

the (1-D)(1 + D)11 generator polynomial. Thus, for lower and higher density magnetic 

recording, short length or long length GPR targets can be designed which outperforms 

the standard PR4, EPR4 and EEPR4 target performance. 

• For perpendicular magnetic recording with jitter and AWGN noise, it it seen that 

the asymmetric MAP decoder has better performance in comparison to the standard 

MAP decoder. The design of asymmetric MAP decoder only has 1 extra addition and 1 

extra multiplication compared to standard addition and multiplications required for 

a standard MAP decoder. 

• A new method for GPR target search for perpendicular magnetic recording is dis

cussed and it is observed that it provides consistently better integer targets in com

parison to the previously published GPR targets for perpendicular magnetic record

ing. Results show an improvement of0.5 dB over GPR targets found using traditional 

method for GPR target search. 

• A new scheme for equalisation in magnetic recording called the soft feedback equalisa

tion scheme is discussed which does not colour the added noise in magnetic recording 

channels and thus, keeps the channel in it's original form. 

• It is observed that the SFE scheme with MAP feedback has best performance in com

parison to other SFE schemes, although it does not outperform the binary PRML 

scheme. This is because of r esidual ISI, which shall be addressed in the later chap

ters of this thesis. 
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3 Multi-level Magnetic Recording for 
Different Equalisation Schemes 

3.1 Introduction 

The t raditional longitudinal saturation magnetic recording method where, the medium is 

magnetically saturated in of the two opposite directions at any given position has already 

been exploited to its maximum limit where super-para magnetic* effect comes into place. It 

has been suggested that the ca pacity of a digital magnetic recorder can be increased beyond 

that normally obtainable, by using linear multi-level encoding, rather than the normal sat

urated two-level system (Mackintosh and Jorgensen; 1981). Chapter 2 introduced PR and 

SFE based magnetic recording. This chapter discusses the novel work of multi-level encod

ing for longitudinal magnetic recording with PR and SFE based equalisation techniques 

and presents various results. 

The whole idea behind multilevel recording is to enable storing of more information bits 

per transition on the magnetic medium. It has already been shown that ternary magnetic 

r ecording channel appears to be feasible for increasing the information density of the mag

n etic recording channel (Krueger et a l. ; 1995). It is known that at higher code r a tes for 

AWGN channels, binary codes tend to deviate very quickly from their theoretical capac

ity (Proakis; 1995). This is sh own in Figure 3.1. Multilevel techniques operate closer to 

the channel capacity than binary for a bandwidth limited channel experiencing AWGN a t 

increased SNR (G.D. Forney and G.Ungerboeck; 1998). 

Assume that a pulse is of duration T a nd its bandwidth is W . Thus, the baseband to the 

first null bandwidth H is 1/ T . Let R be the bit-rate/data-rate, and the number of bits per 

symbol be k. Multi level encoding of data gives its M set of symbols, a k-bit meaning, where 

M = i '- . Thus, bandwidth efficiency can be measured as a ratio of the bit/data rate to 

bandwidth (Proakis; 1995). 

Rj VV = log2 M. (3.1) 

It is seen from Figure 3.1 that as M is increased, the bit rate -to-bandwidth ratio Rj W 

is increased. However, this increase comes from increase in SNR per bit. The advantage 

of magnetic r ecording system is that it works at a higher SNR, as in case of tape drives, 

• Super-pa ramagnetism sets a limit on the s torage density of a medium, due to the minimum size of parti
cles tha t can be used. It is often referred to as "data-density barrier". 
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Figure 3.1: Bandwidth Efficiency Curve for Binary and Multilevel Signals (Proakis; 1995) 

it works in the region of 19 - 22 dB. Thus, multi-level encoding, which shifts the SNR 

requirement depending upon the number of levels and error-correction codes can be ap

plied to achieve more bandwidth efficiency, i .e. more information bits can be stored in the 

transitions on the magnetic media. 

Using multi-level encoding, it is possible to achieve several equally spaced magnetisa

tion levels which could be used to store more information bits on the medium. In case of 4 

levels, the levels could be equally spaced to - M /3 , -M, +M/3, and +M. As the number of 

levels of recording increase, the complexity of the ML decoder also increases. As a result, 

only 4 levels of recording has been discussed in this thesis. 

Multi-level encoding of data in magnetic recording is similar to pulse amplitude mod

ulation (PAM). Assuming that the data rate of input data is R bits/sec, the amplitudes of 
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the input data can be defin ed as: 

Xm = (2m - 1 - M )d, where m= 1, 2, 3, · · · , · · · , /VI (3.2) 

where, { Xm , 1 ::::; m ::::; M} denotes the set of M possible amplitudes corresponding to M = 2k 

possible k-bit blocks of symbols. 2d is the distance between the a djacent signal amplitudes. 

The symbol rate for a PAM signal can be given as R/ k, where k is the number of bits ta ken 

together to map them to another signal amplitude. In case of 4-level magnetic recording, 2 

data bits are taken and mapped into a single recording bit. Table (3 .1) shows the equally 

spaced levels achieved by mapp ing 2 and 3 bits together to achieve 4 and 8 levels of record

ing respectively. 

3 mapped bits 8 equally spaced levels 2 mapped bits 4 equally spaced levels 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1/ 7 0 1 1/ 3 
0 1 0 2/ 7 1 0 2/ 3 
0 1 ] 3/7 1 1 3/ 3 
1 0 0 4/ 7 - -
1 0 1 5/7 - -
1 1 0 6/ 7 - -
1 1 1 1 - -

Table 3. 1: Mapping of2 and 3 bits for respective 4 a nd 8 equally spaced levels 

Th e above mapping of bits is done using finite fie lds called Galois Field and denoted as 

GF(q). These finite fields contain a finite number of elements. The finite field can only be 

constructed if q is a prime or a power of prime number. 

Multi level Recording shows tha t the required SNR for low error rate is relatively higher 

for multilevel recording (Sklar; 2001). An increase in the number of output levels in con

trast to binary levels inherent in higher order systems could provide added flexibility in 

designing better codes for magnetic recording (Ungerboeck; 1982). The rate at which tran

sitions would occur in multi level magnetic recording would be much higher because the 

amplitude of the r eadback signals would be much smaller in comparison to the binary 

recording scheme. If the transition rate could be kept the same as binary using s ignal pro

cessing schemes, an improvement in packing density with a factor of 2 for four levels a nd a 

factor of 3 for eight levels recording could be achieved (Mackintosh and Jorgensen ; 1981). 

As seen from Figure 3. 1, 4-PAM modulation method, which is 4-level magnetic recording, is 

closer to the channel capacity limit CjW in comparison to 2-PAM, which is binary magnetic 

recording. 

The next sections discuss the application of multi-level encoding to PR and SFE based 

longitudinal magnetic recording channels . 
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3.2 PRML Approach with Multi-level Encoding 

Based on the previous work on PRML discussed in Chapter 1, t his section introduces the 

novel multi-level magnetic recording technique using PR equalisation . The simulation 

model of a multi-level PRML magnetic recording is similar to the standard PRML magnetic 

r ecording model with an addition of G F(2m) encoder and decoder blocks. The st andard 

PRML magnetic recording model is as shown in Figure 2.3. Figure 3.2 shows a multi-level 

approach of a basic simulated PRML magnetic recording model. This simulation model 

is based on the general simulation model discussed in Chapter 1, in Figure 1.7. In this 

figure, the difference from the general simulation model is that the transition response is 

shown as a convolution of the Lorentzian pulse and the equaliser block is expanded into a 

Lorentzian to Sine equaliser and a PR filter. 

As shown in Figure 3.2, { xk}€{0 , 1} is the user data. The mapping output { dk} depends 

upon the number ofmapping levels used based on GF(2 111
) . Here, rn is the number of bits 

mapped together. For 4-levels, {dJ.-}<: {0, 0.33. 0.66, 1} and for 2-levels , {dk} <:{O, 1}. 

The transition sequence can be expressed as below: 

UJ.: = d~.-. (1- D ). (3.3) 

When { ak} is passed through the Lorentzian filter whose impulse response is described 

in (1.4), the multi-level readback pulse 1·(t ) is obtained. The readback pulse b(t) obtained 

after adding the AWGN given in (2.12) is equalised using the best PR or GPR target. The 

equalised data given by { qk} is decoded using a ML decoder. Finally, the decoded data 

{ dk}is soft de-mapped depending upon the GF(2 111
) mapping. The points of error rate cal

culations are as shown in the simulation model block diagram. 

* denotes convolutio n 

+ denotes addition 

Random Data 
Generator 
(0, 1) 

GP(2"') 
Mapper 

Lorentzia n 
Pulse 

(I - D) 

/ ' \, {i k} .--GF_(_2-'"-)- \ {Jk} r-M-a-xi-m-um---, 

Bit Error Rate Likeli hood 
(BER) De- Mapper Decoder 

Symbol Erro r Rate 
(SER) 

Lorentz ian 
to Sine 
Equal iser 

l i_ __ __J 

I ________ ___ I 

PR EQUALISATION 

Figure 3.2: Simulated Multilevel PRML Magnetic Recording System 

A 4-level dicode trellis is as shown in Figure 3.3 with all the inputJoutput labels and 

state transitions. 
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Dicode 4 -Level Trellis 

Figure 3.3: 4-level PR4 Channel Trellis 

The trellis structure for the PR-MAP multi-level system is based on the number oflevels 

used and also on the length of the GPR targets. For a 4-level PR-MAP system with GPR 

target of length 3, each segment of the trellis has 64 paths a nd the maximum number of 

states is 16, while for a binary PR-MAP system with GPR target of length 3, each segment 

of the trellis has 16 pa ths and the maximum number of states is 8. The targets shown below 

for longitudinal magnetic recording channel have been designed using the MMSE solution 

for searching optimal GPR targets. The MMSE criterion is discussed in Appendix B. Table 

(3.2) shows the GPR targets for binary and 4 level longitudinal magnetic recording. These 

targets have been used for various simulations which are discussed later. 
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Binary PW5o = 1.5 
(1 - D)(1 + 0.5D) 

(1 - D)(0.9 + 0.5D ) 
(1 - D )(0.8 + OAD ) 

(1 - D )(0 .1 + 0.35D + 0.1D2 + 0.3D3 ) 

4-level PW5o = 0.75 
(1 - D)(1 + 0.2D) 
(1 - D)(1 + 0.3D) 

(1 - D )(0.9 + 0.1D) 

Table 3.2: GPR Target Results for Longitudinal Magnetic Recording using old scheme 

3.2.1 Results 

The results for BER calculations have been obtained using the simulation model shown 

in Figure 3 .2. The simulation parameters used for getting the bit error rate versus SNR 

performance are as follows shown in table (3.3) 

Levels 11 Two 11 Fow· 
11 Eight 

SNR Range (dB) 10 - 18 10 - 25 10 - 35 
PW5o 1.5 0.75 0.375 

Mapping [0, 1] [0, 1/ 3, 2/ 3, 1] ~, 1 /7,2/7, 3/7 , 4/7 , 5/7 , 6/7, 1] 
Data/Sector Length 4096 4096 4096 

Table 3.3: Simulation Parameters for PRML Based Magnetic Recording 

Based on the simulation model , an exhaustive search for the suitable GPR targets of 

maximum length 3 was carried out in order to obtain the desired BER vs SNR performance 

for the multilevel magnetic channel. The mapping scheme used for four and eight levels is 

as shown in the table (3.1). Results shown in Figure 3.4 show the dependence of BER on 

SNR and GPR-target length for a binary, 4-level and 8-level magnetic channel. The results 

show a comparison ofmultilevel performance in terms ofBER versus SNR. 

It is seen that the GPR target channel performs better than the PR4 channel in the 

lower SNR region, but as the SNR increases, and reaches to 19 dB, performance of the PR4 

channel comes closer to the GPR target performance. GPR targets are used for multi-level 

recording channels, since it is seen in case of binary, the performance of GPR targets is 

better at lower density of PW50 = 1.5. For a binary level magnetic channel, the desired 

base eiTor rate of w-6 was achieved at 18 dB SNR. For the best GPR target for 4-levels 

and 8-levels recording, the desired base error rate of 10- 6 was achieved at 24 dB and 38 dB 

respectively. The point for 8-levels is not shown in the figure. Hence, there is a loss of 6 dB 

for the 4-level and 18 dB for the 8-level recording channel considering the best GPR target. 

Performance of BER versus P W 50 for four levels at SN R = 27 dB is as shown in Fig

ure 3.5. The performance of this system in the desired range of P W 5o = 1 to 1.5. The error 

base rate achieved in this range varies from w-3 to 10- 5 . As the PW50 goes from 0.45 to 

0.1 (not shown), the performance starts to degrade. Thjs can be seen for the EPR4 channel, 

that as the PW50 goes below 1.3, the BER versus PW50 curve starts to bend upwards. 
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BER vs SNR for 2, 4, and 8 Level PRML 
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Figure 3.4: BER vs SNR Performance for 2, 4, and 8 level PRML 
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Figure 3.5: BER vs P Wso Performance for 4-level PRML at SNR=27 dB 
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BER vs SNR for 4·1evel PRML at PW50=1 .2 
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Figure 3.6: BER vs SNR Perfor mance for various 4-level PRML Channels 

Figure 3.6 shows the BER vs SNR performance of various PR targets for 4-level mag

netic recording. It is seen that for a lower density of PW50 = 1.2, the r equired length 

of the PR target reduces for 4-level magnetic recording. It is observed that the PR4 tar

get performs better in comparison to the EPR4, EEPR4 and length-4 GPR t argets. The 

amount of SNR required is higher in comparison to the 2-level (binary) magnetic recording 

is higher. This was observed at a PW50 of 1.2. As the PW50 changes, the performance of 

4-level magnetic recording channel a lso changes. This is as shown in Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.7 shows the effect of noise colouration introduced by the PR equaliser on the 

performance of the PRML channel. If AWGN is added after PR equalisation is performed, 

then there is no noise colouration and the noise is still considered to be AWGN. Thus, the 

noise is not coloured with the effect of PR equaliser. But, AWGN comes from the read head 

and pre-amplifier electronics, th us needs to be treated befor·e it is equalised causing noise 

coloura tion. This leads to loss in performance. From the BER vs SNR performance, it is 

observed that for a coloured noise channel (magnetic recording channel), the performance 

is about 0.6 dB worse than the un-coloured noise channel for a BER oflo- 5 . 

The loss in performance due to noise colouration can also be calculated as the filter 
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Noise Colouration Effect on 4-Level PRML Scheme 
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Figure 3.7: Noise Colouration Effect on BER Performance for 4-level PRML Scheme 

noise penalty discussed in 2. It is computed as: 

Filter Noise Pena lty = L h(j)2
. (3.4) 

Vj .#O 

where, hj j f. 0, are the coefficients of the fi lter in PR equaliser. It was obser ved that 

the calculation of filter noise penalty and the difference in performance were in the same 

region of about 0.6 dB. 

Thus, in order to remove the noise colouration effects for multi-level magnetic recording, 

SFE based multi-level recording is chosen which is discussed in the next section . 
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3.3 SFE Approach with Multi-level Encoding 

Chapter 2 introduced the novel SFE scheme with MAP feedback for longitudina l magnetic 

recording. This section di scusses the a pplication of multi-level encoding for various SFE 

based magnetic recording channels. This section presents results based on various SFE 

based magnetic recording channels and compares them. Multi-level SFE based magnetic 

recording is similar to the PR based multi-level magnetic recording, with a variation in 

their equalisation and detection techniques. The previous chapter discussed SFE based 

magnetic recording and showed that soft MAP output feedback outperforms the previous 

SFE schemes with : 

1. Thresholding feedback 

2. LMS feedback and 

3. MLSD feed back 

The SFE scheme with MAP feedback provides a better estimate ofiSI in comparison to 

the other schemes, and thus, provides better performance in terms ofBER. 

This scheme is similar to the SFE scheme with MLSD feedback, but the only difference 

is in the way the readback data is treated . In the SFE scheme with MAP feedback, the 

readback data is decoded bit-wise. In this scheme, the front end PR equaliser of the receive r 

in PRML is replaced by a linear filter which estimates the amount of ISI introduced by the 

Lorentzian filter in the magnetic channel. This linear filter is a modified Lorentzian filter. 

The design of the SFE block is independent of the number of levels used for recording and 

the overall process of SFE is non-linear. 

A dicode multi-level recording channel is simulated using SFE with MAP decoder in 

t he feedback loop. The block diagram is as shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8 is similar to 

the block diagram shown in Chapter 2, Figure 2.12. The only variation is the addition of 

GF(2m) mapper and de-mapper. Also, the block diagram shown in Figure 3.8 is similar to 

the general simulation model discussed in Chapter 1. The parameters of this s imulation 

model are discussed below. 

As shown in the model , the channel is a multilevel dicode SFE-MAP channel. The 

random data generator generates {xk}, where x k E {0, 1}. The GF(2m ) encoder uses m = 2 

for 4-level and m = 3 for 8-level encoding. Thus, { dk}E{O, 0.33, 0.66 1} for 4-levels, which are 

equally spaced. Here, m is the number of bits mapped together. The output of the dicode is 

{ ak} . { ak} is no longer binary, instead it h as multiple levels, depending upon the levels used 

in the GF(2m) encoder. The values of the Lorentzian samples produced by the Lorentzian 

fil ter depends upon the value of PW5o. {ak} is passed through this filter, resulting in the 

output r·(t,) of the lorentzian filter being a convolution of the lorentzian samples h(t) and 

{ ak }· 
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Figure 3.8: Simulation Model of SFE-MAP Multi-level Magnetic Recording Scheme 

Filtering of {ad with the first Lorentzian filter introduces ISI in the channel. This is 

the point where the ISI noise i(t) comes into account. Thus, the noisy channel output has 

two additional components: ISI noise i(t ) and AWGN n(t), where i(t) is a function of {ak}. 

b(t ) = ak(t) + i(t) + n(t,). (3.5) 

The noisy channel output b(t) is then thresholded, using a thresholding device and the 

output of the thresholding device is used as an initia l estimate of the dicode output given 

as {ak} · This thresholding process is controlled by an open switch which closes only during 

the Oth iteration. The thresholding is performed depending upon the number of levels used. 

The thresholding process introduces some quantisation noise, since it quantises the data 

based upon the number of levels of recording. This noise is very minimal and thus, ignored 

in the calculations. The thresholded data { ak} consists of correlated noise n(t) and i(t). 

Thus, 

ak = r (ak(t) + i(t) + 11(t)) , (3 .6) 

where 

f (J(t)) = arg max{Pr(.f(t) = ak): ak E GF(2111
)}, 

ak 
(3.7) 

where, Pr(J(t) = ak) is the a-priori probability of f(t ) being ak, which can be simply 

obtained from the probability den sity function of a Gaussian distributed random vari

able (Proakis; 1995). Once the estimates are achieved, the estimates go through another 

lorentzian function filter, where the middle lorentzian sample, i.e. the peak value is set to 

0. It is set to 0 in order to estimate the ISI introduced by the first lorentzian filter. This 

modified Lorentzian function is denoted as 

w(t) = h.(t)- b(t) , (3.8) 
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where c5(t) is a unit amplitude impulse at t = 0 and zero elsewhere. The N tap coefficients of 

the second filter are w(- N:; l ), ... , w( N:;l ) with w(O) = 0, where N is a positive odd integer. 

The output from the second filter r~(t) is cancelled from the output b(t ), resulting in enor 

output e(t ). 

This error sequence is passed through the MAP detector and passed through (1 - D ) 

and the estimates are updated as {ak} . 

As the MAP output { dk} enters into the convergence loop, it tries to minimise the effect 

of ISI completely since it is dependent upon the error event e(t ). After the convergence 

has reached, which is usually after 5 iterations, BER and FER are calculated at the points 

shown in the block diagram. 

The equations explaining the above process are as follows: For the first lorentzian filter, 

consider {ak} as its input sequence, N tap coefficients h(-N:; 1
) , .. . , . . . ,h(N2 1

) and output 

r (t). 

Expanding the above equation, 

N - l 
- 2-

r (t) = L ak(t- j) · h(.j). 
j= -N:; l 

(N- 1)/2 

r· (t) = ak( t ) · h(O) + L ak(t - j) · h(j). 
j= - (N - 1)/2 

N#O 

IS! term= i(t) 

The second term of (3 .10) after the + sign is the ISI term i(t). 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

For the second lorentzian filter with its highest coefficient value equal to 0, consider 

the estimates {ad as its input sequence, N tap coefficients w( -N:;1), ... , ... ,w(N:;1) with 

w(O) = 0 and output f (t ). 

P(t ) = 

where, f( t ) is the estimated ISI term. 

Enor e(t ) is 

N - 1 
- 2-

L ak(t - j ). v( j ), 

e(t ) = b(t ) - f (t ) . 
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Thus, from (3.8) and (3.11), the error e(t ) is 

e(t) ak(t ) · h(O) + n(t) 
(N- 1)/2 

L v(j) · [nk( l - j) - iik(t- j)] 
j=-(N-1)/2 

N¥0 

(3.13) 

The soft-feedback equaliser tries to converge using the minimum mean squared error 

criterion (Proakis; 1995), given as : 

(3.14) 

Numerical analysis of the SFE-MAP based magnetic recording is discussed next along 

with other SFE based schemes. The author simulated various SFE based magnetic record

ing channels and observed their performance. The next section provides a detailed analysis 

of how the SFE-MAP scheme outperforms the other SFE based schemes for longitudinal 

magnetic recording. The next section also presents a comparison of PR and SFE based 

multi-level magnetic recording. 
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3.4 Results for SFE Based Magnetic Recording 

In order to obtain the performance of a typical SFE based magnetic recording channel, a 

lot of questions needed answering. Among those questions were: 

1. How many iter a tions would be required to obtain the MMSE solution? 

2. Which SFE based feedback scheme would work better at a certain P vV50? 

3. Which feedback scheme would remove the maximum amount of ISI, leaving minute 

r esidual ISI? 

4. Which feedback scheme would provide the best performance in terms of BER? 

In order to answer the above questions, the simulations were carried out on a step

by-step basis. The simula tions s tarted with the SFE with thresholding feedback and were 

carried out through the optimum SFE based scheme with MAP feedback. The results below 

consist of a ll four types of feedback based SFE schemes. 

3.4.1 Results for SFE with Thresholding Feedback 

By modify ing the simula tion model shown in Figure 3.8 , the s imula tion model for SFE 

with thresholding feedback is obtained. The modification is to place a threshold detector 

with specific levels based upon the number of levels used for magnetic r ecording in place of 

the MAP detector. The SFE scheme with thresholding feedback was simulated using the 

following parameters: 

Levels 11 Two 11 Four 

SNR Range (dB) 10 -22 10 - 30 

PW5o 1.5 0.75 
Mapping [0, 1] [0, 1/ 3, 2/ 3, 1] 

Data/Sector Length 4096 4096 
Itera tions 5 5 

Table 3.4: Simulation Parameters for SFE with Threshold Feedback Magnetic Recording 

Results obtained using the modified simulation model are shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10, 

3.11. 

It is seen from the results that the performance of the system using SFE with threshold

ing is not very good in compari son to the PRML system discussed in the previous section. 

E ven at a high SNR of 22 dB, in case of two levels, the base error rate is still w-3 , where 

as in case of PRML, this base error ra te is achieved a t 14 dB. The BER versus SNR curve 

does not follow the water-fa ll approximation for two levels. It means that there is a very 
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BER vs SNR for SFE-Threshofding 
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Figure 3.9 : BER vs SNR Performance for SFE-Thresholding Scheme with 5 iterations 

minor change in BER with changing SNR. This is caused by the thresholding device which 

does not pick up a ll the ISI and a result, the effect of residual ISI is observed. 

It is seen from Figure 3.10 that as the number of itera tions in the feedback loop in

creases, the performance a lso improves but after G iterations, the performance a lmost re

ma ins the same. This is because of the quantisation noise tha t is introduced by the thresh

aiding device which is used iteratively in the system. As the number of iterations increase, 

the quantisation from the previous itera tion keeps on a dding to the next itera tion a nd as a 

result, once the convergence is r eached , there is no improvement in the performa nce. The 

noise is carried forward to the next iter a tions and this causes the problem of residual ISI. 

This is usually a fter 5 iterations. 

The thresholding device is used once in order to get the initial estimate of a(t), where 

as the second time it is used as a detector in the feedback loop. The quantisation noise 

introduced by the initial thresholding of b(t) stays within the feedback loop and as a result, 

the perform ance is not as what is expected. The quantisation noise is introduced because 

it is not possible to fix the number of quantisation levels accurately. 

Hence, for a binary level channel, the thresholding rule is as follows: if 1·(t) < - 0.5 

then estimated [L(t ) = - 1.0 else if r(t) ~ - 0.5 andr(t) S 0.5, then estimated a(t) = 0.0 

else estimated a(L) = 1.0. As from the rule, it can be seen that, if there is a slight error, 

the estimated value could be wrong. As the number of levels increase, the problem of 
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BER vs SNR for 4-level SFE-Thresholding at different ite ration~ 
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Figure 3.10: BER vs SNR Performance Figure 3.11: BER vs PW50 Performance 

quantisation noise increases because the levels of thresholding also increase. 

Performance ofBER versus PW50 for four levels at SNR=25 dB is shown in Fi.gure 3.11. 

The performance of this system in the desired range of PW5o=l to 1 .5 for four level record

ing is not very good. The error base rate achieved in this range varies from 10- 1 to 10- 4 • 

The next section discusses the results obtained using LMS feedback for SFE based 

magnetic recording. 

3.4.2 Results of SFE with LMS Feedback 

The simulation model shown in Figme 3.8 was modified to obtain a simulation model for 

SFE with LMS feedback. The modification is to use the LMS algorithm in place of the MAP 

detector. The SFE-LMS scheme was simulated using the following parameters: 

Levels 11 Two 11 Fom 

SNR Range (dB) 10 - 18 10 - 25 
PWso 1.5 0.75 

Mapping [0, 1] [0, 1/ 3, 2/3, 1] 
Data/Sector Length 4096 4096 

Iterations 5 5 

Table 3.5: Simulation Parameters for SFE with LMS Feedback Magnetic Recording 
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3.4. Results for SFE Based Magnetic Recording 

The r esults obtained from the modified s imula tion model are presented in Figures 3.12, 

3.13, 3.14. Based on these results, the performance ofSFE with LMS feedback is discussed. 

BER vs SNR for SFE-LMS with k=0.7 

10° ......... - ......... ........... ... ....................................... . 
2-Levels at PW50=1 . ------

4-Levels at PW50=0.75 --

10-7 L___.J.___.J.__.J._ _ _t__ _ _!_ _ _L_ _ _j__.J 

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 
SNR(dB) 

Figure 3.12: BER vs SNR Performance for SFE-LMS Scheme with 5 iterations 

It is seen from the results that the performance of the system using SFE with LMS is 

not very good in comparison to the PRML system. But in comparison to the thresholding 

scheme, the performance is much better with less iterations and complexity. It is seen from 

Figure 3.13 that as the number of iterations in th e feedback loop increases, the performance 

a lso improves. 

Despite the thresholding device int roduces quantisation noise in the estimates a(t), 

the LMS being a n a daptive a lgorithm, tries to remove th e quantisation effect, by forcing 

equalisation and thus reducing errors. 

3.4.3 Results of SFE with MLSD Feedback 

The s imulation model shown in Figure 3.8 was modified to obtain a s imulation model for 

SFE with MLSD feedback. The only difference between SFE-MLSD a nd SFE-MAP based 

magnetic recording is the way t he decoders work , which was discussed in Ch apter 2. The 

SFE-MLSD scheme was simulated using the following parameters: 

Figw·e 3.15 shows the performance of SFE-MLSD based magnetic recording channel 

w ith r espect to BER versus SNR performance. The performance represents both binary 

and 4-level magnetic recording with SFE-MLSD. 
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BER vs SNR for 4·1evel SFE-LMS at different iterations BER Vs PW50 for 4-level SFE·LMS and SFE-Threshold 
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Figme 3 .13: BER vs SNR Performance Figure 3.14: BER vs PW50 Performance 

Levels 11 Two 11 Four 

SNR Range (dB) 10 - 22 10 - 25 
PWso 1.5 0.75 

Mapping [0, 1] [0, 1/ 3, 2/ 3, 1] 
Data/Sector Length 4096 4096 

Iterations 5 5 

Table 3.6: Simulation Parameters for SFE with MLSD Feedback Magnetic Recording 

Sever a l different simulation techniques were applied and the best wer e ch osen. Amongst 

those techniques were: 

• The thresh olding device was completely removed from the system and performance 

was obtained. The perform a nce was sligh tly degraded and as a r esult the th reshold

ing device was k ept in the simula tions. 

• A four-level dicode trellis was decoded using a 2-level sch em e, but the performance 

again degraded , so it was kept as it is. 

It is seen from the results shown in Figure 3 .17 that the performance of the system 

using SFE with MLSD is not very good in comparison to the PRML system . But in com

parison to the previous SFE schemes, the performance of SFE MLSD is better. 
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3.4. Results for SFE Based Magnetic Recording 

BER vs SNR for SFE-ML with 5 Iterations 
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Figme 3.15: BER vs SNR PerfoTmance for SFE-MLSD Scheme with 5 iterations 

From Figmes 3.15 and 3.12, it can be observed that the performance of SFE-LMS a l

most matches to that of SFE-MLSD based magnetic recordjng. As seen from the results in 

Figme 3.15, it is seen that the dicode performance for binary levels is much worse than a 

PR channel with best GPR targets and is as expected. The probabil ity of error is minimised 

by MLSD in case of an AWGN. The channel which is s imulated is an dicode AWGN channel 

as the noise remains unaltered. 

A comparison ofBER versus SNR for different number of iterations is as shown in Fig

ure 3.16. It is seen that after 5 iterations, there is not much improvement. This is because 

after 5 iterations, there is very nominal change in the estimated values and effectively the 

errors caused are the floating point errors. 

The comparison of BER versus PW5o shown in Figure 3.17 shows that a SNR of 25dB 

is not enough to work with high densities for 4-levels. As the density increases, gradually 

the SNR requirement for a decent base error rate increases. It is seen that again in the 

region of interest, i.e. PW50 in the range of 1-1.5, the base error rate is quite poor. It is in 

the range of w- 1 to 10- '1• All the systems have been compared in this Figure 3.17 and it is 

seen that the PRML and the SFE-ML have the best performance. The curves show that the 

SFE-ML system has a much better waterfall behaviour and that up to PW5o=0.1, it behaves 

naturally and there is no specific limitation as seen in the PRML curve. The PRML curve, 

after a PWso=0.45 up to PW5o=0.1, starts to degrade. Hence, it can be concluded that as 
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BER vs SNR for 4-level SFE-ML at different iterations BER vs PW50 for 4-fevef SFE Schemes at SNR=25dB 
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Figure 3.16: BER vs SNR Performa nce Figure 3.17: BER vs PW50 Performance 

the densities are reduced, the performance of SFE-ML over PRML is slightly better. 

3.4.4 Results of SFE with MAP Feedback 

The simulation parameters used for the SFE with MAP feedback based magnetic recording 

are same the SFE with MLSD feedback, as given in table (3.6). The performance of SFE

MAP and SFE-MLSD schemes are similar which can be seen from Figures 2.13 a nd 3.15. 

Thus, the performance explanation is similar to that of SFE-MLSD. The only difference 

between the results is that the perform a nce of SFE-MAP is about 0.2 dB better than SFE

MLSD. This is because the SFE-MAP is a bit-wise decoding solution, which provides better 

information of the previous bit information. 

Since, the performance of the SFE with thresholding feedback is not very impressive in 

comparison to the SFE LMS and SFE MLSD, it is not worth looking at depth. 

The error floor seen in Figure 3.18 is caused by the amount of residual ISI left and not 

by AWGN. It is seen from Figure 3.21, that the perform ance of any SFE schemes is not 

as good as the GPR targeted PRML scheme. But, when eiTor event analysis is performed, 

it is found that there is repetition of certain error patterns in PRML scheme, while in 

SFE-MAP scheme, the error events are completely random. Also, there is no colouration 

of noise in the SFE scheme, although there is a drawback of residual ISI, which quite sig

nificantly reduces the performance of the SFE scheme in comparison to the PRML scheme. 
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3.4. Results for SFE Based Magnetic Recording 

BER vs SNR Performace lor SFE-MAP 
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Figure 3.18: BER vs SNR Performance for SFE-MAP Scheme with 5 iterations 
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Figure 3.19: BER vs SNR Performance Figure 3.20: BER vs PW::;o Performance 
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BER vs SNR Plot for SFEIPRML 4-Level MA at PW50= 1.2 
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Figure 3.21: BER vs SNR Performance for PR-MAP a nd SFE-MAP Schemes 

In order to overcome the effects of large amount of ISI as well as repetitive/consecutive 

transitions that cause most error events, it is necessary to use coding. Sequence detection 

can be enhanced for magnetic recording channels by reducing the set of possible recording 

sequences in order to increase the minimum dista nce (Ka rabed et a l. ; 1999). A comparison 

of error performance ofSFE-LMS, SFE-MLSD, SFE-MAP and PRML with best GPR target 

of length 3 for 4-levels a nd at PW50 = 0.75 is shown in Figure 3.21. 

The theory of Viterbi detector proves that longer error events h ave smaller probability 

to occur in the trellis. The probabi lity of error event typically falls off almost exponentially 

with the length of the error event, meaning that the shortest error events are the main 

contribution to the total error rate of the system (Wang and Taratorin; 1999). 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter introduces multi-level magnetic recording using PR and soft feedback equal

isation techniques. Various results have been presented for different configW'ation of the 

simulation model for multi-level magnetic recording. The novel results provide a back

ground to the results which will be discussed in Chapter 5. A novel idea of using soft 

feedback equalisation for multi-level magnetic recording and its benefits and drawbacks 

have also been presented . Below is a summary of key results and contributions discussed 
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in this chapter. 

• By application of multi-level encoding, it is found that although, 4-level magnetic 

recording channel operates closer to the capacity, it requires about 6 dB more SNR 

compared to binary magnetic recording channel in order to achieve similar BER per

formance of w- 5 . 

• It has been shown that binary channel does not operate closer to channel capacity, 

and due to super-paramagnetism effect, there is no other alternative than multi-level 

magnetic recording in order to improve the data density. 

• Although short length PR targets operate better than longer PR targets for 4-level 

magnetic recording at lower densities, as the density increases, longer targets operate 

better. 

• In order to reduce the amount of SNR required to achieve better performance for 

multi-level magnetic recording, it is necessary to use error correcting codes like Turbo 

codes, which is discussed in the later chapters. 

• It is shown that the PR equaliser modifies the correlation properties of added noise 

and that degrades the performance of the PRML based 4-level magnetic recording. 

Figure 3. 7 shows that there is a loss of about 0. 7 dB due to the colou:ration of noise. 

• In order to remove the colouration of noise, SFE with MAP feedback is applied to 

multi-level magnetic recording. 

• It is observed that the SFE scheme does not have better performance than PRML 

for 4-level magnetic recording. In fact, it is 0.7 dB worse than PRML based mag

netic recording. But, the problem of worse performance is pin-pointed at the initial 

estimate done by the th:resholding device. As the number of levels of recording and 

the density increases, the quantisation noise introduced by the th:resholding device is 

more and as a result, the initial estimation made by the device is incorrect. 

• In order to overcome the problem of :residual ISI and in-efficiency of the thresholding 

device, there are various schemes developed with the use of Maximum Transition 

Run (MTR) codes which are discussed in the next chapters. 
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Application of Maximum 
Transition Run Codes 

4.1 Introdu ction 

Digita l communication system s employ codes to t r ans form the information bits into a form 

which is suitable for tra nsmission . Digita l magnetic recording is no exception in this case. 

It is a common practise in the data storage systems to add redundancy to control e rrors and 

the implementa tion of various complex modula tion codes. Additional sectors are included 

on the disk that can be used in place of those that are determined to be unusable when the 

drive is initia lly formatted. 

For a disk drive, it is common to pmduce one error for every 10 million reads; i.e. a BER 

of 10- 7 . ECC is used to correct a large number of such e rrors and thus reduces the BER to 

w- 12 or less. If ECC cannot detect an uncorrected error, the drive controller r e-reads the 

data a nd improves the error r ate to 10- 14 . In this case, for a 1 gigabyte ha rd dri ve, it needs 

to be read more than 12,000 times to produce a s ingle error and thus, making the reliability 

of the drive very high. Reed-Solomon codes are the typical error con trol codes devised in 

digital magnetic recording systems (Lin and Costello; 1982) (E . J. Weldon; 1992). 

ECC is used to correct errors, while the modulation code tries to prevent the errors by 

e liminating some repetitive transition patterns. This is done by ad<ling more information 

to be u sed in readback. Run length limited (RLL) codes which are a type of modula tion 

code have been used by the magnetic industry for many years. The use of RLL codes was 

pioneered in late GO's by Franaszek (1969). These codes are known as r ecording codes. 

Recording codes h ave been used with great success in magnetic disk storage to increase 

linear dens ity and improve performance (Siegel; 1985b). 

From the results obtained by using multi-level encoding for PRML and SFE schemes for 

magnet ic recording, it is seen that the uncoded performance of these schemes have a very 

high SNR requirement to achieve a BER of 10- 5 . For a binary magnetic recording system 

with PRML, the required SNR to achieve a BER oflo- 5 at a high dens ity of PW50 = 2.4 for 

a P R4 target is 19 dB. For a 4-level magnetic recordjng system with PRML, at a den sity 

of PW50 = l .2 for the same target, t he required SNR is 25 dB in order to achieve a BER of 

w-5 . Thus, there is an additional 6 dB SNR requirement for the 4-level magnetic recording 

system to achieve the same performa nce as the binary magnetic recording system. 

For a 4-level magnetic recording system with SFE, at a den sity of PW50 = 0.75, the 
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required SNR is 23 dB in order to achieve a BER of 10- 5 . For a binary magnetic recording 

system with SFE, at a density of PW50 = 1.5, the required SNR is 21 dB in order to achieve 

a BER of 10- 5 . 

It is known that in order to achieve better bandwidth efficiency, there exists a trade-off 

between SNR requirement and BER performance. 

In order to obtain a good BER performance (10- 5 ) in the operating region of 19-22 dB , it 

is necessary to use error correcting codes and maximum transition run (MTR) codes. Error 

correcting codes would target the errors that occur in the decoding process and reduce the 

amount of error propagation in the PRML and SFE based multi-level magnetic recording 

systems. While the MTR codes would target certain error events which occur often and 

would eliminate them. 

Error event plots for a 4-level PRML system with the best GPR target at SNR=20dB 

are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. Similar error event plots for a 4-level SFE-MLSD 

system with 5-iterations are shown in Figure 4.3 a nd Figure 4.4. 

• In the PRML system , the error events are plotted as t he difference between th e ML 

output and the desired output, which in our case is the multi-level data. 

• In the SFE-MLSD system as shown in figw·e 3.8, the error events are plotted as the 

difference between the estimated data and the actual differentiated data,i.e. a(t ) -

a(t ). 

• Looking from the error correction point of view, the SFE-ML system is more fl exible 

for a pplication of error correction codes, since the error bursts are more random in 

nature than the PRML system. This would provide better input to Turbo and Low 

Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes as they are random error correcting codes. 

• The PRML system would require recording codes (also known as constrained codes) 

in order to reduce the repetitive tran sition patterns that cause specific error patterns. 

The application of constrained/recording codes to both the SFE and PRML systems 

would prove beneficial. 

• Application of MTR codes modifies the data in a way that there are not ma ny con

secutive transitions in the data pattern. This results in spreading of the data . As a 

result, the da ta patterns that cause specific error patterns can be broken and spread 

out in a way that they do not let the error to occur. 

In this chapter, a background to MTR codes is provided and various published MTR 

codes have been used to investigate the performance ofPR/SFE based magnetic recording. 

A new class of multi-level MTR codes has been introduced which can be used for PR/SFE 

based multi-level magnetic recording. The next section introduces the use of MTR codes 

for magnetic recording. 
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Figw·e 4 .3: Error Event Plot for 4-level SFE-MLSD with 5 iterations for First Frame 
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Figure 4.4: Error Event Plot for 4-level SFE-MLSD with 5 iterations for Second Frame 

4.2 MTR Codes for Magnetic Recording 

Modulation codes are used to add or remove certain characteristics from the recorded wave

form in order to improve data recovery. Maximum transition run codes are a type of mod

ulation code that provide significant minimum distance gains when used with sequence 

detectors operating at high linear densities (Brickner and Moon; 1997). The basic idea of 

using MTR codes is to eliminate certain bit pattems which occur repetitively at the input 

so that most certain error patterns can be eliminated from being produced. Specifically, the 

MTR code eliminates input patterns that contain 3 or more consecutive transitions in the 

corresponding input waveform. Thus, the performance of near optimal sequence detectors 

can be substantially improved at high linear densities (Moon and Brickner; 1996). 

It is known that in the detection of the readback data in the magnetic recording channel, 

the errors are produced by bursts of transitions at the channel input (Brickner; 1998). The 

above only holds true when there is no noise correlation involved in the recording channel. 

For the magnetic recording channel , it is known that the most likely error events are of 

the form : ek = ± {2, - 2, 2 · · · - 2, 2} (Brickner; 1998). Error events ek in magnetic recording 

occurs due to consecutive transitions or bursts of transitions at the input of the channel 

which causes the decoding to fail and produce specific error events. The shorter error 

events are a subset of the longer ones. The Figure 4.5 below shows the pairs of NRZ write 

current waveforms which generate ± {2, - 2, 2 · · ·- 2, 2} error sequence (lmmink; 1989). 

In NRZI format of magnetic recording, the above pairs become: · · · 1110 · · · , · · · 0111 · · ·, 

· ·· 1111··· and ···OllO···. 

A code constraint that could provide a restriction to the number of consecutive transi

tions would yield a minimum distance gain. The probability of the error event occurring at 

j, where the true signal ak is misconstrued for some other signal ak = a k + ek arising from 
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Figure 4.5: Pairs ofNRZ Write Current Generating ±{2, -2, 2} Error Sequence 

other valid path a llowed by the detector (Barbosa; 1989) is : 

P (eveutj) = Q(dJ / 2aJ), (4.1) 

where, d; = L e] is the Euclidean dis tance between the real and the incorrectly detected 

sequence in the detection space. a] is the variance of the noise projected into the error 

event s ubspace. 

The pa ir of constraints, s imila r to the run length limited (RLL) code constraints has 

been developed for MTR codes. Run-length is the number of bits for which the signal 

remains unchanged. 

The RLL code has the following constraints: m/n(d, k) (Proakis; 1995). 

where, 

• d is the minimum number of consecutive O's a llowed between two l's and cl 2: 0. 

• 1..: is the m aximum number of consecutive O's allowed between two l's and k 2: 0. 

• m is the number of u ser bits required to ma p and n is the encoded bits, where n 2: m. 

In RLL coding for disk drives, a change in magnetisation is considered to be a 1, while 

no change is indicated by a 0. Thus, RLL coding for a disk is considered to be the higher 

and lower limits on how many 0 there must be between consecutive 1 's. In saturation 

recording, this means that the write current must not reverse the pola rity for a t least d 

periods foll owing a tra nsition and can remain constant for at most k periods following a 

transition. The d constraint in RLL codes provides a minimum physical distance between 

tra nsitions and thus, reduces the amount of ISI introduced. The k constra int ens ures that 

a sufficient amount of information is present for timing recovery. Various types of RLL 

codes include the r ate 1/ 2 modified frequency modulation (MFM) codes used in the early 

products of digital magnetic storage a nd they h ave (1 3) RLL constraints (Siege! and Wolf; 

1991). Another example of codes are the (0, G / I) codes, which is a (d. k)=(O. G) code with 

a new constrain t I applied to interleaved sequen ces. Amongst such codes was the rate 8/9 

RLL (0 4/4) code developed by E ggenberger and Pate! (1987) which was used commercially. 
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A new set of modulation codes which were designed to work around the channel im

pa irments were the DC free codes. To prevent the distortion in the written waveform, the 

power spectrum of the code must have a null at zero frequency. Such codes are DC free 

codes and have been discussed by Pate! (1975) and Solja nin (1997). 

A traditional (1. 1.:) RLL code eliminates a ll the eight transition patterns shown in Fig

ure 4.5, but with very high rate penalties and thus, coding gain is very minimal (Moon and 

Brickner; 1996). 

The MTR code has the following constraints: m/n(j; k) where, 

• j is the maximum number of transitions permitted at the channel input. 

• k is the maximum number of consecutive O's in NRZI forma t of recording, and it is 

the maximum number of consecutive bit periods in which there is no transition. 

• m is the number of user bits required to map and n is the encoded bits, where n "2': rn. 

This provides the code rate R = m/n for the MTR code. 

For the MTR code constraints, k is a lso considered from the RLL code constraints in or

der to preven t long periods without a transition , which can hamper the timing recovery 

schemes. It provides adequate information for the timing recovery algorithm. For MTR 

j = 1, only isolated transitions can occur, since a run-length consisting of multiple consec

utive transitions would violate other constraint. This code corresponds to the cl = 1 RLL 

codes. For cl = 0 RLL code, j = , which means that the MTR code would allow any num

ber of consecutive transitions. Thus, an MTR code with a finite j 2: 1 is a subset of the RLL 

d = 0 codes. 

The capacity of a code is an upper bound on the a mount of information (bits) that can 

be conveyed with each code bit given a pa rticu lar set of constraints (Shannon; 1948). It is 

a lso an upper bound on the code rate R. For a code where there is no code constraint, the 

capacity of that code is 1, s ince each code bit represents one information bit. When a code 

constraint is a pplied, as in the case of MTR codes, when j is a pplied, the capacity of the 

code lies between 0 and 1, i.e. 0 ~ C ~ 1. 

The capacity C of an MTR code with j constraint can be found as a base-2 logarithm of 

the la rgest eigenvalue in the adjacent matrix A for the fini te state transition diagram (FSTD) 

describing the code (Brickner; 1998). Thus, 

C = log2 [.Xmu.,.(A)]. (4.2) 

where, Amnx(A) is the largest real eigenvalue of A. The capacity C calculation is similar to 

the calculation for RLL codes described in (Siege!; 1985a). 

A FSTD is a s tate diagram with a finite number of states, the transition between which 

corresponds to the code bits. It is a graphical representation of the code constraints, and is 

useful in the code capacity calcula tions. 
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Figure 4.6: Finite State Transition Diagram for MTR Codes 

The Figure 4.6 (a) shows a general FSTD for the MTR j constraint. The labels on the 

transitions between the two states correspond to NRZI bits. Any sequence can be formed 

by moving along the arrows is a llowed by the code constraint that the diagram represents. 

Figure 4.6 (b) is an FSTD example ford = j = 1 and k = oo MTR code. The ac~jacent matrix 

A for capacity calculation contains elements ai,j , where the element is 1 if an arrow exists 

from state i to j, and 0 otherwise. 

Example of Code Capacity Calculation: Consider a j = 2 MTR code with NRZI 

sequences. The FSTD can be shown in Figure 4.7. Thus, the adjacent matrix for the MTR 

Figure 4.7: Finite State Transition Diagram Example for MTRj = 2 Code 

code is: 

(4.3) 

The capacity C' is: 

C' = log2 (1.8393) = 0.8791. (4.4) 
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Calculation of the capacity of a code is very useful in order to evaluate the amount of 

data that can be stored in the coded bit sequence. It also provides information for designing 

actual code by providing the maximum achievable code rate. 

It is shown in (Moon and Brickner; 1996) that k should be chosen to be k ~ 6 in order 

to reduce the loss in capacity resulting from the constraint. Also, limiting the number of 

consecutive transitions to j = 2 is a sufficient condition to yield this gain. 

4.2.1 Valid Codeword Selection for NRZI representation 

A block code describes a code for which data words of a fixed length m are mapped to 

codewords with a fixed length n without ambiguity. Each data word exactly maps to one 

codeword only, a nd each codeword from the encoder mapping can be decoded to the same 

data word. 

For a block length of n, there are 211 possible codewords. The set of valid codewords is 

obtained by removing codewords that violate the (j ; k) constraints within the codeword or 

at the boundary when combined with another codeword, i.e. ; a serial concatenation of two 

or more codewords making a sequence. 

The codewords that do not hold the MTR j constraint true are removed. These include 

all the codewords that contain three or more consecutive transitions (1' s). Next, the code

words that begin/end with a 11 are removed because they violate the MTR j = 2 constraint 

if they are concatenated with a codeword that placed a single one next to the trailing edge 

of 11. This would provide a set of codewords that observe the sufficient condition for an 

MTR (2: ) code. 

The next step is to apply the RLL k constraint. Any codeword that contains more than k 

consecutive O' s is eliminated. If k ~ 11, then no codeword can be eliminated. Any code words 

that violate the k constraint at the end of one codeword are eliminated. This is achieved by 

removing the codewords that begin with k1 0' s and/or with k2 0' s, where 

(4.5) 

and 

(4.6) 

In any case, for a finite k, the all 0' s codeword is always removed fTom the codeword 

list. The remaining codewords can be combined in any order and used in order to obtain 

the resulting sequences that will satisfy the MTR (2: k) constraints. 
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Commercial products use codes with k values ranging from 4 to 7. Table (4.1) (Moon 

and Brickner; 1996) below shows the important code parameters for representative block 

codes. The efficiency was calculated by dividing the code rate m j11 by the capacity C for a 

given value of k and t he MTR constraint j . 

m n I k I Efficiency I No. of Codewords Available I No of Codewords Needed I 
4 5 8 0.91 16 16 
8 10 6 0.92 282 256 
9 11 6 0.94 514 512 
10 12 8 0.95 1066 1024 
14 17 6 0.95 18996 16384 
16 18 7 0.96 69534 65536 
24 28 8 0.98 17650478 16777216 

Table 4. 1: Para meters for MTR Block Codes with j = 2 

The above table shows that increasing ·n allows for better code rates since the boundary 

conditions a ffect a very small number of the codewords. It is suggested that the existence 

of state dependent codes with smaller block sizes is realisable (Moon and Brickner ; 1996). 

Thus, the 10/12 block code can be realised as a 5/6 state dependent code. Various types 

of MTR codes with different code constraints and encoding/decoding methods such as time 

varying MTR codes, MTR codes for high density E 2PRML magnetic recording channel , 

boolean algebraic encoding/decoding methods and FDTS/DF decoding have been described 

by Brickner and Moon (1997), Karabed and Siege) (1995) and Moision a nd Siege) (1998). 

This work only focuses on the standard rate 4/ 5 MTR (2 ; 8) and rate 5/ 6 MTR (2; 6) codes. 

Table (4.2) shows the realisation for rate 4/5 MTR (2; 8) code and table(4.3) shows the 

realisation for rate 5/ 6 MTR (2; 6) code. 

I DATA 11 CODEWORD 11 DATA 11 CODEWORD I 

0000 10000 1000 01000 
0001 00001 1001 01001 
0010 00010 1010 01010 
0011 10001 1011 10010 
0100 00100 1100 01100 
0101 00101 1101 00101 
OllO 00110 1110 10100 
0111 10110 1111 10101 

Table 4.2: Rate 4/5 MTR Code 
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I DATA I CODEWORD 11 DATA I CODEWORD I 

00000 000000 10000 010010 
00001 000001 10001 100100 
00010 000010 10010 010100 
00011 100000 10011 010101 
00100 000100 10100 010110 
00101 000101 10101 1.00101 
00110 000110 10110 011000 
00111 100001 10111 01 1001 
01000 001000 11000 011010 
01001 001001 11001 100110 
01010 001010 11010 101101 
01011 100010 11011 101100 
01100 001100 11100 101000 
01101 001101 11101 101001 
01110 010000 11110 101010 
01111 010001 11111 110100 

Table 4.3: Rate 5/6 MTR Code 

4.2.2 MTR Code Design for Multi-level Magnetic Recording 

This section introduces a new class of MTR codes for mult i-level magnetic recording and 

presents some preliminary results. It is know that t he MTR constraint means restricting 

the number of consecutive transitions in a sequence of transitions. In multi-level r ecording, 

MTR constraints are dependent upon two factors: 

1. The maximum number of consecutive transitions. 

2 . The step-size of the transitions. The step-size can be defined as the spacing between 

the levels. Assuming t hat M being the saturation magnetisation, the 4-levels of 

recording 00, 01 , 10 and 11 are represented as - M , - M/3, + M/3 and + M respec

tively. 

The s tep-size changes for transitions in 4-level recording are defined as: 

• Step-size 1: Step change from transition of 00 to 01 or 01 to 10 or 10 to 11 and vice-

versa. 

• Step-size 2: Step change from transition of 00 to 10 or 01 to 11 and vice versa. 

• Step-size 3: Step change from transition of 00 to 11 and vice versa. 

A block diagram of an MTR coded PRMUSFE system is as shown in Figure 4.8. 

The constraint of maximum number of consecutive transitions was set to 3. Figure 4.9 

shows the effect of including MTR constJ·aints in uncoded PR-MAP and uncoded SFE-MAP 
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Figure 4.8: Block Diagram ofMTR coded PRJSFE Multilevel Magnetic Recording System 

schemes. The effect of the MTR step-size is shown and smaller step-size in SFE-MAP 

scheme outperforms PR-MAP scheme. 

Preliminary investigation of using MTR codes showed a noticeable gain of 2 dB using 

SFE-MAP scheme when compared with the PR-MAP scheme. This gain was achieved when 

the simulations were performed without ECC and a step-size of 1 was used for the MTR 

constraint. It is seen that the problem of residual ISI in the SFE scheme is overcome by 

using smaller step-size MTR constraint. Thus, SFE-MAP performs better with step-size 1 

MTR constraint than PR-MAP. 

A step-size of 2 MTR constraint is also as shown in Figure 4.11. As the step-size in

creases, the amount of ISI increases and as a result, the MTR constraint of step-size 2 

does not have equivalent performance as achieved with the MTR constraint of step-size 1. 

Thus, in order to improve the performance of the SFE-MLSDIMAP based magnetic record

ing scheme, it is necessary to use MTR recording codes. The investigation was performed 

without using an MTR decoder which is shown in the block diagram. Only a MAP decoder 

was used for initial investigation. The points of bit error calculations were shown in the 

block diagram. 

4.2.3 Results of MTR-coded PRML/SFE based Magnetic Recording 

Figure 4.11 shows the BER versus PW50 performance of a rate 4/5 MTR (2: 8) code over 

PR-MAP and SFE-MAP channels at SNR of 16 dB. It is observed that as PW50 increases 

and reaches towards 2.5, the performance of PR-MAP with EEPR4 target is better in 

comparison to other PR targets including the optimum GPR target. 

The BER versus SNR performance of various PR-MAP channels at PW50 = 2.4 is shown 

in Figure 4.12. From Figure 4.11, it is seen that at PW50 = 2.4, the optimum performance of 

PR-MAP channel is with EPR4 and [2/5 , 11/20, -11/20, - 2/5] GPR targets. This is vedfied 

in Figure 4.12 although, after 20 dB, the PR-MAP performance with GPR target observes 

a flooring effect. It is seen that the EEPR4 target PR-MAP performance also has a flooring 

effect after 20 dB. 
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Figure 4.9: BER vs SNR Performance, MTR constraint with step-size=l 
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4.3. Summary 

It is seen that the SFE dicode channel does not perform well in the region beyond 

PW5o = 1.3. This limitation is because of the dicode channel performance beyond that 

density and it is not dependent upon the MTR code design. Figure 4.13 shows the BER 

versus SNR performance of standard PR4 and EPR4 PR-MAP channels and also of the 

dicode SFE-MAP channel. It is observed that even at PW50 = 1.5, the SFE-MAP dicode 

channel has poor performance in comparison to the standard PR-MAP channels. Although, 

in comparison to an SFE-MAP channel without MTR code, it is observed that the SFE-MAP 

with rate 4/5 MTR (2· 8) code has improvement in performance at PW5o = 1.5. 
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BER vs PW50 for PRMUSFE Channels with 4/5 MTR(2;8) 
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Figure 4.11: BER vs PW50 Performance of Binary PR-MAP and SFE-MAP Channels with 
rate 4/ 5 MTR(2;8) Code at SNR=l6 dB 

4.3 Summary 

This chapter introduces the use of MTR codes for PR/SFE based multi-level magnetic 

recording. The results presented in this chapter are based upon the previously published 

MTR codes as well as the new MTR codes for multi-level magnetic recording. Based upon 

the results presented in t hi s chapter, below are some key results and discussions which 

summarise this chapter. 

• The error event plots show that in order to improve the performance ofPRML chan

nels which h ave consecutive transitional errors, it is necessary to break up the tran

sitions in a manner which also restricts the non-transition regions. As a result , it 
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is necessary to use MTR codes which spreads the data in a way that specific error 

patterns leading to decoding errors can be eliminated. 

• The difference between the use of MTR codes as recording codes and error correcting 

codes is clearly explained and the benefits of each of them have been discussed. The 

pairs of data causing the major error sequences have been shown and the related 

MTR code design has been used over PRMUSFE channels. 

• A procedure for valid codeword selection for MTR codes is illustrated and preliminary 

investigation on the design of multi-level MTR codes is discussed. 

• Results showing variation in BER versus SNR and BER versus PW5o are shown for 

both PRML and SFE channels and it is seen that PRML channels with the use of rate 

4/ 5 MTR (2; 8) code has better performance when compared to SFE channel at higher 

PW5o. 

• The SFE channel does not have significant improvement in comparison to PRML 

channels, although, the MTR coded SFE channel has improvement of about 1 order of 

magnitude when compared to uncoded SFE channel performance at P\1\150 = 1.5. The 

performance of the SFE channel is restricted by the dicode nature of the magnetic 

channel and also on the use of thresholding device for initial estimation of ISI. 

• Chapter 6 discusses these drawbacks of the SFE channel and provides the optimal 

solution to it. 
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5 Application of Error Correction 
Codes 

5.1 Introduction 

Errors are inevitable in digital magnetic recording. They could be caused by noise, in

ter symbol interference, transition jitter, modulation and media defects. Error correction 

coding provides a means to either correct or at least detect such eiTors to the disk drive con

troller. The error correction code adds redundancy to the data in a systematic way which 

allows the error patterns to be corrected by the decoder. 

The da ta in the magnetic recording channel is encoded at different stages before it is 

sent to the read/write head . Initially, it is encoded with an error correcting code (ECC). 

After that, it is encoded with a modulation/recording code. The modulation/recording codes 

were discussed in the Chapter 4. A typical magnetic recording channel with different 

stages of encoding is shown in Figure 5.1. 

The first step of encoding user bits is applying error correction encoding (Mallinson; 

1993). The ECC introduces additional redundancy bits into the user bits in a systematic 

manner. This produces a combined block of redundant and user bits which is known as 

a codeword. In the ECC encoding process, a block of k user bits are taken at a time and 

are mapped to a unique n bit sequence, producing an n-length codeword. The amount of 

redundancy is measured as a ratio of njk and its reciprocal k j n is called the code-rate. The 

ECC encoding is followed by channel encoding which means modulation/recording codes. 

Modula tion/Recording codes have been previously discussed in Chapter 4. 

There are two types of error that could occur in magnetic recording: single-bit errors 

and burst of errors (Wang and Taratorin; 1999). Single-bit errors occur due to a specific 

short-duration noise event , resulting in a shifted or missing pulse. Burst errors occur 

when a group of bits is incorrectly detected or due to media defects. The ML decoder used 

in the PRML channel can a lso cause burs t errors, since the detector's output is based on a 

group of bits. Any error event in the ML detector will result in a wrong sequence of bits, 

thus, producing burst of errors. 

The use of ECC in magnetic r ecording boosts the reliability of recovering/reading the 

da ta. Similar to channel coding, ECC requires additional redundancy bits introduced in the 

s tream of user bits, thus requiring more storage space on the magnetic medium. Once it 

is ascertained that ECC can correct certain number of errors, then the recording densities 
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Figure 5.1: Stages of Encoding in Magnetic Recording 

r---

could be increased until reaching a required BER. This can be explained with the following 

example. 

Example on Calculation of Coding Gain using ECC: 

• Consider a s ingle-bit error correcting code which r equires 8 bits of information for 

each 16-block code. Block codes have been discussed later in this chapter. Thus, it 

requires 50% more space on the medium to write the data. An error will only occur if 

2 or more bits out of 16 are in error. 

• If the probability of error for a single-bit error is Pe, then if there are 2-bits in error out 

of16, the probability of error equals to Pi. There are (';)= 120 possible combinations 

of 2-bit error events in a 16-bit block code. 

• Thus, the probability of error using ECC is equivalent to: 

• If the probability of error using ECC is fixed at w-9 , then the probability of single-bit 

error is Pe = 3 X w-6 . 

In order to achieve a BER of w-9 in an uncoded channel, an SNR of about 22 dB is 

required. To achieve 3 x w-6 BER requires 19 dB SNR, thus, providing a gain of 3 dB. The 

reduction in SNR dB required to achieve a specified error performance due to ECC is called 

t he Coding Gain. This assumes that the errors are random and not bursty in nature. 

The coding gain in SNR under same target error performance allows additional user 

density (Watkinson; 1990). 
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Parts of this chapter appear in the Conference and Journal Proceedings under the pa

pers titled: 

• P. Shah, M. Z. Ahmed, M.A. Ambroze, C. J. Tjhai and P. J. Davey "Novel Multi 

level Magnetic Recording using Modern Error Correction", IMST-EPCOS Conference, 

Grenoble, France, May 2006. 

• P. Shah, M. Z. Ahmed, M.A. Ambroze, C. J. Tjhai and P. J. Davey "Novel Soft

Feedback Equalisation Technique for Multi-level Magnetic Recording", lOth Joint In

termag/MMM Conference, Baltimore, USA, January 2007. 

• The extension of the paper titled: "Novel Soft-Feedback Equalisation Technique for 

Multi-level Magnetic Recording" by authors P. Shah, M. Z. Ahmed, M. A. Ambroze, 

C. J. Tjhai and P. J. Davey has been published in IEEE Transactions on Magnetics, 

volume 43, no. 6, June 2007, pages 2280-2282. 

Different types of error correcting codes are introduced in this chapter. In this chapter, 

the investigation on application of Turbo codes to magnetic recording is depicted using 

various simulation models designed by the author. Turbo codes with different interleavers 

have been used and their performance over PRJSFE based multi-level magnetic recording 

is presented. This chapter a lso justifies the novel use of multi-level magnetic recording 

over binary magnetic recording, which is discussed in the later sections. 

5.2 Introduction to Error Correction Coding 

Shannon (1948) showed that the capacity of a channel C of bandwidth B, perturbed by 

AWGN is given by: 

S' 
C = B log2 (1 + N ) bits/second , (5.1) 

where, S' is the average received signal power and N is the average noise power. The above 

equation assumes that the block length of codes is infinite and the code is defined in an ar

bitrary fie ld . This fundamental equation represents the Shannon Limit , which is confined 

between the sphere packing bound and the random coding bound. These two bounds are 

a lower and an upper bound on the block error rate, given the channel characteristics and 

the block length n. Shannon's limit represents the channel capacity C in terms of bit rate 

and is dependent upon the statistical model of the channel. 

It is shown in (Shannon; 1948) that the limiting factors of reliable communications are 

the signal power S' and channel bandwidth B. The above limiting factors compensate for 

one another, meaning that, there exists a trade-off between the two in order to achieve 

reliable communication. Increasing the signal power S' can lead to reduced bandwidth 
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requirements B , while reducing the signal power requires an increase in the bandwidth 

requirement. One can achieve the same capacity by either of the above mentioned meth

ods. There is a limit on the amount of increasing signal power S . Increasing the channel 

bandwidth B also leads to further problems. This is because the average noise power is 

proportional to the bandwidth (Sklar; 2001). 

No 
N = 2 · (2 B ) = N 0 B. (5.2) 

N 0 l2 is the two-sided noi se power-spectral density of the AWGN channel. Thus, apply

ing the above to (5.1), 

C = B log2(1 +~)bits/seconds. 
NoB 

(5.3) 

This work of Shannon (1948) showed that reliable means of communication can be 

achieved using error correction coding, which is defined as channel coding in communi

cation systems. In this work, channel coding means modulation/recording codes. 

Considering S' is the average received power and we are transmitting information over 

aB Hz bandwidth channel with channel capacity C, 

S = EuC (5.4) 

where, Eb is the energy per bit. Thus, the (5.3) becomes, 

c ( Eb c) 
B = log2 1 + No B . (5.5) 

Thus, 

Eb 2CfB - 1 
= 

N o GIB 
(5.6) 

When Cl B = 1, Ebi No = 1.0 dB. When Cl B--~ 

(5.7) 

Thus, Ebl N0 increases exponentially as C I B --~ . On the contrary, when C I B = 0, 

2Cf l3 - 1 
lim = In 2 = - 1.6 dB. 

C/ 8 =0 GIB 
(5 .8) 

This limit of Ebl N0 being - 1.6 dB is represented by Shannon (1948) as the ultimate Shan

non's limit for error free communication for an AWGN channel. Thus, for any communi-
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cation system to have reliable communication, the Eb/ N0 operating point must be la rger 

than - 1.6 dB. 

There are various trade-offs attached to the use of error correction coding. They are: 

1. Bandwidth versus EITor Probability- In order to improve the performance of a system 

by reducing the probability of bit-elTor, error cotTection coding is used. The use of 

ECC adds redundant bits, which results in increased bandwidth. 

2. Bandwidth versus Signa] Power - ECC provides reduction in the required Eb/ N 0 or 

power. An uncoded system working on S jN0 of 19 dB could be incorporated with 

proper ECC to reduce the required amount of S/ N 0 to 14 dB keeping the probability 

of bit-error th e same. This would come at an additional cost of increased bandwidth 

in terms ofSNR, because the distance between the sequences is much larger than the 

uncoded channel and thus, requiring more power SNR to operate. 

3. Coding Gain -It is defined as the measure of the amount of power saving t hat can be 

obtained by coding compared to without coding for a fixed probability of bit-error (Sklar ; 

2001). It is expressed in dB as: 

( s) G (dB)= -
1 1\ o tmcoded (~o) coded 

(dB) (5.9) 

4. Bandwidth versus Achievable Data Rates - Considering that t he received power Pr is 

in the information bearing signal, it is known that for a data rate R: 

(5.10) 

ECC a1lows to obtain the same bit-eJTor probability at lower Eb/ No and higher da ta 

rate R. But due to this, there is an increase in the bandwidth. 

5. Code performance at lower Eb/ N0 - If there are more eJTors than a designed code 

can correct in a block, it will perform poorly. Thus, reducing Eb/N0 for such code 

systems would mean th at the system will degrade continuously since the decoder is 

overwhelmed with many errors. 

When considering magnetic recording channels, which are bandwidth limited channels, 

a good design of eJTor colTect;ng codes is necessary in order to obtain good data rates as 

well as r eliable retrieval of data. The magnetic recording systems work on a much higher 

signal to noise ratio in comparison to the communication systems. Both bandwidth and 

SNR for the magnetic recording system are fixed. 
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5.3 Evolution of Error Correcting Codes 

A block code consists of a set of fixed-length vectors called codewords. The length of these 

vectors is denoted by n and is the length of the code words. The elements of a code word are 

selected from an alphabet of q symbols, where q = 2 for binary codes. There are 2n possible 

codewords in a binary block code of length 11. From these possible codewords, M = 2k 

codewords where (k < n) are selected to form a code, where k is the length of information 

bits mapped into a codeword oflength n. The code is denoted as (n .k) code and the ratio 

k j n is called the code rate Re. 

Each codeword of length n has its own weight which is defined as the number of non

zero elements that the codeword contains. The set of all weights in a code constitutes the 

weight distribution* of the code. Codes are constructed from fields with a finite number of 

elements. These finite fie lds are called Galois field and denoted as GF(q). The finite field 

can only be constructed if q is a prime or a power of prime number. If q = pm, where p is a 

prime and m is any positive integer, it is possible to extend the GF(q) field to GF'(p111
). This 

is called extended Galois field of GF(p). The binary codes are made of GF(2) finite field 

and are of concern in this thesis. 

The codes are called linear block codes from the fact that a codeword can be constructed 

from linear combinations of other codewords and the component-wise sum of all codewords 

is an a ll zeros vector. 

In order to understand the characteristics of various codes, it is necessary to understand 

the definitions below: 

• If Ci and Ck are two codewords in an (n, k) block code set, the measure of difference 

between them is the number of differing elements in their respective positions. This 

is called the Hamming distance between two codewords and is denoted by dil.: t. 

• Let Wj denote the weight of the /h codeword. The di stance di!, between any pair of 

codewords Ci and C~;, where Ck is a all-zero codeword, is equal to the weight of the code 

formed by taking the difference between Ci and Ck. It is given as: 

W i is the Hamming distance between the codewords Wi and wk. Since the code is lin

ear, the difference (equivalent to taking the modulo-2 sum for a binary code) between 

ci and ck is a lso a codeword having a weight included in the set Wj (Proakis; 1995). 

Hence, the weight distribution of a linear code completely characterises the distance 

properties of the code. 

·The weight distribution of a linear code gives information on the distance properties of the code. 
I Hamming distance is a measure of the separation between pairs of codewords which rela tes to the cross

correlation coefficients between corresponding pairs of waveform generated from the codewords (Proak:is ; 1995) 
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• The smallest value of the set { dik}(Hamming distance) for M codewords 1s called the 

minimum distance of th e code and is denoted by dmin- A code with Hamming distance 

of dmin is able to conect all 0 ~ t ~ l ( dmin - 1) / 2 J hard decision symbol errors, where 

t is the number of enors the code can correct and l x J is the largest integer contained 

in x. Minimum distancet of the code can be given as: 

dmin = !Tiin { Wj} 
J,Jf- l 

• For a given vector v E GF(qn), the vectors E GF(q11-k) defined by 

s = v!HIT 

is the syndrome of a code with parity-check matrix IHI. If the vector v E C, then s = 0, 

otherwise at least one coordinate of s has non zero value. 

• An (11. k) code with d min has a generator matrix G, which contains k linearly indepen

dent codewords of C. A codeword Ci E C can be obtained by any linear row combinat ion 

of G, an k x n matrix. 

• The parity-check ma trix IHI of a code C is an (n- k) x n matrix. It contains (n - k) 

linearly independent vectors over GF(q), such that GJHIT = 0, where ll:JIT denotes the 

transpose of matrix IHI . Each row in the IHI matrix defines the parity-check equation of 

the code. 

• A code that satisfies the property 

l{rl- l )/2J 

L (7;) (q _ 1)1 = qn-k 
t= O 

is called a perfect or closely-packed code. The (23. 12) Golay code with dmin = 7 over 

G F(2) fi eld and (11 , 6) code with dmin = 5 over G F (3) field and Hamming codes are 

perfect codes. 

There a re many types of codes, but the a uthor has restricted the description to certain 

popular codes which are described below. 

5.3.1 Specific Linear Block Codes 

1. Hamming Codes: 

1The upper bound of the minimum distance is dm, ~ (n- /;; + I} for an (n, k) block code 
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Hamming codes (Hamming; 1950) are a class of binary codes with a property: 

(n, k) = (2m- 1, 2771
- 1 -m) 7n = 1,2, 3, ··· (5.11) 

For example, m = 3 provides a (7, 4) Hamming code which was interpreted in (Shan

non; 1948). Hamming codes with m ~ 2 are able to correct any single errors. 

2. Golay Codes: 

Golay codes (Golay; 1949) are 3-error correcting codes rather than Hamming's single 

error correcting codes. In Golay codes, there is an addition of 11 redundancy bits 

for every 12 bits of information. They are denoted as (23 , 12) codes with dmin = 7. 

Golay codes are perfect 3-error correcting codes. All the 3 error patters are uniquely 

represented by the 211 syndromes. The Golay code is either generated by: 

(5.12) 

or by 

(5.13) 

Both 9I (X) and g2(X) are factors of X 23 + 1. 

X 23 + 1 = (1 +X) · gl(X) · g2(X) (5.14) 

3. Cyclic Codes: 

Cyclic codes are a subset of linear block codes that follow a cyclic shift property. All 

possible cyclic shifts for a C code are possible codewords. Various number of efficient 

methods for encoding and hard-decision decoding have been devised for cyclic codes 

in order to implement long block codes with large number of codewords. 

4. BCH Codes: 
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BCH codes have been named after their authors,.Bose, Ray-Chaudhuri and Hocquenghem 

(Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri ; 1960). Peterson (1960) discussed the cyclic nature ofBCH 

codes. This class of codes provides a large range of block lengths and code rates. The 

generator polynomial of BCH codes are specified in terms of its roots from the Galois 

field GF(2771
). 

Binary BCH codes can be constructed based on the property: 

n = (2771
- 1) , w heTe, m~ 3. (5.15) 
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(n - k) ::::; (m x t). (5.16) 

cldesig 11ecl = (2 X t + 1). (5.17) 

(2 x t + 1) is the designed distance of BCH codes and it not necessarily the true 

minimum dist a nce is equa l to the designed distance. 

For 7J be ing a prime number, and q being a power of p, there are codes with symbols 

from the Galoi s fi eld GF(q). These are q-ary codes. For given positive integers s and 

f , there exists a q-ary BCH code of length n = q8 
- 1, which is capable of coiTecting 

any combination of t or fewer errors and r equires no more than 2 x s x t parity-check 

bits. 

5. Reed-Solomon Codes: 

Reed-Solomon (RS) codes a re a sub class of non bina ry BCH codes. They h ave s = 1 

in q-ary BCH codes with 2 x t pari ty check bits. They a re a lso na med after their a u

thors Irving Reed and Gustave Solomon (Reed and Solomon ; 1960). RS codes tend 

to have the high est error correcting capability a mongst linear codes with the same 

fini te field . The e ffi cien t decoding a lgorithm developed by (Massey; 1969) for BCH 

codes can be a pplied toRS codes.RS codes a re optimum for applications that require 

burst error correction since they ar e symbol-wise decoding codes. This gave an impor

tant milestone for magnetic r ecording channel, which requires burst error correction . 

The coding gain achieved by application ofRS codes over magnetic recording ch annels 

was described in (E. J. Weldon; 1992). 

In the early days of coding, hard decision decoding did not give enough information 

on the r eliabili ty of the inform a tion symbol. This resulted in a loss of about 2 dB due to 

thresholding of th e r eceived signals to the levels which are equa l to the fi eld size of the 

code used before being decoded . The complexity of t he m atched fi lter decoder was often 

prohibitive to realise a la rge coding gain . In order to come closer lo Sh annon 's limit and r e

duce the gap between the idea l and the achievable limit, it was realised t ha t hard decision 

decoding was not the optimal solut ion. Soft decision decoding is a typ e of decoding in which 

the sym bol reliability inform ation is accounted for. Soft decision decoding was introduced 

by (Wozencraft ; 1957) for convolut iona l codes using sequentia l decoding. The application 

of Viterbi a lgorithm using trelli s diagrams by (Forney; 1973) was a major milestone in 

soft-decision decoding. This decoding technique overcame the sub-optima lity of the previ

ous sequentia l decoding. The Viterbi algorithm returns a codeword which has the high est 

probability of being correct among all possible t ra nsmi tted codewords. The algorithms in

troduced by Bahl et al. (1974) and Hartmann and Rudolph (1976) are symbol-by-symbol 

optimum decoding a lgorithms. These soft-decision symbol-by-symbol decoders return a 
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symbol that has the highest probability of being correct when compared to other symbol 

possibilit ies for a given coordinate in the received sequence. The sequential decoding based 

on the Viterbi a lgorithm a nd symbol-by-symbol decoding based on BCJR algorithm have 

been previously discussed in Chapter 2. There was a great effort dedicated towards the 

search for good codes with efficient decoding structm es. This resulted in the finding of 

convolutional codes. 

5.3.2 Convolutional Codes 

Convolutional codes,§ when compared to block codes, do not separate data into blocks, but 

encode it into infinite streams of encoded data (theoretically). In convolutional encoding, 

a part of the information symbols k. is used to gener ated a block of length n. symbols. In 

the encoding procedure, the encoder is input with a part of information k symbols, and 

generates a part of n symbols. The generation of 1'1 symbols is not only dependent upon the 

current k. symbols, but also on some previous symbols. The number of previous symbols 

that are involved in generating the current k symbols are based upon the memory or con

straint length I< of a convolutional code. These codes are different from block codes in t he 

sense that the encoding shift register in convolutional encoding h as memory. 

The encoding procedme is a function of the previous I< - 1 inputs. n and k. are small 

integers, while J( is variable according to the complexity and capability of the code. The 

constraint length f ( represents the number of k-bit shift over which a single information 

bit can influence the encoder output. At each unit of time, k. bits are shifted into the first k 
stages of the shift register; a ll bits in the register are shifted k stages to the right, and t he 

output of the 7). adders are sequentially sampled to provide the code symbols. These code 

symbols are then used by the modulator to specify the waveforms to be transmitted over 

the ch annel. 

In th e case of a magnetic recording channel, the modulator uses the error correction 

code symbols for them to be converted into NRZI representation and/or into recording 

(MTRJRS) code symbols. 

The involvement of the short memory in the construction of convolutional code allows 

the implementa tion of soft-decision decoding algorithms efficiently. The soft-decision de

coding of convolutional codes is based upon trellis based decoding a lgorithms. 

Example of Convolutional Encoding: Consider a binary convolutional encoder with 

constra int length J( = 3, k. = 1 and n = 3. Assume that the initial state of th e shift registers 

is all zeros. The encoder a nd a table showing th e register contents and the input/output 

sequence is shown in Figure 5.2. Each stage of convolutional encoder represents the data 

§Convolutional codes were often referred to as Recurrent Codesin the early days 
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Register Branch Word 
Contents Symbol 1 symbol 2 

1 0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 0 

0 0 1 1 1 

I nput 
Code symbol 1 

Inp u t 1 0 0 

OUtpu t : 1 1 1 0 1 1 
/ ___._ Ou t put 
~ Branc h Word 

Cod e symbol 2 

F igure 5.2: Convolutiona l Encoding Stages for a rate 1/2 code with J( = 3 

present in the shift register at that time instant. The shift register can a lso be considered 

to be a]( - 1-tap delay structure, with t he delay denoted as D. 

The convolutional encoder belongs to a class of devices known as finite state machinesCJ. 

The state cons ists of a small amount of information which can be used together with the 

current input at a particular time instant to provide the output of the machine. Convolu

tional codes can be described in three ways: 

1. Tree diagram 

2. State diagram 

3. Trellis diagram 

The focus ofthis thesis is on the description of convolutional codes based on trellis diagram. 

Apart from the above mentioned ways of representing convolutional codes, they can a lso be 

represented in polynomial form , similar to that of cyclic codes. The polynomial form con

sists of n generator polynomials, each representing the n. modulo-2 a dders in the encoding 

structure. Each polynomial is of J( - 1 degree or less and describes the connection of the 

encoding shift register to that of the modulo-2 adder. The coefficient of each term in the 

(I<- 1) degree polynomial is either 1 or 0, depending upon the connection exists or not. 

The optimum decoder for a convolutional code is Maximum Likelihood Sequence Es

timator, which is described in Chapter 2. There are various other decoding algorithms 

developed for convolutional codes which are described in (Sklar; 2001). Although in this 

thesis, on ly MLSD and MAP decoders are discussed. Optimal decoding of a convolutional 

code involves a search through the trellis for the most probable sequence. The minimum 

distance of a convolutional code is referred to as the minimum free distance denoted by d 1 . 

It is the set of arbitrari ly long paths that diverge and re-merge on a trellis diagram for a 

1 Finite s tate machines can be descr·ibed as machines that have a memory of the previous signals and have 
a finite number of states tha t it can encounter 
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all-zero path . It can also be defined as the weight of the minimum weight sequence which 

deviates from the all-zero pa th a nd returns to it a number of frames later. The number 

of frames in the non-zero segment of the path used to calculate minimum free distance is 

called the free length, n fr ee of the code. 

A systematic convolutional code is one in which the input k symbols a ppear as part 

of the output branch word it symbols associated with that k symbols. In the systematic 

convolut ional encoding structure, there exists a direct connection with the k input to the 

shift register and the one of the code symbols which generate the branch word. 

A recursive systematic convolutional code(RSC) code is one in which the encoder has 

a feed-forward a nd a feed-back polynomial describing the connection of the shift register 

to t he modulo-2 adders in t he encoding structure. These codes are characterised by their 

property that the code bits at a given instant do not depend only on the information bits at 

the present instant and the previous instants, but on a ll the previous bits, as the encoder 

exhibits a structw·e with feedback. From a 1/ n non-recursive non-systematic convolutional 

code, it is possible to obtain a recursive systematic convolutiona l code with the same rate 

and the same codewords, and thus, with the same minimum free distance d1. Obviously, 

for a given input word, the output code words will be different for both the cases. The 

encoding structure of a rate 1/ 2 RSC (4. 5/7) code is as shown in Figure 5.3. Table (5.1) 

shows the input, start and end state of the encoder and output of the convolut ional encoder. 

In the (4 . 5/ 7) RSC code, the constraint length is I< = 3. Thus, the number of states is 

21< - I = 22 = 4. The start state is defined by points c and d. The end state is defined by 

points b a nd c. It is assumed that the initial state of the encoder is all zeros. The output 

codeword symbols are defined by a and b (B d. Recmsive systematic convolutional codes 

form the component codes for Tmbo codes, which shall be discussed later in this chapter. 
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J Input IJ Start State 11 End State 11 Output 11 Encoder State I 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 l 1 
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
I 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
I 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 I. 1 
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 () 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Table 5.1: Rate 1/ 2 RSC (4. 5/ 7) Code Encoding Process 

5.3.3 Concatenated Codes 

Concatenated codes were introduced by Forney (1967) in order to obtain longer block lengths 

with lower decoding complexity. Forney (1967) suggested the combining two codes ll , a non

binary outer code and a binary inner code to be cascaded together to form a longer and 

more powerful binary code. This cascaded coding scheme, which is called Concatenated 

codes, restrict the decoding complexity to that of the component codes. These codes are 

known as serially concatenated codes. The decoding process of concatenated codes is per

formed in Lwo stages: the inner code is decoded first , then the output is decoded by t he 

outer code. 

The information that each decoder receives is incomplete when compared to the overall 

code, and thus, t here is a loss in performance as compared to the decoding of the concate

nation a s a single overall code. 

Turbo codes (Berrou et a l. ; 1993), first introduced in 1993 by Berrou, Glavieux and 

Thitimajshima are described in the next section, and are of the main interest in this work. 

They are discussed in the next section. 

MacKay and Neal (1996) revisited the original work of Gallager (1963) which showed 

that low-density-parity-check (LDPC)** codes were also capacity-approaching codes in the 

AWGN channel. Dming the time of their invention, the decoding ofLDPC codes was prac-

li These codes are often known as component or constituent codes 
··LOP codes were initially found by Ga l lager (1963) 
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tically impossible due to technology constraints at that time. The development of iterative 

decoding during the time of turbo codes made it possible once again to use LDPC codes to

day. In Gallager (1963), the decoder described is commonly known as sum-product decoder. 

It consists of a bank ofBCJR decoders for (n, n - 1) single parity-check codes with dm111 = 2. 

Each of the BCJR decoders produces soft-output information which is processed and used 

in the next itera tion. 

Both turbo and LDPC codes are very popular in today's industry. Although, the industry 

prefers LDPC codes, the complexity of encoding irregular LDPC codes is considerable and 

LDPC codes that have some regularity are preferred (Tjhai; 2007). The work produced in 

this thesis is based upon turbo codes. 

5.4 Turbo Codes 

The use of Turbo codes for magnetic recording are of main interest to the author and thus, 

t his section provides a discussion on the design and implementation of Turbo encoding, 

decoding and interleaving processes. The name Turbo is actually tied to the decoding part 

of the codes, since it is an iterative process with a feedback loop trying to converge to 

the optima l decoded output which would be produced by a single code. The process is 

similar to turbo engines, hence, the na me turbo codes. Turbo codes have a concatenated 

encoding structure including an iterative algorithm to decode the codewords. They are 

parallel concatenated convolutional codes with interleaving and can be thought of as a n 

improvement of the concatenated coding structure with addition of an iterative algorithm 

for decoding the code sequence. This iterative decoding was one of the major milestone in 

the development of error correction codes. 

In (Berrou et a l. ; 1993), a scheme is described that achieves a bit-error probability of 

10- 5 at Eb/ N0 = 0.7 dB. The encoder is a parallel concatenation of convolutional codes. The 

sch eme uses a rate l / 2 code over an AWGN channel and binary phase shift keying (BPSK) 

modulation. The block length is set at n = 256 x 256 = 65536 bits. The informa tion block 

is encoded directly by the first code and through an interleaver by the second code. The 

interleaver modifies the order of information bits in the block. A block diagram of a turbo 

coding scheme is as shown in Figure 5.4 

The decoding is done in two stages. For each received block, the first code is decoded us

ing its corresponding received values, and produces its version of the information bits and 

also a new type of inform ation called extrinsic information. Extrinsic information in turbo 

decoding is defined as a reliability measure that is determined by the redundancy in the 

transmitted sequence. This contribution improves the reliability of transmission over noisy 

cha nnels using the parity check bits. The second code is decoded using its corresponding 

received value and the extrinsic information from the first code (interleaved), producing its 

version of the information bits a nd extrinsic information. The firs t code is decoded again by 
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Figure 5.4: Block Diagram of a Turbo Coding Scheme (Ambroze; 2000) 

making use of the extrinsic information from the second code and producing a new version 

of the information bits and extrinsic information . The process continues itera tively. By 

iter a ting this inform ation exch ange, the decoded values should con verge to t he values that 

would be produced if the overall code were decoded as a single code. 

The extrinsic information needs to be soft in order to reduce the restrictions in possible 

values, and to a llow a smooth con vergence (Ambroze; 2000). If the extrinsic informa tion 

was hard or coarsely quantised, there is a possibility t hat the steps the decoder needs to 

reach towards convergence would not be possible. Thus, the decoder for each component 

code needs to be a Soft Input Soft Output (SISO) decoder. 

The complexity of the turbo decoder is low due to the separate decoding of the two 

codes. The block length of the over a ll code is determined by the interleaver. Although , the 

decoding complexity for each code depends upon its constraint length , which in (Berrou 

et a l. ; 1993) was 5, where th e memory was 4, which was 1 less than the constr ain t length. 

Another advantage of the turbo codes over previous classical linear block codes is tha t the 

component codes a re simple convolution al codes and the in terleaver is a random chosen 

permutation . Th e interleaver length is variable in order to achieve the desired BER per

forma nce. 

5.4.1 Encoding of Turbo Codes 

Th e encoding of turbo codes is done using two convolut iona l (component) codes in parallel 

concatenation and an interleaver. Figure 5.5 shows t he turbo code encoder with two par

a llel concatenated convolutiona l codes (RSC I a nd RSC II) and an interleaver (INT). The 

informa tion symbols a re designated as x(n), where .r E 0, 1. The out put of the first RSC 
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encoder is designated as y 1 (n), where y 1 E 0, 1. The output of the second RSC encoder is 

designated as y2(n), where Y2 E 0, 1. RSC codes have been discussed earlier in convolu

tional codes section. The turbo code encodes binary data in a continuous or block fashion , 

depending upon the structure of the interleaver. The second RSC encoder receives the in

terleaved version of the information symbols. The output of the turbo code is a multiplexed 

version of information bits and parity bits of the two RSC encoders. 

Infor
mation 

Symbols 

· · · x(l)x(O) .------, 

RSC 
Code 

· · · Y1 (l)Yt (0) 

Encoding Process 
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u 
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R 

· · · Y2 ( 1) Y1 ( 1) :r( l ) Y2(0) Y1 (0) x·(O) 

Output 
Code word 
Symbols 

Figure 5.5: Turbo Code Encoder with Two RSC Codes and an Interleaver 

5.4.2 Interleaver Design 

In turbo coding, two or more bit errors in an information sequence can be permuted into 

different bit patterns whose encoded output bears no resemblance to the encoding of the 

unpermuted information (Dolinar and Divalsar; 1995). This process of achieving permuta 

tions is known as Interleaving. In turbo coding, it is necessary to match a low weight code

word of one permutation with a high weight codeword of another, so th at the total weight 

is significantly higher than the low weights that are possible from each of the component 

codes individually. The interleaver is designed to reduce the probability of associating low 

code weigh t codewords of the two codes. Robertson (1994) presented an iterative method in 

which a given inter1eaver finds the codeword association with the lowest code weight and 

breaks it by modifying the interleaver. The process is repeated until the minimum code 

weight is increased. Interleavers increase the constraint between the code bits so that a 

code bit depends upon many more bits than the short constraint imposed by the compo

nent codes. Amongst several methods of interleaver design, the stt interleaver, presented 

in (Dolinar and Divalsar ; 1995) is the most popular. Interleaver designs based on a cost 

function are presented in (Daneshgaran a nd Mondin; 1997). 

t t A S interleaver is often referred to asS-random or spread interleaver 
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S Interleaver 

Dolinar and Divalsar (1995) stated that for a turbo code using q and q - 1 permutations, the 

probability that a weight-n data sequence will be reproduced somewhere within the block 

by all q- 1 permutations is ofthe form 1 - [1 - (,8/Nn- I)q- I] N, where {3 is a number that 

depends on the weight-n data sequence but does not increase with block size N. For large 

N , this probability is proportional to (1 / N)nq-n- q, which falls of rapidly with increasing 

N, when n , q > 2. Semi-random permutations are designed by generating random integers 

i , 1 ::; i ::; N , without replacement. S-random permutation is defined as: Each randomly 

selected integer is compared to the S previously selected integers. If the current selection 

is equal to any of the previous selections within a distance of ± S, then the current selection 

is rejected. This process is continued until all N integers are selected. The searching time 

increases with S and it is not guaranteed to finish . Although, choosing S ::; JN72 usually 

produces a solution in definite time. For S = 1, the S-random permutation becomes a 

random permutation. Some of the recent interleaver types are discussed in (Hokfelt et al.; 

1999) and (Crozier et al. ; 1999). 

Dithered Relative Prime Interleaver 

Crozier and Guinand (2001) introduced a new method of designing high-performance, low

memory interleaver banks for turbo codes. The new interleavers are called Dithered Rel

ative Prime (DRP) interleavers. Relative Prime (RP) interleavers described in (Crozier 

et al. ; 1999) are defined by just one parameter p, the modulo-N index increment, where 

N is the block length. RP interleavers provide good performance for short block length 

turbo codes, while their performance deteriorates as the block length increases from short 

to medium!long. This is because as the block length increases, the number of low-weight 

codewords generated by the repetitive structure increases. The interleaver design is based 

on three stages. Initially the input to the interleaver is permuted locally (dithered) using a 

small dither vector of a certain length. The first dithered output is permuted using an RP 

interleaver and finally again dithered to provide the DRP interleaver output. 

5.4.3 Decoding of Turbo Codes 

The decoding of turbo codes is done using SISO decoders and de-interleavers. A MAP 

decoder is used as a SISO decoder which is discussed in Chapter 2. The decoding process of 

turbo codes is an iterative process. An iterative turbo decoder is as shown in Figure 5.6. In 

the figure, n is defined as the received stream which is de-multiplexed and sent to the two 

SISO decoders and the interleaver and de-interleaver to produce a priori information. R y1 is 

the de-multiplexed data sent to the first SISO decoder along with the recursive information 

from the encoding process, which is given as R .r· The interleaved R x information known as 

R xl is sent to the second SISO decoder along with the information from the second encoder 
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given as Ry2 . The received signal is de-multiplexed and grouped into blocks of length N. 

These blocks are then passed into the iterative decoder and each block is iterated several 

times before the decoded output is obtained. 
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Figure 5.6: Turbo Code Decoder with Two SISO Decoders 

d 
s 

The iterative decoding process can be described as follows: The received values are 

transformed into probabilities as the decoders used are SISO. The received values for the 

systematic bit are passed directly to the first SISO decoder and its interleaved counterpart 

to the second SISO decoder. Both decoders act on the received values for the corresponding 

parity bit. The a priori probabilities are initialised to equal probabilities. 

The extrinsic information and the decoded values based on received values and a priori 

information are produced by the first decoder. The interleaved extrinsic information is 

passed on to the second decoder as a priori information for the second decoder. 

Based upon the received values and its own a priori information, the second decoder 

produces its own extrinsic information and decoded values. This extrinsic information is 

de-interleaved and passed on to the first decoder as a priori information. This process is 

continued for a number of iterations. The decoded values from the first decoder or the 

interleaved decoded values from the second decoder are thresholded as the decoder output. 

This thresholding is necessary in order to obtain hard decision decoded output, since Turbo 

decoding process provides soft values. In order to achieve nearly optimal performance, it 
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is crucial that the extrinsic information exchange occurs properly from one iteration to the 

next. 

The extrinsic information depends upon a ll the channel inputs and the a priori proba

bilities, excepting the systematic value and a priori probability of the current bit. As shown 

in Figure 5.6, the extrinsic information from the first decoder is passed on to the second 

decoder via an interleaver. This extrinsic information is generated by the probabilities of 

the received values and the a priori probabilities, except the current bit a priori probabil

ities. Likewise, the second decoder generates its own set of extrinsic information in the 

same manner. 

Convergence 

Barbulescu (1998) gave a qualitative proof for the convergence of the iterative decoder to 

the transmitted data. It re lies on the MAP algorithm property to minimise the BER to 

show that the MAP functions are contractions and thus, the output must converge to the 

transmitted data. Optimal component codes have better distance properties, making the 

steps of the iterative decoder bigger in comparison to non-optimal codes. Thus, if one of 

the component codes is optimal and the other is not, it could create disagreement between 

the two decoders leading to non-convergence. Berrou et a l. (1993) suggested the use of 

simulated annealing, which weighs the extrinsic information with an empirical factor de

pendent upon the statistics of the extrinsic values. Although, this method was not used 

again in (Divalsar and Pollara; 1995). 

In order to save computing time, the number of iterations required for the iterative 

turbo decoder is based upon the fact that if after certain iterations, there not much signifi

cant gain, then the iterations could be terminated (Hagenauer et al.; 1996). 

5.5 Application of Turbo Codes to Magnetic Recording 

The previous sections of this chapter introduced various error correcting codes and Turbo 

codes were discussed in depth . Based on the previous background on Turbo codes, this sec

tion introduces the novel work of application of Turbo codes over various magnetic record

ing channels. Amongst the investigated recording channels are, PRJSFE based binary 

magnetic recording channels and multi-level magnetic recording channels. This section 

provides some key results which have been presented in 2 conferences and 1 article is pub

lished in the IEEE Transactions on Magnetics journal. 

Wolf and Ungerboeck (1986) introduced trellis coding for partial response channels. The 

authors Wolf and Ungerboeck (1986) discussed various techniques to obtain codes which 

increased the Euclidean distance between permitted sequences of channel outputs and 

avoid the occurrence of unlimited runs of identical outputs. The method used convolutional 
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codes in conjunction with preceding. A lot of literature has been produced as a result of 

the need to improve th e performance of m agnetic recording channels and to reduce the 

SNR requirement. Tw-bo codes and similar other error correcting codes have been found 

to give s ignificant improvement in performance at lower SNR in magnetic recording (Sia la 

et a l. ; 1995)(Ryan et a l. ; 1998) a nd (McPheter s et al. ; 1998). Various concatena ted schemes 

in order to obtain optimal code rates as well as performance have been developed and 

discussed in (Wu et a l. ; 2000), (Ryan; 2000). 

Figure 5 .7 shows the block diagram of the simulated magnetic recording channel with 

ECC. This simulation model is based on the genera l model presented in Chapter 1. In this 

simula tion model, it is seen that the ECC encoder and GF(2111
) mapper blocks have been 

shown sepa rately to introduce the e ffective code rate. Also, the equaliser block shows both 

PRJSFE based equalisation , since, both types of equalisation methods have been investi

gated . 
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~-- ----- ------ - ---- 1 
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I I Encoder \ Mapper I 
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I+-

Decod er 

Figure 5.7: Block Diagram ofMagnetic Recording Ch annel with ECC 

5.5.1 Results 

-

The simulation model shown in Figure 5. 7 is used in various combinations of different 

types ofinterleavers, different rate Turbo codes, different types of equa lisation and binary 

or multi-level, in order to investigate the performance of various channels and ma ke a 

comparison of them . These results have been presented and discussed in this section. The 

results described in this section are based upon various parameter s of ECC of which the 

main para meters used unless otherwise stated are as below. 

For s imulation pm-poses, it is n ecessary to define the ECC parameters. These specifica

tions are described below. 

ECC Specifications: 
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• The outer ECC code used is a rate 1/3 turbo code. The design of this code is achieved 

using tail-biting recursive systematic convolutional codes with feed-forward polyno

mial Ft = [37]8 and feed-back polynomial Fb = [23]8 for an overall rate 1/3 turbo 

code. 

• The turbo decoder is an iterative parallel concatenated MAP decoder with extrinsic 

information exchange (Berrou et al.; 1993). 

• The interleavers used are S-random and DRP interleavers. 

• The block length is set to 500 information bits and the maximum number of iterations 

is set to 50. 

• At least 100 error blocks were collected for each BER point. 

• In the simulation results, TC stands for Turbo Code, PR stands for Partial Response 

channel, SFE stands for Soft Feedback Equalisation channel. 

• The SNR considered for the simulation results is the channel SNR. For the 4-level 

scheme the channel SNR is offset by + 1.72 dB, which is calculated based upon the 

overall code rate R. 

• The results presented and discussed are based on PR-MAP and SFE-MAP, binary and 

multi-level channels. 

Denoting the code rate of the ECC as R1 and the code rate for the 4-level PR/SFE 

magnetic recording channel as R2 = 2, the overall code rate R of the 4-level channel is 

computed as: 

(5.18) 

Thus, if the rate 1/3 turbo code is used for binary PR/SFE magnetic recording channel, 

then the overall rate for a 4-level PR/SFE magnetic recording channel would be 2/ 3. 

Figure 5.8 shows the performance of binary and 4-level PR-MAP channel with rate 1/3 

outer turbo code using S-random interleaver. It is observed that for a BER of 10- 4 , the 

performance of coded PR-MAP channel is nearly 12dB better in comparison to the uncoded 

PR-MAP channel. Also, for 4-level coded PR-MAP channel, the performance improvement 

is nearly 8dB. The error floor region beyond w-6 BER for the coded performance comes 

from various perspectives. This could be because of the type of interleaver used (S), the 

inner concatenation of the component codes used for turbo codes and the non-integer PR

target polynomials, the length of the PR target used or the amount ofiSI introduced due to 

the higher density of binary coded channel. It is observed that the error floor of the binary 
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Figure 5.10: BER vs SNR Performance of Binary PR-MAP with rate 1/3 Turbo Code 

coded channel and the 4-level coded channel is t he same and as a result , it is better to use 

4-level coded channel in order to work closer to th e channel capacity. 

Figure 5.9 shows the performa nce comparison of PR-MAP and SFE-MAP magnetic 

recording channels with rate 1/ 3 turbo code. It is observed that the 4-level SFE-MAP chan

nel with turbo code has similar error fl oor as that ofbinary PR-MAP channel at PIV50 = 2.4. 

The performance of 4-level SFE-MAP at PIV5o = 1.2 with turbo code is slightly better th at 

4-level PR-MAP with turbo code. Also, the gain in terms of magnit ude is of 1.5 order. 

Figure 5.10 shows the performa nce of various PR targets over rate 1/3 t urbo code with 

a DRP interleaver. It is observed that the performance in the error floor region for GPR 

targets has improved in comparison to the performance shown in Figure 5.8 for the same 

PW5o of 2.4. This improvement comes from the use of a different inter leaver as well as 

different GPR target. The previous GPR target [1. - 0.5. - 0.5] also has slight improvemen t 

in the error floor region. Fw·thermore, the new GPR target [0.4, 0.6, - 0.6, - 0.4] has better 

performance and it does not reach the error floor region until w-8 . This improvement 

in performance is achieved by t he inner concatenation of component codes with the non

integer GPR target polynomial. More GPR targets need to be search based upon the turbo 

codes used in order to achieve better performance. 

Figure 5.11 shows the performance of rate 1/ 3 turbo code with DRP interleaver over 

SFE-MAP channel at various densities. It is observed that as the density increases, the 

performance degrades and this is because of the amount of ISI left even after the feedback 
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BER vs SNR for Binary PR/SFE·MAP with rate t /3 TC 
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Figure 5.11: BER vs SNR Performance of Binary PR/SFE-MAP with rate 1/ 3 Turbo Code 

operation for removal of ISI is performed. The amount of residual ISI is much larger 

at higher densities and as a result, even the turbo decoder cannot cope with it. The ideal 

dens ity for the SFE-MAP channel with turbo code to outperform PR-MAP channel with the 

same tw·bo code is 1. . There is an improvement of 1 dB for the coded SFE-MAP channel 

in comparison to the coded PR-MAP channel for a density of 1.8 and at a BER of 10- 4
. The 

improvement in the SFE-MAP channel for higher densities could be obtained ifMTR codes 

are used in conjunction with tw-bo codes. 

Figure 5.12 shows the performance of 4-level PR/SFE-MAP channels with rate 1/ 3 turbo 

code and DRP interleaver for various densities. It is observed that the coded 4-level SFE

MAP channel has a n improvement of 1.8 dB over coded 4-level PR-MAP channel. Com

paring figures 5.8 and 5.9, it is observed that coded 4-leve] SFE-MAP channel has better 

performance when compared to coded 4-level PR-MAP channel with optimum GPR target 

at P\11150 = 1.2. This results from the fact that the turbo decoder is able to remove the 

residual ISI efficiently than at higher dens ities for 4-level SFE-MAP channels. Thus, us

ing multi-level SFE-MAP channel with turbo codes is more beneficial when considering 

the operation of multi-level magnetic recording channel in terms of closeness to channel 

capacity. 
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5.6. Summary 

Figure 5.12: BER vs SNR Performance of 4-level PR/SFE-MAP with rate l j:~ Turbo Code 
with DRP Interleaver 

5.6 Summary 

This chapter introduced the use of error correcting codes for magnetic recording and pre

sented the novel work of application of Turbo codes over various configurations of magnetic 

recording channels . An introduction to different error correcting codes was provided a long 

with a detailed discussion on Turbo codes, which were of main interest to the a ut hor. Some 

of the key results and discussions from this chapter can be summarised as below. 

• Error correction coding is used a t the disk drive controller end to correctJdetect errors 

caused by AWGN, ISI, transition jitter, modulation noise and media defects. 

• The main features of parallel concatenated turbo codes design , S-random and DRP 

interleavers were discussed. 

• The effect of both the interleavers was observed on PR/SFE-MAP channels along with 

the effect ofGPR ta rgets on PR-MAP channels. 

• An interesting result observed in Figure 5.10 which showed the effect of inner con

catenation of non-integer GPR target with the component codes on t he improvement 

in performance was discussed . 

• The improvement in performance of SFE at lower densities was observed and it was 
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seen that 4-level SFE-MAP channel has better performance with turbo codes than 

4-leve) PR-MAP channel with optimum GPR targets. 

• In order to improve the perform ance of binary SFE-MAP channels with tmbo codes 

a t higher densities, it is necessary to include MTR codes as recording codes and con

straint the dominant error events from occurring. 
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6 Combined PRML and SFE based 
Magnetic Recording 

6.1 Introduction 

In binary magnetic recording systems, the SFE scheme did not provide a ny gain in com

parison to the PRML scheme. This was due to the fact that the modified filter which was 

used to estimate the amount of ISI could not detect the ISI properly if there were more 

than 3 consecutive transitions. As a result, there was a large amount ofiSI left even after 

10 iterations. The solution to thi s is to use MTR codes which was discussed in Chapter 4. 

But even after us ing MTR codes, a lthough the amount of ISI reduced, there is significant 

a mount of ISI left. This is due to th e use of the "hard" thresholding device in order to gen

erate the initial estimates. The initial estimates are incorrectly thresholded because, the 

thresholding point shifts as the Pw:,0 increases and also as SNR changes. 

In case of a magnetic channel considering no ISI and only AWGN, the thresholding 

point 1r can be considered to be a Marcum function Q('lr f a) of Gaussian natw·e. This is 

gwen as: 

1 
Q('lr /a)= 2 erfc (1r/(2a)) , (6.1) 

where, erfc is the complementary error function defined in (Benvenulo and Cherubini; 

2002). 

If ISI is taken into consideration, the operating threshold point will change depending 

upon the overlapping of the transition pulses. The assumptions made in the calculation 

of the optimum thresholding point are that there is no ISI, that the probability density 

fu nction (pdO is Gaussian and that the probability of a 0 is twice as likely as + 1 and -1. 

It is also known that there exists one and only one minima for threshold detection. The pdf 

of 1 is divided into two: + 1 a nd - 1, both havi ng eq ual probability. Thus, the number of 

samples being 0 is 1/ 2, while the number of samples being + 1 is 1/ 4 and - 1 is 1/ 4 in the 

total number of sampled data . 

Taking into account, the adjacent pdf's of 0, + 1 and - 1, 

d 
d'lr [Q('lr fa)+ 2Q(1 -11' /a)]= 0. (6.2) 
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The differentiation of the erf function is given as: 

d 2e-z2 

- erf(z) = --. 
clz fo 

(6.3) 

Substituting (6.3) and (6.1) into (6.2), 

d [l [ . 1!' ] [ l - 1!' ]] - - l - er£ (- ) + 1 - erf(--) = 0. 
d1I' 2 J2a J2a 

(6.4) 

Solving the above equation, the oplimum thresholding point is obtained which is dependent 

upon a . 

(6.5) 

Figure 6.1 shows the variation of the thresholding point versus SNR. It is seen that 

at lower SNR, there is a variation in the thresholding point from 0.5, but as the SNR in

creases, the point comes closer a nd closer to 0.5. Thus, in the lower SNR region, the shift 

in the thresholding point causes many errors in the initia l estimation of the readback sig

nal , a nd overall affecting the performance of the feedback mechanism of the SFE scheme. 

Figure 6.1 provides the optimum thresholding point at a specific SNR. The improvement 

in performance is not significant due to the fact that the improvement can only be seen in 

t he lower SNR region. 

If the thresholding device was replaced by something which could provide a better es

timate of ISI, would provide an improvement in the SFE decoding process. It was seen 

that PR equalisation provided the near optimum estimate of the readback response of the 

magnetic recording channel. Thus, the thresholding device in the SFE with MAP feedback 

is replaced with PRML device. 

The research documented in this chapter has been patented under "Novel MTR-coded 

Soft Feedback Equalisation Scheme for Magnetic Recording", whose authors are P. Shah 
and M. Z. Ahmed. The UK Patent Application number is GB 0720196.5 and keyword is 

"shah-med decoder". 

This chapter investigates the drawbacks of SFE based magnetic recording which was 

discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. Based on this investigation, this chapter introduces the 

novel work of combining PRML and SFE-MAP based magnetic recording in order to im

prove the performance of longitudinal magnetic recording. The next section discusses the 

simulation model of the combined scheme which was derived from the simulation model 

discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 6.1: Optimum Thresholding Point for SFE Scheme 

6.2 Simulation Model of Combined PRML and SFE based 

Magnetic Recording 

This new combined PRML and SFE based scheme incorporates PRML - the industry stan

dard technique with the concept of SFE. The new scheme combines PRML along with a 

feedback algorithm for r emoving ISI from the magnetic recording readback channel data. 

The feedback algorithm used is the BCJR algorithm and it is soft output algorithm. The 

novelty of this scheme is: 

• Use ofPRML for best initial estimate. 

• Use of MAP decoding during SFE iterations. 

The design of the SFE block is independent of the GPR target length . This technique is 

in contrast with the popula r PRML technique, since it does not use the introduced ISI, but 

instead it tries to remove the ISI using a feedback loop. As a result, there are no pena lties 

of noise colouration in the decoded data. 
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The SFE scheme is very similar to the Interference Cancellation (I C) Schemes described 

by Raphaeli and Saguy (2002) and Dejonghe and Vanderdorpe (2002). The main difference 

between the IC schemes and the present scheme is that the SFE combines the modified 

filter output and the apriori information from the PRML block to form the most reliable 

estimate of ISI. 

The scheme described in (Chesnutt; 2005) combines turbo iterations with a SFE-based 

equaliser. During the 1st iteration, the scheme described in (Chesnutt; 2005) lies some

where between a linear equaliser and a decision feedback equaliser (DFE), depending upon 

the SNR and the severity of the ISI. On the contrary the proposed scheme is optimal, since 

it provides the best possible estimate of ISI dming the first iteration itself. As a result, it 

does not require many iterations to achieve the MMSE solution. 

To achieve similar coding performance with the proposed scheme, error correcting codes 

like Tmbo and LDPC codes, could be used as outer codes and not as turbo-based equalisa

tion as described in (Chesnutt et al.; 2005). The ECC block is completely independent of 

the SFE iterations and thus, the decoding complexity is much less. 

6.2.1 Simulation Model of the Combined PRML-SFE Scheme 

Figure 6.2 shows the simulation model of the combined PRML-SFE based magnetic record

ing system. This simulation model is in conjunction with the general simulation model 

which was discussed in Chapter 1. Comparing the simulation models shown in Figures 6.2 

and 2.12, it is seen that the thresholding device is removed from the initial estimation loop 

and replaced by a PRML device. 

A linear modified Lorentzian filter is used to estimate the amount of ISI introduced 

by the magnetic channel and the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decoder in the iterative 

loop determines the best estimate of the data bit sequence. The feedback in the SFE block 

results in no alteration within the correlation properties of noise.The problem of SFE is 

residual ISI which is obtained by linear super-positioning of certain error patterns. This 

can be overcome by the use of Maximum Transition Run (MTR) codes. 

Random X(k MTR d(t ) 
Data Encod e r 

h(l) 

llertllil'e Loop ! i· l Modified 

d{ll After Mu.rimum lreraritms I I Filter .. __ _, · -·.-. · - ··-··-.. - .. - .. - .. -~ ·-·· - . · -. · - .. -·. -·' 
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Figure 6.2: Block Diagram of combined PR-SFE-MAP Scheme with MTR Codes 
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6.3. Results 

The convergence criteria for the feedback loop is as follows: Initially the estimates of 

the noisy data are passed through a modified Lorentzian filter and differentiated. The er

ror is calculated from the original readback data and the estimates from the differentiated 

PRML output. This error is then fed into a loop which uses an error minimising MAP algo

rithm in order to locate the transitions. The error calculated tries to estimate and remove 

the ISI from the channel as it goes through the iterations of the feedback loop. The conver

gence of the error depends upon the amount of ISI, the pattern of transitions and Additive 

White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) in the channel. Depending upon these factors, the number 

of iterations required to achieve the performance of the system is set. The convergence 

equation is obtained by Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) criterion (Proakis; 1995). 

It is found that after 2 iterations, the amount of ISI within the data is minimal and thus, 

there is no requirement for additional iterations. 

MTR codes improve the minimum distance properties of sequence detectors operating 

at high linear densities (Moon and Brickner; 1996). MTR codes eliminate the data patterns 

producing three or more consecutive transitions, while imposing the usual k-constraint 

necessary for timing recovery. 

A rate 4/ 5 MTR code is used for the simulation. The MTR codewords used are as de

scribed in Table 4.2. MTR codes have been discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

The data is precoded with [ t~D J. Due to the nonlinear characteristics of the mag

netic read channel, the write waveform consists of two symbols + 1, - 1. Since the magnetic 

channel is differentiating, only the transition positions are relevant for the received sig

nal from the disk/tape. The precoder shifts these transitions inside the bit window. This 

puts a limitation on the available precoding equalization. Thus precoding as a stand-alone 

equalizer, seems unable to handle all the equalization needs of a high-density magnetic 

channel (Feyh; 1998). It is useful in conjunction with a constrained, finite dimensional 

equalizer (PR equaliser). 

6.3 Results 

Performance of the combined SFE-PR-ML based magnetic recording channel is evaluated 

using the simulation model shown in Figure 6.2. Rate 4/ 5 MTR (2; 8) and rate 5/6 MTR 

(2; 6) codes have been used in the simulation to evaluate BER performance at various den

sities. This scheme can be considered to be an ultimate solution to high density recording 

problem, which means that it provides a better SNR gain in comparison to the existing 

magnetic recording techniques. 

The existing scheme is considered to be the PRML scheme with rate 4/ 5 MTR (2; 8) 

code as outer recording code. The new scheme is SFE-MAP with PRML estimation and 

rate 4/5 MTR (2; 8) code as outer code. The trellis structure for the PRML system is based 

on the length of the GPR target. As in the case of SFE-MAP block, it is not based on 
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BER vs SNR for rate 4/5 MTR (2;8) SFE-PR4-ML 
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Figure 6.3: BER vs SNR Performance Figure 6.4: FER vs SNR Performance 

the length of the GPR target. As seen from the Figure 6.3, the MTR coded SFE-MAP 

scheme performs slightly better than PRML scheme in the operating region(19 - 22 dB) 

with rate 4/5 MTR code. The difference in performance for a P R4 target is about 0.2 dB 

gain in the region where commercial products operate. Figure 6.4 shows the performance 

of the combined SFE-PR4-ML scheme with rate 4/ 5 MTR (2; 8) code with respect to frame 

error rate versus SNR. It is observed that the FER improves consistently and as the SNR 

increases, the improvement is significant. For shorter length PR targets, as in the case of 

PR4, it is observed that MTR does not have significant improvement on the MTR coded 

PR4-ML channel. This is because the error events occurring in the PR4-ML channel are 

djfferent than the restricted events of MTR. 

The new scheme provides soft output from the MAP decoder and thus, it increases the 

possibility to use enor correction codes. Figure 6.5 shows the EPR4 magnetic recording 

channel simulation results. It is seen that the new scheme outperforms the MTR-EPR4 

ML scheme and the standard EPR4 ML scheme. The gain of the combined scheme in 

terms of dB at PW50 = 2.4 is about 0.6 dB against MTR-EPR4 ML scheme and about 1.6 dB 

against a standard EPR4 ML scheme. 

Comparing figures 6.3 and 6.5, it is observed that at higher densities and with longer 

PR targets, the new combined SFE-PRML-MAP scheme with MTR codes has a higher gain 

in comparison to lower/higher densities with shorter PR targets. 

Furthermore, it is seen that the improvement in performance of the combined scheme 
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6.4. Summary 
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is a function dependent upon the SNR requirement as well as the length of PR targets. 

A performance comparison with application of rate 5/ 6 MTR (2; 6) code to the combined 

SFE-PRML scheme and PRML scheme are shown in figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8. 

The performa nce comparison in terms ofBER versus PW5o shown in figures 6.7, 6.9 and 

6.8 provides essential information that at what PW5o, a specific PR target would provide 

better estimation of ISI for the SFE block to work in an optimum manner. Comparison of 

figures 6.7 and 6.8 clearly shows the SNR dependency on the performance of the combined 

SFE-PRML scheme with MTR codes. 

6.4 Summary 

This chapter discussed the drawbacks of SFE based magnetic recording and presented a 

novel technique to overcome them. The combined PR-SFE-MAP scheme provided a consis

tent gain over standard PR-MAP and SFE-MAP schemes for longitudinal magnetic record

ing. This chapter also emphasised the use of MTR codes in order to achieve SNR gain. 

Below is a summary of some of the key results and important discussions presented in this 

chapter. 

• The problem of thresholding is discussed characterising the difference in the thresh

aiding point at various SNR. It is found that the optimum thresholding point is a 
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function of SNR. At lower SNR, the thresholding point is varying and at higher SNR, 

it becomes consistent. 

• The use ofPRML as an initial estimation device for the SFE scheme is shown and it 

is observed that it performs better than the SFE scheme discussed in Chapter 3. 

• The combined binary SFE-PR-ML channel is discussed and it provides better perfor

mance than PRML or SFE based channels for magnetic recording. 

• The use of MTR codes is emphasised and it is observed that for short length PR 

targets, MTR codes tend to be insignificant and there is not much improvement in 

performance of PRML channels. 

• The problem of binary SFE based magnetic recording at higher densities is overcome 

using PRML as initial estimation instead of thresholding. 

• Results shown in figures 6.3, 6.5, 6.6 dictate that the use of SFE-PR-ML scheme with 

various rates MTR codes is beneficial when compared to standard PRML scheme with 

MTR codes. For a BER of 10- 5 , the SFE-EPR4-ML scheme with rate 4/ 5 MTR (2; 8) 

code has roughly about 0.5 dB SNR gain over EPR4-ML with the same MTR code. 

• The gain in SNR comes from the length of the PR target chosen, as well as the amount 

of SNR required to reach the BER of 1 o-5 . 
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Figure 6.9: BER vs PW5o Performance of combined PR-SFE-MAP scheme with ra te 4/ 5 
MTR (2: 8) Code 

• The output of the combined scheme being soft , it is expected that the performance of 

this scheme will be improved significantly with error correction. 

• Application of Turbo and LDPC codes and implementation of multi-level magnetic 

recording using this scheme will be the future work of this scheme. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Research 
Work 

The present age of electronics which include various portable and large storage devices 

are a very good example of the ever improving magnetic recording technology. The best 

com pa rison that could be made is of the storage capacity of 3.5 in floppy drive and today's 

3.0 in hard disk drive. 

A major milestone in t he fast development of magnetic recording was set by the work 

of Kobayashi a nd Tang (1970). Since then , the increase in area) dens it ies achievable by 

magnetic recording has been much faster than Moore's Law. The development in the mag

netic r·ecording indus try over a long period of time is supported by va rious channel model 

designs, equalisation techniques, development in error correction coding, head a nd media 

designs and detection techniques. 

When considering the s ignal processing aspects of digital magnetic recording, there 

are various areas of interest which include the modulation and equalisation techn iques, 

decoding processes, transition responses, consideration and treatment of noise and ISI in 

the channel, a nd various other factors. In this thesis, an in depth work on various signal 

processing a nd coding aspects has been carried out for both - longitudinal and perpen

dicular digita l magnetic recording. This thesis discusses a major development, analysis 

and derivation of novel channel-based soft-feedback equalisation technique (Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 6) which addresses the noise colouration problem for magnetic recording channel. 

Furthermore, it provides a background investigation into the use of multi-level mag

netic recording, application of turbo codes as outer error correcting codes for magnetic 

recording and use of MTR codes as recording codes. Various developments in search for 

generalised partial response targets a nd decoding techniques for perpendicular and longi

tudinal magnetic recording have a lso been discussed. 

Transition noise (jitter noise) occurs due to t he magnetisation fluctuations concentrated 

at the centre of the recorded trans itions. As the magnetic transitions are closely packed 

in each track in order to increase the linear density of a magnetic recorder, this noise 

increases tremendously causing problems at the decoding end of the channel. Tra nsition 

jitte r man ifests itself as a pulse position jitter a nd pulse width/amplitude variation, and it 

contributes 80 - 90% of the readback data amplitude. 

The transition jitte r problem for perpendicular magnetic recording is studied and it 

is found that it is data-dependent and not additive as in the case of Gaussian noise. A 
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new model of the MAP decoder called the Asymmetric MAP decoder is designed which 

includes jitter noise calculations in its branch metrics. It is observed that in conjunction 

with Turbo codes, for a maximum jitter of 60%, the asymmetric MAP decoder provides a 

substantial gain of the order of 1 magnitude over classical MAP decoders. This novel work 

was discussed in Cha pter 2. 

It is known that a generalised PR target with non-integer va lued coefficients, can result 

in a considerably smaller equalisation loss and the overall gain can be substantial at high 

linear densities. In perpendicular magnetic recording, the main signal energy from the 

readback signal is at low frequencies. Thus, the GPR target for PRML based perpendicular 

magnetic recording do not contain the (1 - D) component of the PRML based longitudinal 

magnetic recording channel. In order to reduce the effect of equalisation loss, a new design 

of GPR targets is studied which is based upon maximising the ratio of minimum squared 

euclidean distance of PR targets to the noise penalty introduced by the PR filter (equaliser). 

Results indicating the improved performance in terms of BER have been presented and at 

a high density of PW50 = 1.4, the new [4, 10, 7. 2] optimised target is about 0.5 dB better 

than prev iously published length-4 integer GPR targets. Key results for the new optimised 

scheme have been presented in Figure 2.10. 

In longitudinal PRML based magnetic recording, it is well known that the filter in the 

PR equaliser shortens the impulse response of the magnetic readback channel, and trans

forms the channel response into a generalised PR target, thus introducing noise colouration 

a nd enhancement. This noise colouration is dependent upon the PW5o, i.e. the density of 

the magnetic channel. This dependence is proportional to PW50 , i.e. as the density of the 

magnetic channel increases, the noise colouration increases. The noise colouration intro

duced by the PR filter grows as the PW50 changes due to the non-linearity of the magnetic 

recording channel. Assuming there is no colouration of noise, this also affects the perfor

mance ofViterbi-based decoding algorithms used in magnetic recording channels. 

In or·der to overcome these non-linearities and dependencies, a new approach is dis

cussed which uses linear filters with different non-linear algorithms to estimate and re

move ISI in an itera tive manner. This new approach is called Soft Feedback Equalisa

tion (SFE) technique for longitudinal magnetic recording. This new technique for readback 

process in magnetic recording is based upon decis ion feedback principles. In this process, 

a linear modified Lorentzian filter is used to estimate the amount of ISI introduced in the 

magnetic channel which is iteratively removed in the feedback process. The novelty of the 

SFE based scheme is that it uses both the MLSD and MAP decoder iteratively in order to 

obtain the best performance. The benefits of using SFE based magnetic r ecording is that 

there is no noise colouration as in the case of the PRML based magnetic recording and the 

channel remains in its original form, providing a good input to the outer error correction 

block. Although, due to the non-linearity of the magnetic channel, the SFE based magnetic 

recording faces the problem of residual ISI. Various results have been discussed and it is 
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observed that for densities higher than 1.8, PRML based magnetic recording outperforms 

SFE based magnetic recording. This drawback comes from the threshoJding device used to 

obta in the initial estimate of ISI in th e feedback process and the dicode nature of the SFE 

ch annel. These r esults have been discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 

For a long time s ince Mackintosh and Jorgensen (1981), multi-level magnetic r ecording 

was forgotten assuming that it was not possible due to the increase in the SNR require

ments. After careful considerations to the previous work, the work described in this thesis 

answers the question to why multi-level magnetic recording is beneficia l and discusses the 

improvement in performance obtained. Various PRML and SFE based multi-level tech

niques have been studied and it is observed that in order to improve t he performance of 

multi-level magnetic recording, it is necessary to use powerful eiTor colTection codes. Turbo 

codes have been used as error correcting codes for both- binary and multi-level PRMIJSFE 

based magnetic recording. Ch a pter 5 provides a background to error correcting codes and 

discusses Tw·bo codes in de tail. Applica tion of Turbo codes over various longitudinal mag

netic recording channel configurations is investigated and various observations have been 

made. 

Two interesting observations were made during the study of application of turbo codes 

with various PRMIJSFE based techniques. They are: 

1. The error fl oor region beyond w-6 BER for the turbo coded performance could be 

because of the type ofinterleaver used S -random, the inner concatenation of the com

ponent codes used for turbo codes and the non-integer PR-target polynomials, the 

length of the PR target used or the amount of ISI introduced due to the higher den

sity of binary coded channels. 

2. For PRML based turbo-coded magnetic recording, it is observed that the GPR targets 

found using the new GPR target design method, provides a type of inner concatena

tion with the com ponent codes which improves t he performance of mult i-level and 

binary PRML based magnetic recording cha nnel significantly. 

The above mentioned obser vations can be found in Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12. The 

typ es of interleavers used for the s tudy oftmbo codes for magnetic recording are S-random 

and DRP interleavers. It is seen tha t DRP interleaver has better performance than S 

interleaver over the PRMUSFE based magnetic recording ch annel. Another observation 

made is that the error floor of t he binary coded magnetic recording channel and th e 4-level 

coded magnetic recording channel is in the same region and as a result, it is better to u se 4-

level coded channel in order to work closer to the channel capacity for magnetic recording. 

Fot· a typical magnetic recording channel with the operating region SNR of 19 - 22 dB, it is 

observed from Figure 3.1 t hat 4-level magnetic recording is closer by 2.17 dB in comparison 

to binary magnetic recording to th e ch annel capacity. 
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The use of Maximum Transition Run (MTR) codes for PRMUSFE based magnetic record

ing channels is studied in Chapter 4. MTR codes are used in order to eliminate the bit 

patterns which occur repetitively at the input so that most certain error patterns can be 

eliminated from being produced. They eliminate input patterns that contain 3 or more con

secutive transitions in the corresponding input waveform. Results show that rate 4/ 5 MTR 

(2: 8) code performs better than rate 5/ 6 MTR (2; 6) code for binary PRML based magnetic 

r ecording. The performance comparison between MTR coded PRML a nd SFE magnetic 

recording indicates that beyond PW50 of 1.3, the SFE-MAP magnetic recording channel 

does not operate well. This limitation is due to the dicode nature of the SFE based mag

netic r ecording channel. In PRML based magnetic recording, the (1 + D)n operation in 

equalisation, where n = 1, 2, 3 · · · provides information about the transition sample being 

spread over neighbouring bit periods. In SFE based magnetic recording, this information 

is not provided and hence the (1 - D ) clicode nature of the SFE based magnetic recording 

channels is a drawback which needs investigation. 

The thresholding device used in SFE based magnetic recording does not h ave a fixed 

point at different SNR's. The thresholding point is fluctuating based upon the SNR of the 

magnetic channel. This discussion is made in Chapter 6. The novel idea of combining 

PRML and SFE based magnetic recording together to achieve significant gain over stan

dard PRML based magnetic recording is studied in this thesis. 

In order to overcome the loss incurred by the thresholding device used for initial esti

mation of ISI in SFE based magnetic recording, a new type of method is designed which 

involves the use of the PRML detector as an initial estimation device and use ofSFE-MAP 

algorithm for final detection. The PRML detector replaces the thresholding device as an 

initial estimator ofiSI and thus provides a gain of about 0.6 dB over standard PRMUSFE 

based magnetic recording. This gain comes with the use ofMTR codes as well as the length 

of the GPR target chosen for the PRML detector to make its initial estimate. Figures 6.3 

and 6.6 present the above mentioned SNR gain achieved using the novel combined PR

SFE-MAP scheme for longitudinal magnetic recording. It can be said that this novel tech

nique of longitudinal magnetic recording is the ultimate solution to achieve high density 

recording. 

Several problems have arisen tha t have not been answered during the course of this 

work. AJso, new ideas which suggest several areas for further investigation have not been 

discussed in depth. These topics have been proposed as potentially important topics for 

futw·e work and are lis ted as below: 

• In perpendicular magnetic recording, the transitionjitter noise can be accounted to be 

80 - 90% of the readback data amplitude. The transition jitter noise has been studied 

and h as been found that it is not strictly Gaussian , due to the non-linear effect of ISI. 

Future work can investigate on the use of more accurate probability density functions 

of transition jitter in order to obtain accurate performance. This results in further 
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investigation into transition jitter's data dependency and modification to the current 

implementation of asymmetric MAP decoder. 

• Media noise in perpendicular magnetic recording comes from the imperfections of the 

media and its effect is significant in the magnetic transition regions. Typically, media 

noise can be accounted to be approximately four times the electronics noise in t he 

transition regions. In order to obtain more accurate GPR targets, it is necessary to 

take into account media noise and based upon the calculations of AWGN and media 

noise, the overall filter penalty can be calculated and optimum GPR targets can be 

achieved. This direction of research in media noise for search of optimum GPR targets 

is the extension of the work presented in this thesis. 

• A new method of equalisation described as Soft Feedback Equalisation is studied us

ing longitudinal magnetic recording channel model. The same SFE scheme can be 

applied to perpendicular magnetic recording channel model and it is expected that it 

would perform better than longitudinal magnetic recording since the main readback 

signal energy for perpendicular magnetic recording lies in t he low frequency compo

nents. This new strategy of using SFE based perpendicular magnetic recording is 

worth investigation in order to obtain higher recording densities. 

• A major area of investigation for the work presented would be to understand the er

ror patterns produced by various PRMUSFE based multi-level longitudinal magnetic 

recording channels and to design new MTR codes for them. This would in return pro

vide with a new class of MTR codes specifically for multi-level magnetic recording, 

which could be presented to the tape-drive industry for verification purposes. 

• Various schemes for SFE/PRML based longit udinal magnetic recording have been 

discussed in this work. It is worth continuing further investigation into the combined 

PRML and SFE based MTR coded magnetic recording which would facilitate the mag

netic tape-drive industry to obtain higher recording densities and thus, progress in 

overall tape-data storage capacity. Application of multi-level magnetic recording, er

ror correcting codes for this scheme would be an interesting area of future investiga

tion. 

• The ease of implementation for the combined PRML-SFE based MTR coded magnetic 

recording comes fTom the fact that the existing system already has a PRML detector, 

and thus, an additional SFE block is required as the final decoding block. In addi

tion to the SFE block, another requirement is to use a buffer, in order to t reat t he 

PRML detected data to estimate the amount of ISI introduced in the channel. Thus, 

implementation of the combined PRML-SFE based MTR coded magnetic recording 

channel into a progra mmable chip and investigating the performance with real tape

drive data would be essential in order to fully explore this advantageous scheme. The 
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reduced noise colouration of the combined PRML-SFE based scheme could result in 

better performance from the overall concatenated coding scheme. 
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Matched Filtering and Frequency 
Response 

A.l Matched Filter Output for Lorentzian Response 

Th e lorentzian respon se can be defined as: 

The ma tched filter ou t put for the lor en tzia n response ca n be given as: 

Let cr be P~~50 . Thus, da = pJ
50 

dt. Let a be P~~50 . 

Applying the a bove equa tion to (Wolfi·am Math world Website; 2005), 

C'(X) = PWso [ - 1 ] -
2
- · 3 [a· arctan(a- cr) - a· arctan (cr)] 

4a +a _
00 

PW50 [ - 1 ]oo -
2

- · 
4 3 (log(1 + n 2

) - log(1 + a2
- 2an + a 2

)] 
a+a _

00 

Applying the limits of oo and - oo, the log terms ca ncel each other. 
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Thus, 

1 
C(X ) = rr PW5o ·a · ---;o-

4a+ a3 

Substituting back a to be p~~50 , 

C(X ) = ~ . [ PWto ] 
4 PWl 0 + x2 
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A.2. Frequency Response for a Lorentzian Dibit Pulse 

A.2 Frequency Response for a Lorentzian Dibit Pulse 

The frequency response of dibit lorentzia n pulse can be obtained u sin g (1.4). The dibit 

response can be given as: 

d(t) - 1 1 
- 1 + (_1_L_)2 1 + (2(t - l))2 

PW5o P W50 

The Fourier tran sform for an isola ted lorentzian waveform is given as: 

l
oo 1 

H(w) = 2t 
. -00 1 + (--)2 

PW5o 

S b t .t t• 2t dt _ P \ \15o d u s 1 u 1ng Pl¥
50 

as a, , - 2 a. 

PW5o 
-jw.c-

2
-

J-I (w) = PW5o f oe - ---=-da 
2 - ex; 1 +a2 

Substituting e-jwt as cos(wt) - j sin (wt) , the a bove equa tion becomes, 

H (w) PW5o 1 
2 -

. PW5o 1 -J --
2 -

[
PW5o ] cos -

2
-wa 

2 
da 

1 + a 

[
PW5o ] 

sm - 2-wn da 

1 + a2 

Considering the anti-symmetrical properties of the lorentzian response (Ahmed; 2003a), 

the imaginary term is 0. 

[
PW5o ] 

H (w) = PW5o 1 cos - 2-wa da 
2 _

00 
1 + a 2 

Thus, from (Ahmed; 2003a), the above equation becomes, 

PW5o 
PW5o -w-

H (w) = --n · e 2 
2 

Thus, the Lorentzian dibit response D (w) can be obtained using t he above equa tion . 
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where, w is the frequency term and T is the sampling period. 
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A.3. Frequency Response for Partial Response Equalisation 

A.3 Frequency Response for Partial Response Equalisation 

The PR4 frequency response described in equation(2. 7) can be obtained as shown below. 

The standard class of PR systems is defined by Thapar and Pate] (1987). The further 

gen eralisation of the class of PR systems can be described as below: 

S(D ) = (1 - D )m(l + D )n 

where rn and n are integer values E {0. 1. 2. 3, . ..... }. 

The Frequency response to the above equation can be given by substituting IDI as e-j wT , 

where w is the frequency term and T is the sampling period. 

Using trigonometric identities, 

[ 
wT ]m [ wT ]n IS(w) l = 2 sin (
2

) · 2cos( 2 ) 

wT 
arg(S(w)) = (n- m) 2 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

The above equations (A.1) and (A.2) can be u sed to evaluate the frequency response of 

any PR system, given m. and 11. 

For a PR4 system , t he frequency response can be calculated based on m = 1 and n = l. 

The magnitude of the frequency response is given as : 
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S(w) [2sin (w;)] [2 cos(w;)J 

. wT wT 
4 sm( 2 ) cos( 2 ) 

= 2sin(wT) 
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3 Maximum Likelihood and Mean 
Squared Error 

B.l Equivalence of MLSD and Viterbi Decoding 

The ML decoder is defined as the decoder which minimises the error probability for the 

case where a ll transmitted sequences are equally likely (Sklar; 2001). If the information 

sequence is defined as { Cj } and the output from the equaliser is defined as bj , which is the 

MLSD input, then according to the MLSD rule, the decoder chooses the t rellis path which 

defines the sequence such that: 

n - 1 

max{IJ P (bi = Cj } 

i=O 

where, Cj E {0, 1} and n is the number of input bits. Applying probability density function 

equation, the above equation is equivalent to: 

where, a is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise. 

The value of ~ is insignificant since it a constant and it does not affect the maxi
v27ra 

mum value in the equation. Applying log to the above equation, we obtain: 

Assuming 2a2 as constant and since it will not affect the maximised value, the above 

equation simplifies to: 
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(b1 - cj)2 will always be positive and -(bi- cj)2 will always be negative. 

Thus, Vj, the maximisation of a set of negative numbers will be the minimisation of 

positive numbers. Thus, the above equation becomes: 

Thus, piece-wise minimisation of probability in log domain is Viterbi a lgorithm, which 

is equivalent to maximum sequential probability, where maximum sequential probability 

solution leads to MLSD solution. 

The output from the MLSD decoder is always a codeword/sequence with highest proba

bility. MLSD contains a list of all possible codewords leading to the sum of the probability 

of the possible codewords being not equal to 1. 
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B.2 Mean Squared Error Criterion 

Consider the block diagram of a channel with a zero forcing equaliser. 

Gaussian 
Noise 

{nk} 

Noise -
Whitening 
Filter 

1 

X(z ) = F (z )F* (z - 1
) 

1 
C(z ) = F (z ) 

Figure B.l: Block Diagram of Channel with Equivalent Zero-Forcing Equaliser (Proakis; 
1995) 

Assume an information sequence as { ak}. Let the output of the filter be denoted as { ak} . 

The ta p weight coefficients { c1} of the filter are adjusted such that they minimise the 

mean square va lue of the enor: 

where, a~,: is the informat ion symbol transmitted in the 1.:-th signalling interval a nd a~,: 

is the estimate of that symbol at the output of the equaliser. 

This estimate of the information symbol is defined as: 

]( 

CLJ.: = L Cj . VJ.: - j 

j =- /( 

{ Cj } are the (2K + 1) complex-valued t ap weight coefficients ofthe filter. The estimate ak 
is quantised to the nearest information symbol to form the decision a~.:. If ri:~.: is not identical 

to the information symbol , then an error occurs. 

The performance index of the mean squared error (MSE) criterion is denoted by J and 

defined as: 

For an infinite-length equaliser, the estimate a~,: can be expressed as: 

00 

ak = L Cj · vk- j 

j =-
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Applying the orthogonality principle in mean square estimation, a set of linear equa

tions can be obtained. The selection of { c_1} is done in such a way that the error ek is 

orthogonal to the signal sequence { vk- t} for - < l < 

Thus, 

Substituting the above equation into the performance index equation, 

00 

L ci · E(vk_1uZ_1) = E(a~,-v-;_ 1 ) 
-00 

where, - < l < oo. 

The output from the noise whitening filter v~,- can be expressed as: 

L 

VI = L J~,ak- n + Wk 

n=O 

(B.l) 

where, { wk} is a AWGN sequence and {fk} is the set of tap coefficients of an equivalent 

discrete-time tran sversal filter having the transfer function F( z). 

Thus, the performance index becomes: 

and 

L 

E(vk- j1 k-1 = L .f1: fn+l- j + No8lj 
11 = 0 

( - L ~ l ~ O) 

(oth erwise) 

Substituting the above equation into (B.l) and a pplying z transform on both sides of 

the equation , 

C(z) [ F (z)F*(z - 1
) +No] = F *(z- 1

) 

Thus, the transfer function of the equaliser based on the MSE criterion becomes: 
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B.2. Mean Squared Error Criterion 

When the noise whitening filter is incorporated into the equaliser and the equivalent 

equaliser transfer function is obtained. The equivalent equaliser transfer function is given 

as: 

' 1 
C(z ) = X (z ) +No 

wh ere, F (z )F*(z- 1) is equivalent to X (z ). 

When No is very s ma ll in comparison to the signal, the coefficients tha t minimise the 

peak distortion are approximately equiva lent to the coefficients that minimise the MSE 

performance index J (Proakis; 1995). 

The measure of residua l ISI and additive noise is obtained by evalua ting t he minimum 

value of J, given as J,1in · Applying orthogonality principle and previously defined J = 

El e~,:l 2 , l min is defined as: 

00 

Elo~; l 2 - 2:::: CjE(vk-jak) 
- oo 

Applying contour integral and z transforms, th e above equation simplifies to: 

No 
J min = N 

1 + 0 

The above equation only holds t rue when t here is no ISI. 

For a fini te- length equa liser, the minimum value of J (K ) is given as l mm(K ), where the 

filter h as (2[( + 1) tap weight coefficients. 

0 

l mm (K ) = 1- I: Cj / - j 
j = - /( 
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LMS Algorithm 

C.l Derivation of LMS Update Equation 

The derivation of the LMS update equation is based upon the simulation model below. 

(h: r atm: l.<KJ 

~ - -- - -··-··--· - --- -------- ---_: 

Figure C.l: Simulation Model ofSFE-LMS Multilevel Magnetic Recording Sys tem 

Consider the filter input sequence f (t ) with N tap coefficients w( - N2 1 
), _ ... w( N2 J ), 

where N is a positive odd integer and output { ii~;} . Thus, 

N - 1 

ak(t) = L P(t - k) -w(k) (C.l) 

1.:= 0 

From Figure C.1, the output from the second lorentzian filter is P(t ), the aim is to min

imise the E [e2 (t] varying the filter coefficients only, where E [-] is the instantaneous ex

pectation value. In the above Figure C.l, the filter coefficients remain the same, but the 

estimated input sequence {ak} is ch anged/equalised. The assumption ofLMS algorithm is 

that there is only one global minima of the expected squared error from the filter (Proakis; 

1995). In the SFE-LMS sch eme, this minima exis ts in the expected estimated sequence 

{ii(k)}. 

(C.2) 
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Assuming minE [e2(t)] is a constant c, 

(C.3) 

Assumption 1: 

The square of the current error sample is approximately equal to the average of a ll the 

squared error samples. Thus, 

d [2 ] d 2 d 
-d . ( )E e (t ) ~ -d. ( )e (t) = 2-d . ( )e(t) 

ak t ak t ak t 

Assumption 2: 

Assuming the expected value of e2 (1,) is same as the instantaneous value of c2 (t), the 

equation(C.3) becomes: 

b(t) is independent of ak. 

( ) • ( ) e2 
( t) - c ak t + 1 ak t - - d.,..:-:-- -

-d. ( )e2(t) 
ak t 

• e(t) - e(~) 
= ak( t) - - -;-d ----'---'-

2-- e(t) 
d ak(t) 

• ( ) e( t) - efu 
= (l,h t - d 

2-d . ( ) (b(t) - f(t)) 
ak t 

(C.4) 

Assumption 3: Replacing the derivative with partial derivative, and bringing the neg

ative sign oH (t) in denominator to numerator, the equation(C.5) becomes: 
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C.l . Derivation of LMS Update Equation 

Simplifying the a bove equation, following equation is obta ined : 

ak( t + 1) = ak(t) + 11-e(t) [w(-(N - 1)/2) . . . w((N - 1)/2)] - K (C.5) 

where, 

c 
(C.6) 

K = e(t) [w(- (N -1)/ 2) .. . w((N- 1)/2)r 

and 

1 
(C.7) 1' = 2 [w( - (N- 1)/2)2 + ... + w((N- 1)/2)~] 

Assumption 4: Assuming that there will be no error in the new estimated value of itk. 

the assumptions c= O makes the constant n, equa l to 0, a nd this simplifies the expression . 

Thus, the fin a l LMS upda te equation becomes: 

ak(n + 1) = ak(t) + J.Le(t ) [w( -(N- 1)/2) .. . w((N - 1)/ 2)] (C.8) 

Since t he above update equation equates to a consta nt which is between 0 and 1, in 

the simulations, just a consta nt was multiplied wit h error and the results were obtained 

for different values of this constant and the best value was ch osen . As s uch fr om the 

a bove eq uation (C. 7), it is seen tha t 1-L depends upon t he PW50 , since in it s equation , the 

loren tzia n fi lter coefficien ts are used. As a result, in order to remove this dependency, a 

different technique which was independent of PW50 and just used a constant between 0 

and 1 was designed a nd implemented. Of all the constants, the best one found was 0.7. In 

order to justify the use of 0.7 as the con stant, a simula tion was performed with different 

values of k for a SFE based dicode ch annel with LMS feedback a t PW50 of 1.5. F igure C.2 

shows the BER vs SNR performa nce of the cha nnel wi th different va lues of 1.: . 

The compari son between these two constants is as shown below in ta ble(C. 1). In the 

ta ble, the consta nt used in t he simula ted system is considered to be 0.7. 
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Soft Feedback using LMS with PW50=1.5 

;. 

' 

k=0.1 ---e-
k=0.2 ---e-
k=0.3 

k=0.40 --e
k=O.S ---e-
k=0.6 ----..-

k=O. 70 ----
k=O.BO ~ 
k=0.90 - -
k=1 .0 

10·6 l___L _ _j_ _ _t____l.L.L___I. _ ___l_ _ _j___l____J 

12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 

SNR, dB 

Figure C.2: Error Rate vs SNR Performance of SFE with LMS Feedback for Different 
values of k 

I Constant 11 Actual J.l 11 Actual Constant Used in system I 

PW:;o -- -

0.5 0.492565 0.7 
1.0 0.421500 0.7 
1.2 0.372605 0.7 
1.5 0.295506 0.7 
2.0 0.192119 0.7 

Table C.l: Comparison of actual J.l and constant used in simulated system at different 
PWso 
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ASYMMETRIC MAP DECODING FOR PERPENDICULAR MAGNETIC 
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Introduction This paper presents the 
application or a new l\ IAP a lgori thm to 
perpendicular recording in the presence of jitler 
noise. Respecting the limi t on references, the 
following four references are provided as the 
fund amf' nla l basis for this work . For l\ laximum 
A Poste1·iori (l\IAP) decoding o n trell is's[l] ond 
previous work on jiLter noise for longitud inal 
magnet ic recording[2]. Por the perpendicular 
channel model. we assume a hyperbolic tongent 
readback s ignal from an isolated trans ition u(t), 
given by 

A symmetric D ecod er (AD) : The AD 
includes I add it ion and I mu l per branch 
metric computation in addi tion to the classic 
Log- l\IAP trellis decoder. Additiona lly. the 
decoder uses the input branch labels to determi ne 
if a particular pat h would include transit ion noise, 
so two consecutive state net'ds to be cons idered 
before the stale metric is updated. This 
increases the computational complexity will be 
exponential as more terms around the transition 
are considered. and is seen as a limitation for 
higher D 50 . The results compare fixed electronics 

u(l) = Lan h (ln(3) D
1

50
) 

SN R, and vary ing the maxirnurn trans it ion jitter 
( I) within a sector of 4096 bits are shown for 

CPR[0.74.0. :~,0.33.0 .0 .0.01] at D50 = 1.0 . 
. where D50 is the normalised user density[3] and 
the target Partial Response given in [<1]. 

We wi ll present a mod ifi ed trellis based 
algorithm that acco1mts for l he differences 
between elect ronics and j ittN noise in the metric 
computations. The fact that the jitter noise is 
greater in trans it ions c-o mpan'd Lo where there are 
no transitions can result in improvt>d reliability o f 
the metric computation. l t has been found that 
this provides gains in performance m·er classica l 
l\ IAP algorithms that assume the noise is not data 
dependent . 
Channel Model : 

IH R HI K 
~lr.a.-~mc-M " '""' M~mr.- I'IIQII 

l q ~tl IIF !.. 

Fig. I : Simulation Block Diagrom 
The error correction code ( EC ) is a ( 4096.3072) 
LDPC code. T he received s ignal r(t) can be 
described by the following equation 

r(t) = h{t) * (s(t) + j(t) + n(t)) (2) 

where h(l) is the impulse response of the PR 
equaliser, s(l) is the channel readback woveform 
(with ISI), j(t) is the transition jitter noise and 
n(L) is 1\\VGN, or the electro nics noise and * 
denotes convolu tion. \Ve use noise p red iction 
within t he decoder. resulting in the Log- l\ IAP 
decocl <'<i s ignal bei ng described as 

r·(L) = h(l) * s(l) + j(l) + n(l) (3) 

,...,.... ,_ .. _ 

J .... 

! 
i .... 

••• ~7:---;,t=--, ---:;.,,...---:-:---! . __ .._, 

Fig. 2 : (o) BER vs. percentage or transi-
tions , measured before EC ·. and (b) 

BER vs. maximum j itter. measured after ECC. 
The t ransit,ion jitter is sp!'dfiecl by I uw.x/'1' where 
lrn o:r represents the maxi1num deviat ion in a bit 
period T . The variance of n{t) for Fig 2a and Fig 
2b are d ifferent. and were chosen for convenience. 
Conclus ion and Future W o rk : Hcsnlts show a 
consis tent improvement over BCJR with the use of 
ECC, however improvements are nlso dependant 
0 11 the percentage of transitions. a ud show a 
maxim um at 60%. o r interest is t he fact that 
a lthough the improvement in channel BER is not 
very much. the gain in decoded BEH (Fig 2b) is 
1 order of maguitude for large lma:r/1'. The jiltcr 
noise has been found not to be strictly Gaussian, 
due to the uo n- linear effect or IS I. aud the fu ture 
work will investigate 0 11 the use of more accurate 
probabi li ty density functions to decode it. 
REFERENCES : 1 L. Bahl et al. IEEE Tmns 
lnfo, 20, 2 4(1974). 2 \V . Zcng et a l. IEEE Trans 
Magn, 28(5) , 2895(1992). 3 Y. Oka u1oto et al. Tech 
Report IEI CE, l\IR2000- , 1(2000). ·1W. Tan et 
al, JMMM, 287{2005) , 397- 404. 
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Introduction 

It has been show n t hnt mu lti len •l techniq ues operate closer to the channel capacity than binm·y fo r a bandwid t h 
limit ed cha nnel ex periencing Additive White Gaussia n Noise (i\\VGN) at inc reased Sig na l to Noise Ralio (SN R) 
[1]. Prev ious work [2] suggested tha t multi-leve l tec hniques. o lrered little . if nny improvement o f the mag netic 
recording capac it.v compared to the bina ry(two-level) system. and is eYent ually limi ted by umpli tude irregulari
ties in I he magnctic channel. T h is paper looks a t a new approach of apply ing powerful E rror Correct ion C'odrs 
( ECC') 0 11 the ltllilti- lrvel mag nPtic recording channel a nd in vestigating the im pro\·ement in the performance. 

T IH' nw in idea beh ind multi le \'e l recordi ng is to e nable s to ring of more info rmatio n bi ts pe r t.rnnsitio n on 
t he ltHtgnetic medium. Se\·cra l magnetisation levels could be used wit h t he mul ti-le\·el cha nnel. It is known 
thfll fit higher code r<tlt's for /\WC channels . bina ry codes tend to deviate very quickly from t heir theoretical 
perfo rmance[J] . In order to ach ieve very low error-ra tes ala pa rticu la r S R, it is necessary to use s late o f the 
a r t EC'C like T11rbo C'orles. This pa per examines t he use o f multi level d ata in conj unction wi th T\trbo codes. 
for n hig h density mngnet ic recording clwnnel, to ach ieve increased cha nnel capacity for a pa rticula r SNR in 
the opera ting regio n or the magneLic recording devices . 

Sin1ula tion Model 

Fig ure( I) shows a mull i-leve l approach of a bas ic Pa rtia l Response - l'dax imum-A-Posler iori ( P R-.ti!A P) system 
wit h ECC. A tomplctc soft wnr!' s imulatio n oft he PR channel with A \VG N no ise is pe rformed using turbo codes 
as the EC'C. The rrcording channel being assumed to be longit udinal. where the readback voltage from an 
isolated trans itio n is approx imated by a Lorcn tzia n function with P !V50( J' as the norma lised recording den ·ity. 
The rPad huck pnsles obtained a fter <tddi ng t he /\ WGN are equalised using the besl Genera lised Partial Response 
(G P I{) target .. This controls the Inte r Symbol Interfe rence( IS!) introduced b.v the Lorentz ia n functio n. Finally 
t he PH Pqu a lised dat a is derodecl using a tre ll is based JI IAP(BC'JR) decoder [3]. 

'l\u·bo Code Specifications: The o uter E · codes used fo r t he s imulation is 1/ 3 ra te t urbo code. The 
desig n of turbo rodl:'l; is achieved using ta il-biting recursive s.vs tema tic ronvol utiona l codes with feed- forward 
poly no mial l~ = [:l7]8 and feed-back polyno minl l~ = [23]s for an overall rate 1/3 turbo code. The turbo 
decoder is itercll in • parallel concatenated . l i\P decoder with ex tri nsic information excha nge. The inlerleaver 
used is a 5-random int erleaver [tf]. The block length is set to 500 information bits and the 111ax imum nu mber o f 
itera tions is set to !)0. At least 100 error b locks were collected for each BErt poi nt. 

Deno ting the eocle rate o f the ECC as R 1 and the code-ra te for t he 4-level system as 172 = 2, the overa ll 
code ra te of the ..J- Ic\·el system is 

17 = 171 X R2 = 2Rl 

The channel S R definition used fo r the system in I he simulat ions is 

SN Rc/,(lnnel = 10 log10 ( 2~2 ) 
where a is the sland;1rd devia tio n of t.he Gaussia n Noise distribu tion. 

R esults and Discussions 

( I ) 

{2) 

'J'he inilinl exhaustive search for the best GPR ta rget gave t he po lynomial o f the type (1 - 0.8D- 0.2D2) for 
'1- level recording fot· a PW50 = 1.2 and (1 - 0.50 - 0.5D 2) for 2-level(bina.ry) recording lo r a P IV50 = 2.4 . Hcsults 
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Figure 2: Error Hil tC' vs SJ R Performance Com par
ison of 1\ lult ilevel 1\ Iagnetic Recordi ng Systems 

s hown in ligu re(2) show the varia tion of C'ITOr rate on S H for difTerPnt co nfignntlions of the multi- level record ing 
system. Por an uncoded 4-level systc>m. t he desired hase error ra te of 10 - 5 is arhie\'C'd a t 25 dH SN R. '1b achieve 
the 13 ER. the 4-level system with ECC requires almost 10 dB less cha nnel S R compared to the uncoded 4- level 
system. Also. it is seen tha t the codC'd binary system needs 6 dB less S R than the coded 4-le\'e l system. The 
error fl oor of bina ry coded a nd 4-level coded systems is similar. At lower density. the coloura tio n of the AWGN 
introduced by the PR equaliser would be less. Also, the use of mu lt i-level signa lling enables the use of lower rate 
E C with larger minimum di la nces. In the norma l operating region {19-22dB channel S R) of the magnetic 
recording sysleiiis . it is seen from flgure(2) that if both the binary and !-level system perfonmmce curves are 
extended for a higher S R , the error fl ow ra te merges. This error fl oor nwrg(' is caused by the ECC proper t ies 
and not by the modulation techniqll(' used . Hence, since both binary a nd mu lti-level coded systems have s imilar 
performa nce. at higher S R. mu lti-level system works much closer to the capacity t han I he bina ry system. 

Conclus ions and Future Work 

Simulntion results were presented for I he binary a nd multilevel. coded a nd uncodc>d Pl1 1\ I L systems. Applicalion 
of mu ltilen•l signa lli ng ha· been s hown to be beneficia l. when t he operRli ng region of m<~gnet i c de\·ices and low 
error rates were discussed . The error floor region which is the oper<1 t ing region of m<~gnetir recording devices was 
shown and il was presented lh~l the binary coded system had similar er ro r noor to t ha t of 4- level coded system. 
Lower rate codes with better EC:C properties used wi th multile\·el signalli ng a nd lower recordi ng densities could 
have bcUer perfo r ma nce compared to hig her rate;> bina ry coded systems with high recordi ng dens ities. Also t he 
use of G F( 4) codes could give better performa nce than the C I· (2) codes used in t he simu lations . Tllis could be 
a possible enhancement of the systcm described in t his paper. resulting in improvcmcnt for multi- level magnetic 
record ing systems incorporated with 8C'C:. 
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Abstract- This paper investigates the use of multi-level mod
ulation for magnetic recording using a novel Soft-Feedback 
Equalisation (SFE) approach. Uifferent aspects of invest igation 
are: I) Multile,•el Recording, 2) SFE and 3) Applic:1tion of 
Turbo Codes. The SFE scheme is a model in which the partial 
response (PR) Cltua liscr and Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) 
decoder arc replaced by a linear filter with an iterative MAP 
decoder. Error corn:ction codes (ECC) arc applied to the multi
level recording system in order to achieve very low error-rates. 
Implementation of the SFE scheme for multi-level recording 
shows a reduction in complexity in comparison to various PRML 
schemes. T he simula tion results show a clear performance gain 
of multi-level-coded against binary-coded recording systems. At 
higher Signa l-tu-Nuisc Ratio (SN R), the coded mulli-level SFE 
scheme overcomes the error noor effect produced in the coded 
multi-level PRML scheme, which is caused by minimu m distance 
error events. Q,•erall , this paper propo es the use uf ended multi
level recording with SFE scheme at lower r.~tes ra ther than coded 
binary recording at higher densities in order to achieve simila r 
performance. 

Keywords: Sort Feedback Equalisation, Mult ilevcl, Magneti c 
Recording, Longitudinal Recording, PRML, MAP, Error Cor
rection Codes, noise colouration. 

I. INTRODUCT ION 

11 has been shown that mult ilevel 1cchniques openlle closer 
to the channel capacity than binary for a banc.Jwidlh lim
ited channel experiencing Additive White Gau sian Noi c 
(AWG ) at im:rca cd Signal to oi c Ratio (S R) Ill. Pre
vious work 121 suggested that mu lt i-level techniques, offercc.J 
litt le, if any im provement of the mngnctic recording capacity 
compared to lhc binary(two-levcl) system, anc.J i eventuall y 
limited by ampli tude irregularities in the magnetic chnnncl. 

Multilevcl encoding of data gives its .t\1 !>Cl o f symbols, a 
k-bit meaning, where M = 2k. Since t11e magnetic recording 
system works at a higher SNR, we can take advantage of it and 
use multi-level encoding and ECC to achi eve more bnndwidth 
efficiency, i.e. more "information bits" can be stored in the 
transitions on the magnetic media. It is known that at higher 
code rates for AWGN channels, binary codes lend 10 deviate 
very quickly from their theoretical pcrfonnance I l l. In order to 
achieve very low error-rates at a particular SNR, il is necessary 
to use state of the art error correction codes like Turbo Codes. 
SFE was introduced in [3], in which Turbo Equalisation was 
discussed wit h linear complexity. 

SFE ba ed rnulti level recording is discus ed which is based 
on decision feedback channel I4 J principles and i in contrast 
to the popu lar PRML technique. It is not the same as Turbo 

Equal isation which was discussed at length in 15]. In this work , 
turbo codes arc used as outer ECC codes and t11ey are not in 
conjunction with the SFE process. 

The design of the SFE block is independelll of the number 
of levels used for recording and the overall process of SFE is 
non-linear. This paper exami nes the use of multilevel data in 
conjunction with powerful ECC, for PRML and SFE m:Jgnetic 
record ing channels, to achieve increased channel capacity for 
a particular S R in the opernling region of the magnetic 
recording device . 

11. SYSTHI Sl ~t U LATION MODEL FOR SFE APPROACH OF 
MULTI-LEVEL RECO RDING 

Soft Feedback Equalisation is a technique which is based 
on filters with feedback algorithm for removing ISI from 
the magnetic recording readback channel data. In the PRML 
approach, the filter in the PR equaliser shortens the impulse 
response of the underlying channel. There is noise colouration 
nnd noise enhancement penalty in this process which changes 
as P ll .5o ch:Jnge . This is bccausc the dependence of noise 
colourntion is non-linear 161. The noise in magnetic recording 
channel is uncorrelatcd. and the equal iser modifies the correla
tion propert ies of the noise rc~ulting in colouring of noise. The 
noi~e correlation affects the crror rate of the PRML channel. 
In the proposed SFE scheme. a linear modified Lorentzian 
filter is used to estimate the amount of ISI introduced by 
the magnetic channel and the MAP decoder in the iterati ve 
loop tries to remove this cstimmed ISI. The overall decoding 
process is non-linear. This technique is in contrast with the 
PRML technique, since it does not use the imroduccd ISI , 
bul instead it tries to remove the IS I using a feedback loop. 
As a result. there are no penalties of noise colouration or 
cnhancemenl. 

The feedback approach in the SFE system is an adaptive 
;~pproach and thu the channel data rem:Jins in its original 
form without any alteration in lhc correlation properties of 
noise. The only problem is rc~idu:J I IS I obtained from li near 
super-positioning of certain error pattern s. In this simulation 
model, ISI is treated as ISI noise i(l). 

The convergence criteria for the feedback loop is as follows: 
In itially the e timates of the noi y data arc passed through 
a non-linear filter and error is c:Jiculated from the original 
rcadback data and the estimales. This error is then fed into a 
loop which uses an error minimising MAP algorithm in order 
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Fig. I. Sunulation Model of SH : Mulii levcl Magnetic Recording Sy>tem 

to locate the transitions. The error calculated trie to e timatc 
and remove the IS I from the channel and as ir goes rhrough rhc 
irerarion of lhc feedback loop. l l1e convergence of rhe error 
depends upon rhe amounl of IS I, rhe pallern of rransil ions and 
AWGN in rhe channel. Dependi ng upon horh the faclors, the 
number of itcrarions requi red to achieve the performance of 
the system is set. l l1e convergence equar ion is obrained by 
minimum mean quared error criterion !7]. 

Here, { .1:( k) }, where x ( k )c{ 0, I} is rhc user data. The ECC 
encoder outpur is {w(n)f{O. I}} and the mapping output d(t) 
depends upon the numher of mapping levels used based on 
GF(2m). Here. m i rhc number of bils mapped together. 
l11c mapping for 4-levels is done by raking 2 bits ar a rime 
and mappi ng them as: 00 becomes 0. 0 1 becomes 1/ 3. 10 
becomes 2/ 3, and I I becomes 1. All the levels arc equally 
spaced. For 4-levels, d(l )f{O. 0.33. 0.66, I} and for 2-lcvcls, 
d(t)t:{O. I}. 

The N coefficients of the Lorcntzian Filler are 
h( - N2 1

) •.•. • h(N2 1 ),where N is a po irive odd imcger. 
The value of the coeflicients of the Lorentzian fi lter depends 
upon the value of P\1'50 . After passing a(t) through the 
Lorentzian filler, the readhack pul se r(t) is obrained. The 
channel SNR defi nilion in dB used for the system in the 
simulations is 

SNR channel == 10log 1o ( 2~2 ) dB 

where a is the standard dev iation of the Gaussian Noise 
distribution. The channel noise n(l ) is assumed 10 be AWGN 
whose vari ance, a 2 is determi ned by the above SNR equation. 
Thi noi!>C is then added to r(l) giving IJ(t). 

Filtering of a(t) with the fir t Lorentzian filler introduces 
ISI in the channel. This is the point where the ISI noise i(l) 

comes inro account. Thu • the noisy channel output has rwo 
additional components: IS I noise i(t) and AWGN n(t), where 
i(t) is a funcrion of a(t ). 

The noisy channel outpul b(t) is then thresholded, using a 
threshold device and the our pul of lhe lhreshold device is used 
as an initial estimare of rhc dicode output given ns a(t). l11is 
thresholding process is conrrolled by an open switch which 
closes only during I he 01 h ileration. Thus, it is only used in 
rhe beginning of rhe feedback process. The rhresholding is 
perfom1cd depending upon lhc number of levels used. The 
thresholdcd data ii(n) con ists of n(l) and i(t). Thus, 

ft(l) = f(o (/) + i(t) 1- n(l )), ( I ) 

where 

r (J(I)) = fl rg m<lx {Pr(J(L) = u) : a E GF(2m)} 
a 

and Pr{f(l) = a) is the a-priori probability of f{t) being n. 
which can be simply obrai ned from the probability dcnsiry 
function of a Gaussian distributed random variable [7]. Once 
the estimales are achieved, the estimares go rhrough anorher 
lorentzian funcrion filter, where the midd le lorentzian sample, 
i.e. the peak value is set to 0. lt is set to 0 in order to estimate 
the ISI introduced by the lirst lorentzian fi ller. This modified 
Lorenrzian function is denorcd as 

v(l ) = h(t) - <l( t ), (2) 

where <5(1) is a uni t amplirude impul e al I == 0 and ~ero 
elsewhere. The ' rap coefficients of the second fi ller are 
v(- N2 l ) , . .. , t·( .v21 ) wirh v(O) = 0, where N is a positive 
odd integer. The output from the second fi lter f(t) is cancelled 
from the out pur b(t), resulting in error oulpul e(t). This error 
sequence is pa sed through rhe MAP detector and passed 
through (I - D ) and rhe esrimates nre updated as a(t ). 



As the MAP output d(t) enters into the convergence loop, 
it tries to minimi se the effect o f ISI comple tely incc it is 
dependent upon the error e(L). After the convergence has 
reached , which is after 5 iterations, Bi t Erro r Rate (BER) and 

Frame Error Rate (FER) are calculated at the points shown in 
the block diagram. 

When ECC is introduced in the system, the input to the SFE 
channel is g iven from the ECC encoder output w(n). After 
convergence has been reached, the output o f the MAP decoder 
cL(t.) is g iven to the ECC decoder. The po ints o f overal l BER 
and FER calculati on with ECC arc al. o shown in the block 
diag ram. The equations cxplnining the nbove process nre as 
shown in figure( I ). 

Ill. ECC SPECIFICATIONS 

The outer ECC code used fo r the imulation is a J / 3 
rnte lll rbo code. The design of turbo codes is nchi eved using 
ta il-bit ing recursive systematic convolutional codes with feed
fo rward po lynomi al F1 = [37]8 and feed-back po lynomial 
I~ = [23]8 for an overall rate I j:3 turho code. The turbo 
decoder is ite rative parallel concatena1ed MAP decoder with 
extrinsic info rmation exchange [ 8[. The intc rl enver used is an 

S - random interleaver [9]. The block length is ~et to 500 
info rmati on hits and the mnximum number o f itemtions is set 
to 50. At least 100 cn·or h locks were collet:tcd fo r each BER 
point. 

De no ting the code ra te o f the e rro r correcting code a 1?1 

and the code-rate for the 4-level system as R 2 = 2, the overa ll 
code rate of the 4-levcl system is 

R = R1 x R2 = 2R1 

IV. R ESU LTS AND DISCUSS IONS 

The simulation paramete rs for the different t:oded and 
uncoded sche mes are as be low: 

• Binary PR-MAP: PW50 =2.4, GPR=[I ,- 0.!>,- 0.51, ECC 

used i ra te 1/ 3 Turbo Code as pccified in the ECC 
speci fi cmions . 

• 4-Level PR-MAP: P l ll5o= l .2, G PR=[ I,- 0.8,-0 .2 1. ECC 
used is rate I / 3 Turbo Code as specified in the ECC 
specificat ions . 

• 4-Level SFE-MAP: P ll "5o= l .2, maximum number o f 
iterations in feedbnck loop is set to 5, ECC used is rate 
1/ 3 Turbo Code as specified in the ECC spec ifications. 

• Uncoded 4-Leve l PR-MAP: Pl\'50= 1.2, 
GPR=[l. - 0 . ,-0.2] 

Results shown in figure(2) show the variati on of bit e rro r 
rate o n SNR for diffe rent configurntions of the mu lti-level 
record ing system. Fo r an uncodcd 4-level PR-MAP system. the 
des ired BER of w-5 is achi eved at 25 dB SN R. To achieve 
the same BER, the PR-MA P system with ECC requ ires almost 
10 dB less channel SNR compared to the uncoded system. In 
comparison, the coded binary system needs 6 dB less SNR 
than the coded 4-level system. The coded 4-lcvcl SFE-MA P 
system has similar perfo rmance as the coded 4-level PR-MAP 
system . As seen from the fi gure(2}, the coded SFE-MAP 
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Fig. 2. Performance Comparison of Differen1 Mul1ilcvel Recording Channels 

scheme performs better than PR-MAP scheme in the o perating 
region( 19-22 dB) with rate l / 3 turbo code. The diiTerence in 
perfonnance is about J .5 o rders of magnitude in Lhe error noor 

region. Also from fi gure(2), Lhc e rror lloor o f binary coded 
system is same as the error noor o f 4-levcl coded systems . 

In terms of complexity, the SFE-MA P has less complexity 
than PR-MAP. This is because of the removal o f the PR
Equali ser. The tre ll is structure for Lhc PR-MAP multi-level 
system is based on the number o f levels used and also on Lhe 

length of the G PR targets. As in the case o f SFE-MAP multi
level system, it is only based on the number o f levels used. 
For a 4-level PR-MAP system wi th GPR target length o f 3. 

each segment o f the tre llis has 64 paths and the maximum 
number of states is J 6, while for a 4-level SFE-MAP system, 
each segment o f the trellis has onl y 16 palhs and maximum 
number of states is 4. 

At lower density, the colouration of AWGN introduced by 
the PR equalise r would be less. The loss in te rms of SNR dB 
calculated for a 4-level PRML syste m is about 0.5 dB at PW50 

= 1.2 for the 4-level GPR target. Simi larly at PW5o = 2.4, 
the cnlculated loss is about 2 . 10 dB fo r the binary GPR target. 
The use of multi-level signalling enables the use o f lower 
rate error correction codes with larger minimum distances. 
In the normnl operating region ( 19-22dB channel SNR) of 
the magnetic recording systems , it is seen from figure(2) 
that if both the binary and 4-level system performance curves 



arc extended for a higher SNR, the etTor noor merges. It is 
ob erved that this error noor merge is caused by the ECC 
properties and no t by the modu lation technique used. The SFE 
sche me performs bcucr fo r U1e multi-level recording system 
w ith ECC t11an PR-MA P. 

The use of rate L/3 turbo code show that lower rate codes 
with hetter ECC properties used with multilevel signalling 
and lower recording densities can have equivalent perfom1ance 
compared to binary coded systems with high recording densi
ties. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The propo ed new SFE cheme performed better than 
PRML chcme in magnetic recording. Simulation results were 
presented for the comparison of boUl the schemes. This paper 
g ives an insight into a new type o f magnetic recording which 
is better in terms of complexity, pcrfom1ance and implemen
tation . Equations were prese nted 10 clearly explain the con
vergence c riterion o f the SFE scheme. Application o f multi
level s ignalling in nwgnctic recording has been show n to be 
be nefic ial, whe n the operating region of magnetic devices and 
low error rates were di scussed . T he SFE scheme perfom1ed 
better than PR-MAP scheme when ECC was impleme nted 
because the noise colouration effect was reduced which was 

caused by the PR-equali scr in the PR-MAP scheme. The 
error noor region which is the operating region of magne tic 
recording devices was shown and it was presemed that the 
binary coded system had simi lar error noor to that of 4- level 
coded system . 
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I . I NTRODUCTION 

In recent years. perpendicu lar magnetic recording (PMR) has been the main topic of inlercst in the industry. Given 
current estimates, that wou ld suggest an a real density using PMR as great as one terabit per square inch - making possible 
in two to three years a l .S- inch di sk drive capable of storing an entire terabyte of data [ I]. As the a real density is increased, 
however. the signal process ing aspects of magnetic recording becomes more difficult. 

The present technique for finding the optimised GPR targets is based on the minmimum mean squared error (MMSE) 
hctween the equaliser output and the desired output, subject to the monic constraint [2] . In this paper. we pn.:sent a new 
method of designing GPR targets for PMR. This method is based on maximising the ratio of minimum squared eucledian 
di stance of the PR target to the noise penalty introduced by the PR fi lter. The description of the channel model and the 
new method follows in the nex t section and the results and comparison follows after that. 

11. S IM ULATION MOD EL 

Figure( I (a)) shows the block di agram of the PMR system model used in this paper. The user data. denored as aJ.:. is 
a sequence of input . ymhols tak ing values of 0. I. To simulate the write current. the sequence I l k i mapped to - I. + I. 
The sca li ng factor of 0.5 is to ensure rhe transition takes values of - 1. 0. + I. We approximate the single-transirion step 
repsonse. den01ed as s( l ). using rhe hypa bolic tangent function 13][4]: 

s( t.) = A · lanh (ln(:3) P l,~50 ) (I) 

where A is the satumtion levd/amplitudc from zero to peak(nonnali sed to unity) and P ll'5o is the time taken for .s(l) to 
go from - .4 / 2 to t- A/ 2. lt is assumed that I and PIV50 are nonnalisedto the symbol period. '/'. The dibit response p(l ) 
is delined as: 

p(l ) = s( t ) - s(t - l ) 

The readhack signal r( l ) is thl! convolution of ak. and p(l) plus some Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN): 

r(l) = L ak71(t - k'J') +n(t) 
k 
'--v---' 

be l ) 

(2) 

(l) 

where n(l) is the AWGN with mean of 0 and variance of a 2
. A Maxi mum Likelihood Sequence Detector (MLSD) is used 

to provide lhc decoder solution which is used for perfonnance evaluati on. 

Ill. GPR T ARGET SEARCH METHOD 

The presen t techniqul! 12] for achieving optimised GPR target is optimal only if the receiver has noise prediction. If 
there is no noise predi ction. then the equaliser leads to additional noi e. This is as shown in figure( I (b)). Considering a PR 
equaliser with a monic constraint. where h(O) = l. the new technique described in this paper is based on the calculat ion 
of rat io of the minimum squared eucledian distance of the PR scheme under rhis monic constrain! to the squared noise 
penalty introduced hy !he fi lter. Consider the N tap coeffi cients h( N:; 1 ), · · · • · · · . h( 1\':; 1 ). where N is an odd integer. 
The equalised signal y is: 

y r(l) * h(t) 

b(t) * lt(l) + n(l) * h(t ) 

b(l) * h(l ) + n(L) + nf(L) 

(4) 



(a) Simul ation Model 

(b) Equivalent Simulation Model with 
Mi numum Rucledian Distance Measurement 

(c) Equivalent Simulation Model with 
" tl l ) Filter Noise Penalty 

Figure I : Simulation Bloek including GPR Target Search 
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Figure 2: G PR Target Resul ts 

l ien:. n 1(1) is the noise penalty from the fi lter. The analysis of the system is shown in Figure I. 
The rule of optimisation is to find the G PR target that max imises the ratio of minimum squared eudidea n distance on 

the trellis over the noise penalty. Thus. the e ffective design rati o is: 

Mi nimum Squared Eucledian Distance 
Design Ratio = --- ----,,-:.._--,-__,.--,----

Filler oise Penalty 

when:. the fi lte r noise penalty is computed as. 

Fi lter Noise Pe nalty = L h(j f 
Vj .JoFO 

The optimscd cnrch looks fo r the PR target that max imises this Design Ratio. Resul ts from this arc in Figure 2. 

R ESULTS AND DI SCUSS IONS 

(5) 

(6) 

T he G PR targets obtained using thi s new method for GPR search are the same with tradi tiona l method o f GPR search 
for mos t P I 1'50 . This new method provides consistently equal o r better targets for PR IL schemes that doe not include 
noise pred iction. Future work will focus on inve tigat ing the effect of media noise. 
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This paper investiga tes the use of muWievel modulation for magnetic recording using a novel soft -feedback equalization (SFE) ap
proach. OitTerent aspects of inve tiga tion are J) multilevel recording, 2) SFE, a nd J) application of turbo codes. The SFE scheme is a 
model in which the partial response (PR) equalizer and maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoder a re replaced by a linear filter with an 
iterative MAP decoder. Error correction codes (ECCs) are applied to the multilevel recordi ng system in order tu achieve very low error 
r·ates. Implementation of the SFE scheme for multilevel recording shows a reduction in complexity in comparison to various PRML 
schemes. The simulat ion results show a clear· performance gain uf multi-level-coded against bina ry-coded recording systems. At higher 
signal· to-noise ratio (SNR), the coded multilevel SFE scheme Ol'ercomes the error fl oor effect produced in the coded multilevel PRML 
scheme, which i caused by minimum distance error events. Overall, this paper proposes the use of coded multi level recording with SFE 
scheme at lower rates rather than coded bina ry recording at higher densities in order to achieve similar performance. 

Index Terms-Error correction codes (ECCs), longitudinal recording, magnetic recording, multilevel, maxi mum a posteriori (MAP), 
noise coloration, PR IL, oft feedback equa lization (SFE). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I T has been shown that mu ll ilevel techniques operate closer 
to the channel capacity than binary for a bandwidth limited 

channel experiencing addit ive whi te Gaussian noise (AWGN) 
at increased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 11 ]. Previous work 12] 
suggested that mullilevel techniques offered linle, if any. im
provement of the magnetic recording capacity compared with 
the binary (two- level) system and is eventually limited by am
plitude irregularities in the magnetic channel. 

Multi level encoding of data gives its M set of symbols, a /,·-bit 
meaning, where M = 2k. Since the magnelic recording system 
works at a higher SNR, we can take advn ntage of it and use 
mult ilcvel encoding and ECC to achieve more handwiclth effi 
ciency, i.e., more '·i nforma tion bits" can be stored in the transi
tions on the magnetic media. It is known that at higher code rates 
for AWGN channels, binary codes tend to deviale very quickly 
from their theoret ical performance I I] . In order to achieve very 
low error-rates at a part icular SNR, it i necessary to use . tatc 
of the art error correction codes li ke turbo codes. SFE wa in
troduced in 13], in which turbo equalization was discussed with 
linear complexi ty. 

SFE-based multilevcl recording is discussed which is based 
on decision feedback channel14) principles and is in contrast to 
the popular PRML technique. It i not the same as turbo equal
ization which was discussed at length in 15]. In this work, turbo 
codes arc used as outer ECC codes, and they are not in conjunc
tion with 1he SFE process. 

The design of the SFE block is independent of the number 
of levels used for recording and the overall process of SFE is 
nonlinear. This paper examines the use of mu ltilevel data in 
conjunction with powerfu l ECC. for PRML and SFE magnetic 
recording channels, to achieve increased channel capacity for a 
particular SNR in the operating region of the magnetic record ing 
devices. 
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ll. SYSTEM SIMULATION M ODEL FOR SFE APPROACH 

OF M ULTILEVEL R ECORDING 

Soft feedback equalization is a technique that is hased on 
fi lters with a feedback algorithm for removing intersymbol in
terference (ISI) from the magn~.:t ic recordi ng readback channel 
Jata. In the PRML approach, lhc filter in the PR equalizer 
shortens the impulse response of the underl ying channel. There 
is noise coloration and noise enhancement penalty in this 
process which changes as PW .;,o changes. This is because the 
dependence of noise coloration is nonlinear [61. The noise in the 
magnetic recortling channel is uncorrelated, and the equalizer 
modifies 1hc correla1ion properties of the noise, resulting in 
coloring of noise. The noise correlation affects the error rate 
of the PRML channel. In the proposed SFE scheme, a linear 
modified Lorcntzian filter is used to estimate the amounl of ISI 
introduced by the magnet ic channel and the MAP decoder in 
the ilerative loop lries to remove this estimated ISI. The overall 
decoding process is nonlincar. This technique is in contrast 
with the PRML techn ique, since it does not use the introduced 
ISI, but instead it 1ric to remove the ISI using a feedback 
loop. As a result. there are no penalties of noise coloration or 
enhancement. 

The feedback approach in the SFE system i an adaptive ap
proach, and thus the channel data remai ns in its original form 
without any alteration in the correlation properties of noise. The 
only problem is residual !SI obtai ned from linear superposi
tioning of certain error patterns. In this simulation model, ISI 
is treated as ISI noise i ( /,). 

TI1e convergence criteria for the feedback loop is as fo llows: 
In itially the estimates of the noisy data are passed through a 
nonl inear filter and error is calculated from the original read
back data and the estimates. This error is then fed into a loop 
which uses an error minimizing MAP algori thm in order to lo
cate the tran itions. The error calculated tric to estimate and 
remove the ISI from the channel and as it goes through the it
eration of the feedback loop. The convergence of the error de
pends upon the amount of ISI, the pattern of transitions and 
AWGN in the channel. Depending upon both the factors, the 
number of iterations required to achieve the performance of the 

0018-9464/$25.00 ~ 2007 IEEE 
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On·nJtrrx.h rt.a~f = R 
~ - ---- ----------~ 

~-- ··- ·· - ··-··-·· -. ·-··-·· -·· - ··- .. 
( I ) b(l)- n(l)+ r(l )+ u(l) 

(1) ril l)= r(a(l )+ r(l ) ... u(l )) 

(3) r lf(l)} = ar~n ~•x{Pr t f(t) = •) " E GF[2"')J 

( I) r•(l ) = 11 (1) - rl(l ) 
(7) t (tl - b(l)- r'( l) 

f;,, r(/ ) = n( t ) · h(()} + 1 ,~, 1 
rd l - J). h(J ) 

f~) , ( I)~ n(l ) 11(0) + n(l ) ~ 

'"" \ lo J \'U 

( \ 1)•1 
L r·(J J [ul t-;) -rr(l -/)j 

r• t' 111 '•" 

~ i!l) n11u (ju(l) - a( t )i) 
(b l i(t) = t nit - j) · I'(J) 

J-= '] I \jO 

Fig. I . S imula1ion model of SFE rnuhileve l magnelic recording syslem. 

sys1em is set. The convergence equation is obta ined by min
imum mean-squared error criterion [7]. 

Here. {.r(k)}. where :r(k)f{0.1} is the user data. The ECC 
encoder output is { w( 11 )f { 0, 1}}, and the mapping output rl(t.) 
depends upon the number of mapping levels used based on 
G F(2"' ). Here. m. is the number of bi ts mapped together. The 
mapping for four levels is done by taking 2 bits at a time and 
mapping them as follows: 00 becomes 0, 0 becomes 1 / 'J. 10 
becomes 2/3, and I I becomes I. Al l the levels are equally 
spaced. For four levels, d(l)f{O. 0.33. 0.66 . I} and for two 
levels, cl(t) r{O, 1}. 

The N coefficients of the Lorentzian fi lter are h.(- N -
1/2) .... , h(N- 1/2), where N is a posit ive odd integer. The 
va lue of the coeffi cients of the Lorentzian fi Iter depends upon 
the value of PW50 . After passing n(t ) through the Lorentzian 
fi lter. the rcadback pulse T(t) is obtained. The channel SNR def
inilion in dec ibels used for 1he system in the simula1ions is 

SNRcltauuel = 10 log1o (~) dB 2a-

where o i the standard deviat ion of the Gaus ian noise distri
bution. The channel noise n( I) i assumed to be A WGN whose 
variance o 2 is determined by the above SNR equation. This 
noise is then added to r( t ). giving b(t). 

The fi ltering of o.(t.) with the first Lorcntzian fi lter int roduces 
ISI in the channel. This is the point where the IS I noise i(L) 
comes into account. Thus, the noisy channel output has two ad
ditional component s: ISI noise i(t) and AWGN n(t) , where i(/.) 
is a function of a(t). 

The noisy channel out put h( l ) is then thrcsholdcd, using a 
threshold device, and the output of the threshold device is used 
as an initial estimate of the dicode output given as ii(t). This 
thrcsholding process is contro ll ed by an open swi tch that closes 
onl y during the zeroth iteration. Thus, it is only used in the be
ginning of the feedback process. The thresholding is performed 
depending upon the number of levels used . The thresholded data 
ii(n) consists of n(t.) and i( t ). Thus 

ft(l) = r (o( t ) + i(l) + n(t)) ( I ) 

where 

r'(J(t)) = argmax{Pr(J(t) =a): o. E GF(2"')} 
" 

and Pr{f(t) = a) is the a priori probabi lity of j (t ) being 
n, which can be simply obtained from the probability density 
function of a Gaussian-distributed random variable [7]. Once 
the estimates are achieved, the estimates go through another 
Lorentzian funct ion filter, where the middle Lorentzian sample. 
i.e., the peak value is set to 0. It is set to 0 in order to esti mate 
the ISJ introduced by the first Lorcntzian filt er. This modified 
Lorentzian function is denoted as 

v(t) = h(l.) - ti(t) (2) 

where 6(t ) is a unit amplitude impulse al /. = 0 and zero else
where. TheN tap coefficients of the second fi lter arc v(- N-
1/2), ... , 11(N - 1/ 2) wi th v(O) = 0, where N is a positive 
odd integer. The output from the second filter 1~ (1.) is canceled 
from the out put b(t). resulting in error output c(t). TI1is error se
quence is passed th rough the MAP detector and passed through 
(1 -D), and the estimates arc updated as n.(t.). 

As the MAP output cJ(I.) enters into the convergence loop, 
it tries to minimize the effect of ISI completely since it is de
pendent upon the error r.(t.). After the convergence has been 
reached, which is after fi ve itcral ions. the bit error rate (BER) 
and frame error rate (FER) are calculated at the points shown in 
the block diagram. 

When ECC is inlroduccd in the ystcm, the input to the SFE 
channel is given from the ECC encoder outpu t w(n). After con
vergence has been reached, the output of the MAP decoder rl( t) 
is given to the ECC decoder. The points of overall BER and FER 
calculation with ECC are also shown in the block diagram. The 
equations explaining the above process arc as shown in Fig. I. 

Ill. ECC SPECIFICATIONS 

The outer ECC code used for the simulation is a 1/'J ra1c turbo 
code. The design of turbo codes is achieved using tai l-biting re
curs ive systematic convolutional codes with feedforward poly
nomial F1 = [J7]s and feedback polynomial Fb = [23]8 for 
an overall rate 1/3 turbo code. The turbo decoder is iterative 
parallel concatenated MAP decoder with ex trinsic information 
exchange [8]. The interleavcr used is an S-random interleaver 
19]. The block length is set to 500 informa tion bits, and the max
imum number of iterations is set to 50. At least I 00 error blocks 
were collected for each BER poi nt. 
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Fig. 2 . Performance comparison o f different mult i level recording channels. 

Denoting the code rate of the error correcting code as R 1 and 
the code rate fo r the four-level system as R2 = 2, the overall 
code rate o f the four-level system is 

R = RI X R2 = 2R l 

IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSS IONS 

The s imulation parameters for the d ifferent coded and un
coded schemes are as fo ll ows: 

• Binary PR-MAP: PW50 = 2.4 , GPR = [1. - 0.5. - 0.5], 
ECC used is rate 1/ J turbo code. 

• Four-Level PR-MAP: PW 50 = 1.2, GPR = [1. - 0 .8. 
- 0.2], ECC u eel is rate 1/J turbo code. 

• Four-Level SFE-MAP: PW50 = 1.2, maximum num ber 
of iterations in feedback loop is set to 5, ECC used is rate 
1/ J turbo code. 

• Uncoded Four-Leve l PR-MAP: PW 50 = 1.2, GPR = 
[I. - o.g. - o.2J. 

The results in Fig. 2 show the vari ation of BER on SNR for 
diiTerent config urations of the multi level recording syste m. For 
an uncoded four-level PR-MAP system, the desired BER of 
w- 5 is achieved at 25-dB SNR. To achieve the same BER, the 
PR-MAP system with ECC requ ires almost I 0 dB less channel 
SNR compared with the uncoded system. In comparison, the 
coded binary system needs 6 dB less SNR than the coded four
level system. The coded four-level SFE-MAP system has sim
ilar performance as the coded four-level PR-MAP syste m. As 
seen from Fig. 2, the coded SFE-MAP scheme performs better 
than the PR-MAP scheme in the operating region ( 19- 22 dB ) 
with rate /J turbo code. The difference in performance is about 
1.5 orders of magn itude in the error floor region. Also from 
Fig. 2, the error fl oor of the binary coded system is same as the 
error floor of the four-level coded syste ms. 

The SFE-MAP has less complexity compared to the 
PR-MAP, because of the removal of the PR-equali zer. T he 
trelli s s tructure for the PR-MAP scheme is based on the number 
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of levels used and the length of the GPR target, whi le in the case 
of the SFE-MAP, it is only based on the number of levels used. 
For a four-level PR-MAP system wi th a GPR target leng th of 
1, each segme nt of the u·ellis has 64 paths and 16 stntes, while 
for the SFE-MAP syste m, it has only 16 paths a nd four states. 

At lower de nsity, the coloration of AWGN introduced by the 
PR equalizer would be less . The loss in terms of SNR dB calcu
lated for a four- level PRML system is about 0 .5 dB at PW 50 = 
1.2 for the four-level GPR target. Similarly, a t PW50 = 2.4 , 
the calculated loss is about 2. 10 dB for the binary GPR target. 
·n,e use of mult ilevel signaling enables the use of lower rate 
error correcti on codes with larger minimum di stances. In the 
normal operating regio n ( 19- 22-dB channe l SNR) of the mag
netic recording systems, it is seen from Fig. 2 that if both the 
binary and four-level system performance curves are ex tended 
for a higher SNR, the error floor merges. It is observed that this 
erro r fl oor merge is caused by the ECC properties and not by the 
modulation technique used. The SFE sche me performs better for 
the multilevel recording system with ECC than PR-MAP. 

The use of ra te 1/3 turbo code shows that lower rate codes with 
better ECC properties used with multi level s igna lling and lower 
record ing dens ities can have equivalent performance compared 
with binary coded syste ms wi th high recording densit ies. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed new SFE sche me performed hcttcr than PRML 
scheme in mag netic recording. Simulati on results were presented 
for the comparison of both the schemes. This paper gives an in
sight into a new type of magnetic recording , which is be tter in 
terms of complex ity, performance, and implementation. Eq ua
ti ons were prese nted to clearly explain the convergence crite
ri on of the SFE scheme. Application of mu lti level signa li ng in 
magnetic recording has been shown to be beneficial, when the 
operating region of magnetic devices and low error rates were 
discussed . The S FE scheme performed better than the PR-MAP 
scheme whe n ECCwas implemented because the noise coloration 
effect wa. reduced, which wa caused by the PR-equali zer in the 
PR-MAP sche me. The error floor region, which is the operating 
region of magnetic recording devices, was shown, and it was pre
sented that the binary coded system had similar error flour to that 
of four-level coded system. 
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A Novel MTR-Coded Soft-Feedback Equalisation Iviethod 
for Niagnetic Recording 

Specification 

B ackground : 

Pa r t ial Response T\ Iaximum Likelihood (PRi'viL) is a dominant technique in t he magnetic record
ing illClustry. The recording channe l is assumed to be longitudina l, where the rcadback voltage 
from an isola t ed transition is approximated by a Lorentzia n func lion [1]. with P~:jl! as the 
normalised record ing densi ty. The Lorentzi<m functiou is defined as: 

1 
h(L) = ( 21 )2 1 + PWso/T 

(1) 

The Lorentzia n fun ction is the isola ted s tep response of the recording cha nne l. The channel 
SNR definit ion used for the system described is: 

SN R channel = 10 logiO ( 2~2 ) 
where CJ is the s tandard deviation of the Gaussia n Noise distribution . The cha nnel 1101se 1s 

assumed to be Add itive Whi te Gaussian oise (AvVGN) whose var ia ncr, CJ 2 is dctPrmined b_v 
t he above S R equation. Partial R esponse equa lisation is achieved by using an equa liser wit.h 
the besl Genera lised P a rtia l Response ( GPR) la rget, which eventually forms the read back da ta . 

PR Equalisation is p erformed so that t he Inter Symbol Interference (ISI ) int roduced by the 
Lorentzian fi lter can be controlled. The PR equal iser in the PRT\IL scheme shor tens the impulse 
response of t he underly ing channel a nd matches it according to t he PR t.argct. There is noise 
coloura tion a nd noise enhancement pe nalty in this process which changes as PW50 changes. 
This is because the dependence of noise colo uration is non-linear [2] . The noise in t he magnetic 
recording channel is uncorrelated , and t he equaliser modifies t he corrleation properties of the 
noise resulting in noise colouration. The noise colomation affects the error rate of the PRT\11 
cham1el. Thus. in order to overcome t he noise colouration penalt ies int roduced by the PRi\ 11 
technique, t he new Soft Feedback Equa lisation (SFE) technique is proposed which is described 
next. 

Statement o f Invention: 

This invention incorporates PRML - "the industry standard technique" with t he concept of 
SFE. The new scheme combines PRi\11 along with feedback a lgorithm for removing ISI from 
the magne t ic recording readback cha nnel data. T he novelty of th is invetion is : 



• Use of PRML for best initial estimate. 

• Use of MAP decoding during SFE iterations. 

The design of the SFE block is independent of the GPR target length. This technique is 
in cont rast with the popular PRJvlL technique, since it does not use the introduced ISI, but 
instead it tries to remove the ISI using a feedback loop. As a resul t, there are no penalties of 
noise colouration in the decoded da ta. The block diagram and the equations are as shown in 
figure( 1). 

The SFE scheme is very similar to the Interference CanceUa tion (IC) Schemes [3]-[4]. The 
main difference between the IC schemes a nd the present scheme is that the SFE combines the 
modified fi lter output and the apriori information from the PRML block to form the most 
reliable estimate of ISI. 

The scheme described in [5] combines turbo iterations with a SFE-based equa liser. During 
the 1st iteration the scheme described in [5] lies somewhere between a Linear Equaliser (LE) 
and a Decision Feedback Equa liser (DFE) , depending upon the S Rand the severity of the ISI. 
On the contrary t.he proposed scheme is optimal, since it provides the best possible estimate of 
ISI during the first iteration itself. As a result , it. does not require man~' iterations to achieve 
the MMSE solution . 

To achieve similar coding performance wit h the proposed cheme. error correcting codes (ECC) 
like turbo codes, could be used as outer codes and not as turbo-based equalisat ion as described 
in [G]. The ECC block is completely independent of the SFE itera tions and thus, the decoding 
complexity is much less. A fignre expla ning this is shown in fig(2). 

d(l) Randull' r( k ~1TR 
I 

~~ I 
Data Encoder c<•dlny I 

I 
h(l) : 

lt.ruti.- U HIJ> ! 1' l ~:~;fied : 
• __ clU.l ._ ----- _''!'..t!:...J~~-'!!:~'~''!..'~~tl~"!~- -- -~ - - -- ----------- __ _ ! : 

I h(f ) - 6(1) I 
l--------------------~ 

.\1 1: l>•cr>ding /Jim k 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of the Proposed SFE I\1odel for I\ la.gnetic Recording Systems 

Simulation M odel of the P roposed SFE Scheme: 

A linear modified Lorentzian filter is used to estimate the a mount of ISI introduced by the 
magnetic channel and the Maximum A Posteriori (i'vlAP) decoder in the iterative loop deter
mines the best estimate of the data bit sequence. The feedback in the SFE block results in no 
altera tion within the correlation propert ies of noise.The problem of SFE is residual ISI which 
is obtained by linear super-positioning of certain error patterns. This can be overcome by the 
use of iaximum Transition Run (I\ITR) codes. I\ ITR codes are discussed later. 

The convergence criteria for the feedback loop is as follow: Initially the est imates of the noisy 
data are passed through a modified Lorentzian filter and differentiated. The error is calculated 
from the origina l readback data and the estimates from the differenLiated PRML output. Thjs 

?. 



error is then fed into a loop which uses an error minimising l'viAP algorithm in order to locate 
the transitions. T he error calculated tries to estimate a nd remove the ISI from the channel as 
it, goes through the iterations of the feedback loop. T he convergence of the error depends upon 
the amount of ISI, t he pattern of t ransit ions and AdditiYe 'Khite Gaussian Noise (AWG ) in 
the channel. Depending upon t hese factors, the number of itera t ions required to achieve the 
performance of the system is set. T he convergeuce equation is obtained by Minimum Mean 
Squared E rror (Ml'viSE) criterion [7]. It is found t hat after 2 iterat ions, the amount of ISJ 
within the data is minima l and t hus, there is 110 requirement for addit ional itera tions. 

I\ ITR codes improves the minimum dis tance properties of sequence detectors operating at 
high linear densit ies [8]. tviTR codes elim illale the data patterns producing three or more 
consecut ive transitions, while imposing the usual k-constra int. necessary for timing recovery. 

A rat' 4/5 ITR code is used for the simulation. The data are precoded with 1 ~0 . The 
lab le showing the codewords is below [8] : 

Ta ble 1: Rate 4./ 5 1\ ITR Code 
I DATA 11 CODE\~TORD 11 DATA 11 CODEWORD I 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 

10000 1000 
00001 1001 
00010 1010 
10001 1011 
00100 1100 
00101 1101 
00110 1110 
10110 1111 

01000 
01001 
01010 
10010 
01100 
00101 
10100 
10101 

lrat1111~ 1 .. oop 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

d' t \ J\jta M1umwm lu:wumrs I I 1 
___ \.!.L ------·-·-- ---- --- ·--·--- - t·--·-· ·--·- ---- ---' I 

I h(t ) - c5(1 ) I 
t--------------------~ 

.\FJ-: INmdin~ 8/tll k 

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the P roposed SFE I\ Iodel for Magnetic Recordi11g Systems with 
ECC 

Claims 

The existing scheme is onsidered to be Lhe PRI\IL scheme with rate 4/5 I\ .IT H code a outer 
code. T he new scheme is SFE wit h MAP decoder (SFE-MAP) a nd ra te 4/5 MTR code as outer 
code. T he trellis struclure for the P Rl\IL syslem is based on the length of the GPR tru·get. As 
in the case of SFE-MAP block, it is not based on the length of the GPR target. As seen from 
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Figure 3: Bit Error Rale Performance for P I"UvlL (PR4) and SFE-l\ IAP schemes with 4/5 rate 
. ITR code 

t he figure(3) , t he ITR coded SFE- lAP scheme p erforms better than PRl\1L scheme in lh 
operating r gion(l9-22 dB) with rale 4/ 5 ITR code. T he difference in performa nce for a PRA 
target is about 0.2 dB gain in t he region where commercia l products operate. T he new scheme 
provides soft output frotll t he l\1AP I coder and thus, it increases lh possibility to use error 
conLrol coding. Figure(4) shows t he EPR4 111agnctic r carding channel simul at ion resul ts. lt 
is s en tha t the new sche11w outperforms the l\ !TR-EPR4 l\ [L sch me and tit standard EPR4 
l\ IL scheme. T he gain of the proposed sch me in terms of dB at PW50 = 2.4. is about 0.6 dB 
flgR inst 1viT R-EPR4 lL scheme a nd about 1.6 dB against a standa rd EPR4 l\ LL scheme. Thus, 
it is seen t hat at higher densities and with longer PR targets , the proposed sch me has a higher 
gaiu in compari, on lo\\'Cr cl nsities and shorter PR targets. 
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